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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is a doctrine in Buddhism called ‘Anicca’. A rough translation of this doctrine
asserts that “all temporal things are in a constant state of change”. Although
probably not intended as such originally, this certainly applies to most random
processes that arise in statistical applications. The assumption that the probabilistic
structure of a stochastic process stays constant over time is often not justified in
practice. Many physical phenomena exhibit nonstationary behavior as a result of
smooth changes in their second–order dependence structure over time. Examples
can found in a wide range of disciplines such as geophysics, medicine, economics and
engineering1. In addition to this, a wide range of modern datasets that show this
type of behavior can be viewed as being recordings from processes that vary over a
continuum. For example, in meteorology daily records of temperature, precipitation
and cloud cover over a region as three related surfaces may change over time due
to global climate changes. The main object of this thesis is the study of stochastic
processes that are characterized by both aspects.
The violation of the assumption of weak stationarity – the invariance to trans-
lations in time up to second–order – has two important implications. Firstly, a
spectral theory is not necessarily well–defined. Time–invariance of the second–order
structure of a weakly stationary process ensures that the process can equivalently be
represented in the spectral domain, where the random process is given as a function
of frequency rather than as a function of time. The spectral domain representation
(Crame´r, 1942) can be viewed as a stochastic analogue to the Fourier representation.
It provides information of the contribution of the various frequency components to
the total variation or ‘energy’ of the process via the spectral distribution function
or, if it exists, via its corresponding spectral density function. For nonstationary
processes, a spectral theory in which the physical interpretation of concepts such as
‘energy’ and ‘frequency’ are preserved, is generally not possible. It can however be
established for processes of which the nonstationary characteristics change slowly
over time (Priestley, 1965). The spectral distributions then become local in nature
and can be captured via a time–dependent spectrum. The time–dependent spectrum
and the time–dependent spectral density operator (Chapter 3), the generalization to
the infinite dimension, play a central role in the remainder of this thesis.
1See also the Valorization Addendum provided at the end of this dissertation
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Secondly, an alternative asymptotic theory is necessary for meaningful statistical
inference. Properties of many statistical inference procedures are derived using an
asymptotic theory for which the assumption of weak stationarity lies at the basis.
This classical asymptotic theory asserts that an increasing sample size will provide
more information on the structure of the process. However, if the structure changes
over time, future observations might not be of the same kind thereby invalidating
results derived in such framework. An alternative asymptotics can be achieved by
considering double–indexed processes that have time–dependent characteristics in
combination with an infill asymptotic approach that rescales time. An increasing
sample size then yields more information of the local structure of the underlying
nonstationary process. This was first introduced for the class of locally stationary
time series (Dahlhaus, 1996a). Time series that belong to this class exhibit smooth
changes in dependence structure such that they are approximately stationary on a
sufficiently small time interval. The latter ensures the existence of a well–defined
representation in the spectral domain, where the frequency distribution of the signal
is changing slowly but continuously in time. The changing second–order dependence
structure of the process can therefore be completely characterized via its time–
dependent spectrum.
This thesis is concerned with the development of theory and methodology for
analyzing stochastic processes tXt : t P Zu of which the spectral characteristics are
changing over time. The elements of the stochastic process take values in a separable
Hilbert space and are therefore random functions. Stochastic processes of this type
are known in the literature as functional time series, a research topic that is still
in its infancy. Due to the technological advances many datasets can nowadays
be considered as being sampled recordings from processes of which the elements
vary over a continuum such as a curve or a surface. Techniques to model these
appropriately has therefore gained importance and statistical methods and tools
for weakly stationary functional time series are now reasonably well–developed. As
already mentioned above, the assumption of weak stationarity is a questionable one
in many applications. Part of the contribution of this thesis is to relax this by
introducing the concept of local stationarity for functional time series (Chapter 3).
The structure of this thesis is as follows. The remainder of this chapter provides
some more background on the Hilbert space and on spectral domain analysis. This
is followed by an overview of the three subsequent chapters. The three subsequent
chapters form the main contribution of this thesis. In Chapter 2, the problem of
estimation of time–dependent spectra is addressed and the design and implemen-
tation of an algorithm for data–adaptive kernel estimation of time–varying spectra
with structural breaks is provided. In Chapter 3, spectral theory and methodol-
ogy is developed to model functional time series that have time–varying spectral
characteristics. In Chapter 4, a spectral domain–based method is proposed to test
for weak stationarity of a functional time series, where the distribution of the test
statistic is moreover established under smooth alternatives.
2
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1.1 Hilbert space for functional data
The function space H
This thesis is mainly concerned with stochastic processes of which the elements are
themselves functions. The analysis of random functions, not necessarily an ordered
collection, is also more generally known as functional data analysis. Functional data
is often assumed to take values in a separable Hilbert space. The function space
that is considered in this thesis is the Lebesgue space of equivalence classes of square
integrable functions on ra, bs. That is, H  L2pra, bs,B, λq is the complex vector
space endowed with the inner product
xx, yy 
» b
a
xpτqypτqdτ, x, y P H.
The induced norm is denoted by }  }2. The closed interval ra, bs is chosen for
simplicity but could be any compact subset of a complex vector space. The choice
for this particular function space is easily motivated. The general space of function–
valued random variables is itself too big and complex to be able to consider statistical
procedures in a meaningful way. The analysis of functional data therefore requires
imposing necessary structure on the space where the random functions can take
their values. The choice of a Hilbert space H – i.e., an inner product space that
is complete – is then a natural one as it provides structure via its inner product
and allows to consider geometrical notions such as length and angle. In addition,
the intrinsic variation of a function–valued random variable is uncountably infinite.
This can be restricted to countably finite in case the function space is separable and
hence admits a countable orthonormal basis. Because all separable Hilbert spaces
are isometrically isomorphic to the sequence space `2, the particular choice is not too
important. However, the space of square integrable functions can be considered the
least restrictive one and has become widely accepted in the literature on functional
data analysis.
Linear mappings on separable Hilbert spaces
An operator is a linear mapping from a function space into another function space.
A linear operator A : H1 Ñ H2 is said to be bounded if there exists a constant K
such that
}Ax}H2 ¤ K}x}H1 @x P H1.
A linear operator is bounded if and only if it is continuous. A bounded linear
operator between two Hilbert spaces H1, H2 is called compact if it can be represented
as
A 
8¸
n1
snpAqψn b φn,
where tsnpAqun¥1 is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers that converges to zero
and ψn and φn are orthonormal bases of H1 and H2, respectively. The bounded linear
operator ψn b φn is defined as pψn b φnqx  xx, φnyψn (Appendix A.1). Compact
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operators can be classified to belong to a particular Schatten class based on the
properties of the singular values. That is, we say an operator belongs to the p–th
Schatten class if its Schatten p–norm is finite, where the Schatten p–norm is defined
as
~A~p 
 ¸
n¥1
snpAqpq1{p   8 1 ¤ p   8.
In other words, an operator is bounded in Schatten p–norm if and only if the singular
values belong to a sequence space of order `p. The Schatten class of order p, denoted
by SppH1, H2q together with the norm ~~p forms a complete normed vector space
i.e., a Banach space. Although bounded linear operators are not necessarily compact,
it is convention to denote the space of these by S8pH1, H2q with standard operator
norm ~A~8  supn snpAq. A simple illustration of a bounded linear operator that is
not compact in the infinite–dimensional case is the identity operator I which maps
any element x P H to the same element x P H, i.e., Ix  x, x P H. If H is infinite–
dimensional then the identity cannot be compact because all eigenvalues are equal
to unity. It is however clearly bounded since ~I~8  1. In the special case p  2,
S2pH1, H2q is a separable Hilbert space when equipped with the inner product
xA1, A2yH1bH2 
¸
n¥1
xA1ψn, A2ψny A1, A2 P S2pH1, H2q,
where tψnun¥1 is an orthonormal basis of H1 and where the inner product does not
depend on the choice of tψnun¥1. The class S2pH1, H2q is called the class of Hilbert–
Schmidt operators and its elements are kernel operators because they can be written
as (Appendix A.1)
Axpτq 
» b
a
apτ, σqxpσqdσ τ P ra, bs,
where the function a P L2pra, bs2,B, λq is called the kernel of A and ~A~2  }a}2.
Because of this bijective correspondence, the properties of Hilbert–Schmidt oper-
ators can be obtained via the kernel function which provides a useful relation to
the Lp spaces. Note how this transformation can be viewed as an analog to the
multivariate world where the linear transformation of a d–dimensional vector x with
the d d–dimensional matrix A is given by
rAxsi 
d¸
j1
Ai jxj i  1, . . . , d.
Based on the definition of the Schatten p–norms, we have the inclusion
S1pH1, H2q  S2pH1, H2q . . .  S8pH1, H2q.
S1pH1, H2q is the strongest class of the Schatten class operators which are the nuclear
or Trace–class operators. To ease notation, the space SppH,Hq is simply denoted
by SppHq. A particular useful result is that if 1 ¤ p, q, r ¤ 8 for r1  p1   q1
and A P sqpHq, B P SppHq then AB P SrpHq and
~AB~r ¤ ~A~q~B~p.
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This is known as Ho¨lder’s Inequality for Schatten class operators and is helpful in the
analysis of functions that involve multiple operators belonging to different classes.
Random processes on Hilbert spaces
Consider a stochastic process tXt : t P Zu defined on a probability space pΩ,A ,Pq
taking values in a separable Hilbert space H. Furthermore, let H  L2pΩ, H,Pq
denote the Hilbert space of the collection of equivalence classes of H–valued random
variables on Ω with finite second moment. If H  L2pra, bs,B, λq, we say Xt is an
element of H if
E}Xt}22 
»
ωPΩ
}Xtpωq}22 dPpωq   8 t P Z.
The first two moments of Xt for all t P Z are well-defined in an L2 sense. That is,
the mean function mt of Xt exists and is defined as the unique element of H such
that
xmt, yy  ExXt, yy @ y P H
while the h–th lag covariance operator between Xt and Xt h is given by
Ct h,t  E
pXt h mt hq b pXt mtq ,
which belongs to S2pHq. If tXt : t P Zu is a weakly stationary process then the mean
function and lag h covariance operator are independent of t and are given by m and
Ch, respectively. Because tXtu takes values in H, it is possible to write the random
function as the parametrization
τ ÞÑ Xtpτq τ P ra, bs.
This makes it easier to see the analogy to the multivariate world. However, the
point–wise evaluation is not necessarily well–defined unless the curves are bounded
in supremum norm. For example, the kernel function ch of Ch, which is an element
of L2pra, bs,B, λq, can be written point–wise as
chpτ, σq  cov
 
Xhpτq, X0pσq

.
It should however be kept in mind that this equality only holds in an L2 sense, i.e,
}ch  covpXh, X0q}2  0.
1.2 Spectral domain analysis
In 1664, Isaac Newton passed sunlight through a triangular glass prism which de-
composed the light into a rainbow of colors. Recombining with a second prism would
provide the original white sunlight again. It is now well–known that visible light
forms a small section of the electromagnetic spectrum. The experiment of Newton
concerned breaking up a time series into its individual frequency components and
can therefore be viewed as the first serious application of spectral analysis. In this
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section, we sketch some background on spectral domain analysis, which is often also
referred as frequency domain analysis. In the remainder of this thesis, these terms
are used interchangeably. This section starts with the main concepts for spectral
domain analysis of finite–dimensional weakly stationary time series and its general-
ization to functional time series. A short review on the analysis of finite–dimensional
time series with time–varying spectral characteristics is then provided. The section
is concluded by the contribution of this thesis, which in particular generalizes time–
varying spectral analysis to the infinite dimension.
1.2.1 Weakly stationary time series
Two results that lie at the core of spectral domain analysis for weakly stationary pro-
cesses are Bochner’s Theorem and the Spectral Representation Theorem. Roughly
speaking, Bochner’s Theorem asserts that among the complex–valued bounded con-
tinuous functions on Rd, the non–negative definite functions are those which are
the Fourier transforms of non–negative and finite Borel measures. This theorem
can be used to describe the autocovariance of a weakly stationary time series. Let
H  C and consider a zero–mean weakly stationary time series with autocovariance
function
γphq  ErXt hX ts h P Z,
where X t is the conjugate of Xt. Because γpq is non–negative definite, Bochner’s
Theorem implies that there exists a right continuous, nondecreasing, bounded func-
tion F P C on rpi, pis with F ppiq  0 such that
γphq 
» pi
pi
eiωhdF pωq,
where i denotes the imaginary number. The function F and its corresponding
Radon–Nikodym derivative f (if it exists) are referred to as the spectral mea-
sure and spectral density, respectively, of both the process tXtu and its autoco-
variance function γpq. If the autocovariance function is absolutely summable, i.e.,°
hPZ |γphq|   8, then the spectral distribution function F is absolutely continuous
and the autocovariance function can be written as
γphq 
» pi
pi
eiωhfpωqdω.
The autocovariance function of tXtu at lag h can be viewed as the h–th Fourier
coefficient of the spectral density function. Conversely, the spectral density is the
Fourier transform of the autocovariance function
fpωq  1
2pi
¸
hPZ
γphqeihω,
which is hermitian and non–negative definite. The autocovariance function and the
spectral density function therefore form a Fourier pair. The spectral density, being
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the Fourier transform of the collection of autocovariance functions, thus encodes the
entire second–order structure of the process.
The Spectral representation Theorem (Crame´r, 1942), often called the Crame´r
representation, is as fundamental to spectral domain analysis as Wold’s representa-
tion is to the time domain. It asserts that every zero–mean weakly stationary pro-
cess can be represented as a superposition of sinusoids with random amplitudes and
phases that are uncorrelated. An important ingredient in establishing the theorem
is that the process tXt : t P Zu can be identified with a complex–valued stochastic
process tZω :  pi ¤ ω ¤ piu. This is done by defining an isomorphic mapping
T between subspaces sptXtutPZ of L2pΩ,A,Pq and spteitutPZ of L2prpi, pis,B, F q,
where F is the spectral measure of tXtu. The process that is defined as
Zω  T 1
 
1ppi,ωspq
  pi ¤ ω ¤ pi,
where 1pa,bspq denotes the indicator function on pa, bs, is a right–continuous complex–
valued orthogonal increment process on rpi, pis. In particular, it satisfies
(i) EZω  0, ω P rpi, pis,
(ii) E|Zω|2   8, ω P rpi, pis,
(iii) ErpZω4  Zω3qpZω2  Zω1qs  0, pω1, ω2s X pω3, ω4s  H.
The distribution function of the process tZω :  pi ¤ ω ¤ piu is exactly the spectral
measure F of tXtu and its covariance structure satisfies
E|Zω  Zν |2  F pωq  F pνq, pi ¤ ν ¤ ω ¤ pi.
The Spectral Representation theorem then tells us that the elements of the process
tXtu can be represented as the stochastic integral
Xt 
» pi
pi
eiωtdZω (1.1)
almost surely.
For the purpose of exposition, the previous results were introduced for univariate
time series. The extension to H  Cd is straightforward because the results can
be derived point–wise and then recombined without convergence problems. For
H  L2pra, bs,B, λq, there are an infinite number of coordinates and the derivation
of Bochner’s Theorem is yet to be established. Existing literature in the functional
setting is therefore restricted to weakly stationary functional time series that admit
a so–called spectral density operator.
Spectral analysis on the function space
The generalization of spectral analysis for weakly stationary processes was first con-
sidered in Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b). We state some of the main results here.
Let tXt : t P Zu be a weakly stationary process taking values in H  L2Rpr0, 1s,B, λq.
In analogy to the finite–dimensional case, the autocovariance operator Ch can be
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shown to form a Fourier pair with an operator in the frequency domain given the
dependence structure decays sufficiently fast. That is, if¸
hPZ
~Ch~p   8,
then we can define the spectral density operator as its Fourier transform
1
2pi
¸
hPZ
Fωeihω,
where the convergence holds in ~~p. The spectral density operator is self–adjoint,
non–negative definite, 2pi–periodic in ω and is an element of SppHq. Given the Xt
are elements of H, the autocovariance operators and the spectral density operators
are in S2pHq. The interpretation of the spectral density operator is in complete
analogy to the interpretation of spectral density matrix in the multivariate world
in the following sense. Let txXt, φyutPZ and txXt, ψyutPZ for given ψ, φ P H, then
ω ÞÑ xFωpφq, ψy is in fact the cross–spectrum between the two series xXt, φytPZ and
xXt, φytPZ and gives the the power spectrum in case φ  ψ, where the equality
is meant in an L2 sense. Moreover, the autocovariance operator at lag h can be
represented as
Ch 
» pi
pi
eihωFωdω,
where the convergence holds in ~~p. The autocovariance operator and the spectral
density operator can thus be viewed as generalization of the autocovariance matrix
and spectral density matrix, respectively, to the functional setting.
Under the additional assumption that¸
hPZ
~Ch~1   8,
it has been shown (Panaretos and Tavakoli, 2013a) that a weakly stationary func-
tional time series admits a representation in the spectral domain that is similar
to the Crame´r representation (1.1). An important aspect is again the identifica-
tion of tXt : t P Zu with, in this case, a functional orthogonal increment process
tZω : pi ¤ ω ¤ piu. To establish this in the infinite–dimensional setting, denote H 1
the space of all measurable complex functions y : rpi, pis Ñ C such that» pi
pi
|ypλq|2~Fλ~1dλ   8,
where F is the spectral density operator of a weakly stationary process with elements
Xt P H. Endowed with the inner product» pi
pi
xpλqypλq~Fλ~1dλ   8, x, y P H 1,
it forms a Hilbert space. Aforementioned authors established that there exists an
isometric isomorphism T of sptXtutPZ onto H 1 such that T
T Xt  eit t P Z.
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The process defined by Zω  T 1
 
1ppi,ωspq

is then a functional orthogonal incre-
ment process of which the second–order properties are completely determined by
the spectral density operator F . We have
E

Zω2pτqZω1pσq
  » minpω1,ω2q
pi
fλpτ, σqdλ a.e.
Here, fλ is the kernel of Fλ. In particular, since ~Fλ~1 
³1
0
fλpτ, τqdτ this implies
E}Zω}22 
» ω
pi
~Fλ~1dλ.
A straightforward argument then shows that a weakly stationary functional time
series has a functional Crame´r representation
Xtpτq 
» pi
pi
eiωtdZωpτq τ P r0, 1s a.s. a.e.
where the stochastic integral is the Riemann–Stieltjes limit
lim
JÑ8
J¸
j1
eiωjtpZωj 1pτq  Zωjpτqq τ P r0, 1s in L2,
for pi  ω1   . . .   ωJ 1  ω and maxj1,...,J |ωj 1  ωj| Ñ 0 as J Ñ 8.
Estimation
Because the main argument in this subsection applies both to the finite and infinite
dimension, the rest of this subsection focuses on H  L2
R
pr0, 1s,B, λq. In practice,
a stretch of length T of the process tXt : t P Zu is observed. In order to draw in-
ferences on the properties of spectral density operator of the process, a consistent
estimator is required. The Spectral Representation Theorem shows that the in-
finitesimal increment dZω has covariance operator Fω. This observation leads to the
consideration of stochastic properties of the functional discrete Fourier Transform
(fDFT) of the sample X0, . . . , XT1, which is given by
DpT qω pτq  p2piT q1{2
T1¸
t0
Xtpτq eiωt.
This transform maps the T real–valued random functions into a random element of
H  L2
C
pr0, 1s,B, λq. We note that based on a stretch of length T , we can only
identify T distinct values of the fDFT sequence. In analogy to the finite-dimensional
setting, the fDFT can be viewed as a rough estimator of dZω and is therefore ex-
pected to have covariance that is close to the covariance operator Fω. In fact it can
be shown (Panaretos and Tavakoli, 2013a) that the sampled process tDωjuj0,...,T1,
where ωj  2pijT are the canonical frequencies, converge jointly to zero-mean Gaussian
elements in H  L2
C
pr0, 1s,B, λq that are asymptotically uncorrelated for j1  j2
9
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and where Dωj has covariance operator Fωj . This is a property that will be exploited
in Chapter 4 to build a frequency domain–based stationarity test.
As an estimator for the power spectrum Fω, it is therefore natural to consider
the periodogram operator given by
IpT qω  rDpT qω s b rDpT qω s:,
where : denotes conjugate transposition. The original periodogram (H  R) finds
its origin in harmonic analysis, where it was used to look for hidden periodicities in
the data. It was first developed by Schuster (1897), to determine if there was any
hidden periodicity to the sunspot cycle. Sunspots are the dark spots on the surface
of the sun which are visible from earth and caused by solar magnetic disturbances.
Although the periodogram is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of the power
spectrum, it has a variation that depends on the true spectrum and that does not
disappear asymptotically. Given some weak dependence conditions are satisfied, the
covariance structure of the periodogram kernel satisfies
cov
 
IpT qω1 pτ1, σ1q, IpT qω2 pτ2, σ2q
  sin2pT2 pω1  ω2q
T 2 sin2pω1ω2
2
q fω1pτ1, τ2qfω1pσ1, σ2q
  sin
2pT
2
pω1   ω2q
T 2 sin2pω1 ω2
2
q fω1pτ1, σ2qfω1pσ1, τ2q  OpT
1q.
This expression shows that for 0 ¤ ω1  ω2   pi, the periodogram kernel variates
are asymptotically orthogonal. Because these variates are also continuous in ω, it
is expected that I
pT q
ω1 is close to I
pT q
ω2 when ω1 is close to ω2. This indicates that a
reduction in variance can be achieved by local averaging the periodogram variates. A
consistent estimator for the true spectral density operator can therefore be obtained
by applying a linear smoothing filter that smooths the periodogram over neighboring
frequencies. Such an estimator can be given by
Fˆω 
» pi
pi
1
bt,T
K
 ω  λ
bt,T

I
pT q
λ dλ,
where K is a symmetric window function that determines the probability mass ac-
corded to the various periodogram variates. The parameter bt,T is the bandwidth
and specifies the range of surrounding frequencies over which is averaged. While
reducing the variance, application of the smoothing window leads to a loss of infor-
mation on the dynamic behavior of the spectrum and thereby to an increase in bias.
In order to control for this bias–variance trade–off, consistency requires the band-
width should tend to zero at an appropriate rate as T tends to infinity. Given this
is satisfied, these nonparametric estimators Fˆω can be shown to be consistent and
moreover, asymptotically Gaussian estimators for the spectral density (operators)
Fω at the corresponding frequencies.
Periodogram–based estimators suffer from spectral leakage. Spectral leakage is
the phenomenon that energy located at a particular frequency will be partially leaked
away to surrounding frequencies. This is caused by the underlying (functional)
10
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Discrete Fourier Transform which implicitly takes the input series to be periodic. If
the stretch of data does not correspond to an integer multiple of its corresponding
cycle, the waveform is truncated resulting in discontinuities. A data taper can
mitigate this effect by smoothly weighing down the data at the endpoints to zero.
The properties of the above estimator could therefore be improved by constructing
the periodogram operator with tapered fDFT of the form
DpT qω pτq  p2piH2,T q1{2
T1¸
t0
ht,TXtpτq eiωt
where h,T : RÑ R  is a data taper of length T and H2,T 
°T1
t0 h
2
t,T the normal-
izing constant.
Alternative estimators for finite–dimensional time series have been proposed. For
example, to take into account that the covariance structure depends on the unknown
spectrum, an alternative could be based on the log–periodogram. However, without
any structural modeling assumptions, a consistent estimator requires some form of
smoothing and specification of a parameter that plays an equivalent role to the band-
width parameter. Both the choice of the window function and bandwidth parameter
affect the quality of the estimate but the choice of the bandwidth parameter is more
important in accounting for the behavior of the estimate. Determining an optimal
value for the bandwidth parameter is a well–known problem in nonparametric statis-
tics and discrepancy measures, such as the integrated mean squared error, are widely
used to find an optimal value. There exists an extensive literature on kernel spectral
density estimation for finite–dimensional stationary processes. General discussions
can for example be found in Brillinger (1981) and Brockwell and Davis (1991). In
Chapter 2, a data–adaptive method is proposed for time–dependent spectra that
can directly be applied to the estimation of spectra of weakly stationary processes.
1.2.2 Time–varying spectral analysis
In this section, a heuristic background is sketched for time–varying spectral analysis.
Throughout focus is on univariate time series where the extension to multivariate
finite dimensional time series is direct. Chapter 3 is involved with the generalization
of time–varying spectral analysis to the infinite dimension. As discussed in the pre-
vious section, a process that can be represented as a superposition of sine and cosine
waves with uncorrelated random coefficients and hence admits the representation
Xt 
» pi
pi
eiλtdZλ,
is by definition weakly stationary. For nonstationary processes it is necessary to
replace the functions eiλt with other kind of functions. It has been shown (see e.g.
Grenander and Rosenblatt, 1957) that processes with autocovariance function
cs,t  ErXsX ts 
» pi
pi
φspλqφ:tpλqdµpλq,
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where the φtpλq are square integrable with respect to the measure µ for each t, admit
a representation
Xt 
» pi
pi
φtpλqdZλ,
with orthogonal process E|dZλ|2  dµpλq. The role of the measure µ is analogous
to the spectral measure F for a weakly stationary process. In order to keep the
concept of ‘frequency’ for nonstationary processes, Priestley (1965) introduced a
class of nonstationary processes2 of which the functions φtpλq have an oscillating
form. Processes belonging to this class are called oscillating processes and can be
represented as
Xt 
» pi
pi
AtpλqeiλtdZλ, (1.2)
where for each fixed λ, the transfer function Atpλq is a slowly changing function of t
and has a generalized Fourier transform whose modulus has its absolute maximum at
the origin. The representation (1.2) describes the temporal evolution of the spectral
distribution of the process. More specifically, the evolutionary power spectrum at
time t with respect to the family of oscillatory functions tAtpλqeiλtu is defined as
dFtpλq  |Atpλq|2dµpλq
and if the measure is absolutely continuous with respect to λ, we have the time–
dependent spectral density at time t
fpt, λq  |Atpλq|2dµ
dλ
.
The evolutionary spectrum keeps the same physical interpretation as the power
spectrum in the weakly stationary case in the sense that it describes the energy dis-
tribution over frequency. However, the evolutionary spectrum describes the spectral
content in the neighborhood of each time instant t, whereas the power spectrum
gives the spectral content over all time t.
The class of oscillatory processes as introduced by Priestley (1965) contains
weakly stationary processes as a special case (choosing φtpλq  eiλt) and the no-
tion of evolutionary spectra provides a generalization of the definition of power
spectra. Yet, the approach of Priestley (1965) does not allow for a general mean-
ingful asymptotic theory. To illustrate the problem, suppose we observe the process
tXtu for t  1, . . . , T which has time domain representation
Xt  aptqXt1   εt εt i.i.d. N p0, 1q @ t P Z.
Inference on such a process requires inference on the parameter function apq. Be-
cause the parameter curve varies over time, future observations do not necessarily
contain any useful information on the values of apq on a given data segment. An
2Priestley (1965) focused on continuous time processes but the theory is the same for t P Z, the
framework of this thesis.
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asymptotic approach where T Ñ 8 is then not suitable to describe statistical in-
ference procedures. In Dahlhaus (1996a), an alternative asymptotic theory was
formulated for processes with evolutionary spectra. This theory is based on infill
asymptotics, an approach in which one observes the process on an increasingly finer
grid. The rough idea is that time is rescaled to the unit interval and hence that aptq
is replaced with ap t
T
q
Xt,T  a
  t
T

Xt1   εt t  1, . . . , T.
The resulting process tXt,T u forms a triangular array that is also depending on T . As
T increases, more observations at a local level are obtained. If the process is varying
slowly over time, such an approach means we observe more and more observations of
the structure of the same kind at a fixed time point as T Ñ 8. This thus provides a
framework for meaningful statistical inference. Dahlhaus (1996a) therefore studied
processes that have a time–varying spectral representation
Xt,T 
» pi
pi
At{T pλqeiλtdZλ.
It was shown that such a representation, with transfer function At{T pλq that changes
smoothly over time, only holds approximately for time–varying autoregressive pro-
cesses. This has led to the definition of the class of locally stationary processes.
Processes belonging to this class admit a representation
Xt,T 
» pi
pi
At,T pλqeiλtdZλ, (1.3)
where the transfer function At,T pλq closely approximates the function At{T pλq, which
is smooth in time direction. More generally, a process is called locally stationary
if in the neighborhood of each time point u  t{T P r0, 1s, there exists a weakly
stationary process tXpuqt u, such that
|Xt,T Xpuqt |  Op
 t
T
 u
  1
T
	
.
A detailed example as well as the precise definition for time series and functional
time series of this class are given in Chapter 2 and 3, respectively. The time–varying
spectrum of a locally stationary process tXt,T u is unique and is locally the same as
the spectral density fpu, λq of the process tXpuqt u. If tXt,T u admits a time–varying
spectral representation as in (1.3), the time–varying spectrum is of the form
fpu, λq  1
2pi
Aupλq2.
The time–varying spectral density forms a Fourier pair with the function γpu, q,
where
γpu, hq 
» pi
pi
fpu, λqeiλhdλ, h P Z.
Since covpXtuT u,T , XtuT u h,T q  γpu, hq Op 1T q the function γpu, hq is called the local
autocovariance function of the process tXt,T u at time point u  t{T .
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Estimation
This section briefly discusses estimation of the time–varying spectral density. Sup-
pose a sample of a zero-mean locally stationary process X1,T , . . . XT,T is observed.
Because the process is locally stationary and hence approximately stationary on
a small enough data–segment, say of length NT , statistical methods developed for
weakly stationary processes can be applied on this segment. Estimation can there-
fore be based on the segmented or short–time periodogram
IT pu, ωq  1
2piH2,NT
NT1¸
s0
hs,NTXtuT uNT {2 s 1,T e
iωs
2,
where hpq,NT is a data taper of length NT and H2,NT 
°NT1
s0 h
2
s,N the normalizing
constant. The use of a data taper is in the locally stationary case especially impor-
tant to improve estimation. Not only will it reduce bias due to spectral leakage but
the application of a data taper can moreover control the bias that stems from the
degree by which Xt,T departs from X
puq
t . The data taper plays in fact an equiva-
lent role (see Chapter 3) to a smoothing window in time direction with bandwidth
parameter bt,T  NT {T . Just as in the weakly stationary case, the segmented pe-
riodogram IT pu, ωq is not consistent and needs to be convolved with a smoothing
window in frequency direction. That is,
fˆT pu, ωq 
» pi
pi
1
bf,T
Kf
 ω  λ
bf,T

IT pu, λq dλ, (1.4)
where Kf is the smoothing window and bf,T is the bandwidth parameter.
An alternative estimator can be based on a localized version of the periodogram,
the pre–periodogram. The pre–periodogram was first introduced in Neumann and
von Sachs (1997) as a starting point for a wavelet–based estimator of the time–
varying spectral density. The pre–periodogram is given by
JT pu, λq  1
2pi
¸
k:1¤tuT  1
2
 k
2
u¤T
XtuT  k 1
2
u,TXtuT k1
2
u,T e
ikλ
and is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. To obtain a consistent estimator, the pre–
periodogram requires convolution with smoothing windows in both frequency and
time direction and is of the form
fˆT pu, ωq 
» 1
0
» pi
pi
1
bt,T
Kt
 u v
bt,T
 1
bf,T
Kf
 ω  λ
bf,T

JT pu, λq dλ dv. (1.5)
Here Kt and bt,T denote the smoothing window and bandwidth parameter in time
direction. As explained in Chapter 2, the latter estimator provides more flexibility in
adjusting the degree of smoothing in either direction. Under suitable regularity con-
ditions, the estimators (1.4) and (1.5) are asymptotically equivalent. In particular,
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the first two moments satisfy
EfˆT pu, ωq  fpu, ωq   1
2
b2t,T
»
x2KtpxqdxB
2fpu, ωq
Bu2  
1
2
b2f,T
»
x2KfpxqdxB
2fpu, ωq
Bω2
  o b2t,T   b2f,T   log bt,TTbt,TT ,
varfˆT pu, ωq  pbf,T bt,TT q12pif 2pu, ωq
»
K2f pxqdx
»
K2t pxqdxp1  δλ,0q.
Compared to the weakly stationary case, the bias–variance trade–off is in the lo-
cally stationary case additionally affected by the degree of nonstationarity on the
segment. This bias needs to be balanced with the bias term that is due to variation
in frequency direction and with the variance term. If the degree of nonstationarity
is small then more smoothing should be put in time direction, while little variation
of the spectrum in frequency direction implies more smoothing should be put in fre-
quency direction. In particular, consistency requires that bf,T Ñ 0 and bt,T Ñ 0 such
that bf,T bt,TT Ñ 8 as T Ñ 8. The optimal bandwidths were derived in Dahlhaus
(1996b) and depend both (inversely) on the partial second–order derivatives in time
and frequency direction of the true unknown time–varying spectrum. The sensitiv-
ity of the estimation performance to the choice of the bandwidth parameters has
motivated the data–adaptive approach introduced in the next chapter.
1.2.3 The contribution of this thesis
This section provides a short overview of the three subsequent chapters, which form
the main contribution of this thesis. The first part of this thesis is devoted to address
a long–time open practical problem in the analysis of time–varying spectra, while
the second part of this thesis is devoted to fill the gap in theory and methodology
for the analysis of functional time series with time–varying spectral characteristics.
The individual contributions of the respective chapters are discussed in turn.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the development of a data–adaptive procedure to esti-
mate the spectral density of nonstationary processes. The type of nonstationarity
can be caused by both slowly changing spectral characteristics as well as structural
breaks. The approach is motivated by the dependence, as mentioned in the previous
subsection, of the optimal bandwidths on the smoothness properties of the unknown
spectrum. In practice, these are not directly applicable and the estimation perfor-
mance depends considerably on the localization in time and frequency direction.
A data–adaptive choice to optimally select the bandwidths has so far remained an
open problem.
The objective of Chapter 2 is to address this problem and to introduce an ap-
proach that allows to determine the shape of the smoothing kernel – viewed as a
bivariate kernel in the time–frequency plane – in a data–adaptive manner. The
underlying idea of the algorithm is to iteratively extend the smoothing neighbor-
hood until ‘homogeneity’ becomes violated. Homogeneity refers to the property
that the spectral variates are independent and identically distributed within a given
neighborhood of the time–frequency plane. This separation is achieved by means
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of a penalty kernel that penalizes regions not considered homogeneous. In order
the permit full flexibility for the degree of smoothing in time and frequency direc-
tion, estimates of the local spectra are obtained by applying the adaptive smoothing
kernels to the pre–periodogram. This allows to obtain both good temporal and fre-
quency resolution simultaneously, something that is more difficult with segmented
periodogram–based estimators. The flexibility that the pre–periodogram offers as
an underlying raw estimator comes however at the expense of artifacts such as the
introduction of negative values. A particular feature of the algorithm, which is inte-
grated in an additional stability step, is to mitigate this issue. A simulation study is
performed to analyze the performance of the algorithm. The method is then applied
to neuroscientific data and, in particular, to Local Field Potential recordings.
Many natural phenomena vary over a continuum but only recent technological
improvements have made it possible to take measurement of such processes at arbi-
trarily high frequency. The resulting increasing demand for methodology that allows
to extract information and to draw inferences from data that can be considered as
being sampled recordings from complex mathematical structures such as images,
curves or surfaces, is the prime focus of functional data analysis. Most of the func-
tional data analysis literature assumes independent and identically distributed func-
tional observations. Just as for stochastic processes on finite–dimensional Hilbert
spaces, it is important for time series of functional data to develop methods that
not only take into account the dependence structure but also that this structure
might change over time. So far, statistical methods and tools for functional time
series have only been derived under the assumption of weak stationarity. The main
implications of the violation of this assumption, which were discussed at the start
of this Introduction, provide the motivation for the research conducted in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4.
The need to relax the assumption of weak stationarity for functional time series
is addressed in Chapter 3. A theoretical framework is introduced that enables to
draw statistical inferences from time series of functional data of which the dynamics
change over time. The concept of local stationarity is put forward for functional
time series and a spectral theory is developed. That is, a time–varying functional
Crame´r representation is derived and a class of processes is established that can be
defined by means of this representation. This class is shown to satisfy the defini-
tion of functional local stationarity. The notion of a time–varying spectral density
operator is introduced and its properties are derived. In analogy to the multivari-
ate world, a uniqueness result can be obtained. Time–varying functional ARMA
processes are examined in detail and shown to admit a well–defined time–varying
functional spectral representation. In the analysis, a distinction is made between
transfer operators – the generalization of the Fourier Transform of the sequence of
moving average matrices – that are bounded in operator norm and those that be-
long to the subclass of Hilbert–Schmidt operators. The framework is then used to
construct an estimator of the spectral density operator based on a functional version
of the segmented periodogram matrix. In particular, its consistency and asymptotic
distribution are studied.
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When the assumption of weak stationarity is violated, the application of most
existing statistical inference procedures for functional time series is inappropriate.
This can result in severe model misspecification and consequently to incorrect infer-
ences. It is therefore important to develop a suitable test that allows to determine
whether the assumption of temporal constancy is legitimate. Chapter 4 is devoted
to introduce a spectral domain–based method to test for weak stationarity of a
functional time series. It exploits that the functional Discrete Fourier Transform
at distinct frequencies is asymptotically uncorrelated if and only if the process is
weakly stationary. The test statistic is based on an empirical covariance operator of
the Discrete Fourier Transforms, which is subsequently projected. The methodology
is theoretically justified through asymptotic results. The asymptotic properties of
the statistic are derived under the null of functional weak stationarity and under the
smooth alternative of functional local stationarity. Chapter 4 therefore builds on the
asymptotic framework that was introduced in Chapter 3. No structural modeling
assumptions are made other than functional versions of cumulant mixing conditions.
A simulation study is performed to investigate the performance of the test in finite
samples.
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Chapter 2
Data–adaptive estimation of
time–varying spectral densities
2.1 Introduction
Spectral analysis of time series data has been of interest for many years and has a
varied history owing to applications in a wide range of disciplines such as geophysics,
astronomy, sound analysis, analysis of medical data or yet of economical data. There
exists a rather extensive literature on spectral analysis of weakly stationary processes
and statistical techniques are well developed (Crame´r, 1942; Bartlett, 1950; Grenan-
der and Rosenblatt, 1957; Cooley and Tukey, 1965; Brillinger, 1981). However, in
most aforementioned applications the time series show nonstationary behavior and
imposing weak stationarity is too restrictive. Especially when data is measured over
longer periods of time, it is more plausible that the dynamics of the process change
thereby invalidating the stationarity assumption. For this reason, the analysis of
nonstationary time series has received more attention over the years.
Despite of its importance, the extension of existing estimation methods to pro-
cesses that are not generated by time–invariant mechanisms is not a natural one.
Classical asymptotic theory is by definition conflicting with the idea that the under-
lying probabilistic structure of the process changes over time. Two main approaches
that deal with time–varying spectra are provided in the literature. In one approach,
it is assumed that signals are subject to structural breaks and can be considered
piecewise stationary. For example, Ombao et al. (2001) introduce a method to au-
tomatically split the signal into piecewise stationarity segments and select the span
of SLEX (Smooth Localised Complex Exponentials) basis functions used to obtain
smoothed estimates of the time–varying spectrum. Another approach, which was
first considered by Priestley (1965), is to assume the underlying dynamics change
slowly such that a smooth time–dependent spectrum exists and, at a local level,
the process is approximately stationary. The locally stationary setting of Dahlhaus
(1996a) provides a framework for meaningful inference of these type of processes and
comprises weak stationarity as a special case. We will adopt the latter theoretical
framework as to include applications that exhibit slowly changing behavior. At the
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same time our procedure will automatically adjust to possible structural breaks in
the spectrum.
A well–known difficulty for inference on the latter type of processes is the ne-
cessity of local estimates of the time–dependent spectrum which requires kernel
smoothing at a local level. As for nonparametric estimation in general, inherent
to these methods is the issue of bandwidth selection. Although this problem also
arises in the stationary case where a bandwidth in frequency direction needs to be
set, the time–varying case requires additionally specification of a bandwidth in time
direction. Time–dependent spectral density estimation becomes therefore a two–
dimensional problem in which one needs to be able to adjust for possible different
degrees of smoothness of the spectrum in both directions. Proper adjustment is
important in practice since the accuracy of corresponding estimates has been shown
to be quite sensitive to the choice of smoothing bandwidths in both time as well as
frequency direction. See for example Eichler et al. (2011), who investigate principal
component analysis in the frequency domain for time–varying dynamic factor mod-
els. Theoretical optimal bandwidths depend on the unknown underlying spectrum
and no guidelines are available on how to set them in practice (Dahlhaus, 2009).
To our knowledge, data–adaptive schemes have not yet been considered. Under
specific parametric assumptions there are however methods available based on the
segmented periodogram. For example, Sergides and Paparoditis (2009) and Preuß
et al. (2011) use an integrated version to test for semi–parametric hypotheses which
avoids bandwidth selection in frequency direction. The major drawback of such
underlying estimate is that a fixed time bandwidth must be set which complicates,
for example, detecting a possible break in the spectrum.
The objective of this chapter is to construct local spectral density estimates where
the respective smoothing kernels are adapted to the data at hand. This approach
circumvents the problem of optimal bandwidth selection in the strict sense and
permits full flexibility for the degree of smoothing. The procedure is based on the
propagation–separation approach introduced by Polzehl and Spokoiny (2006) who
investigate local likelihood estimation of exponential family models. The general
idea behind it is to determine a maximal local neighborhood of a design point
fi such that some local parametric assumption is still justified by the data. One
starts with a small local neighborhood to estimate the parameter value and, during
each step, the neighborhood is extended to include new data points for which the
parametric assumption is not violated. This property is referred to as propagation.
At the same time, points for which the assumption is violated are not included, i.e.,
areas will be separated in that case.
We introduce a bivariate propagation–separation approach to estimate the struc-
ture of the time–dependent spectrum of nonstationary time series over the time–
frequency plane U  Π : r0, 1s  rpi  pis. For each design point in the plane,
a maximal local neighborhood is determined iteratively over which smoothing is
justified by the data. More specifically, the neighborhood used for estimation in
step k of a local spectral variate fpul, λiq will be described by a set of weights
tW pkql,i ps, jqu that defines the shape of the kernel and is derived using the spectral
estimates constructed at the previous step, k  1. The effective neighborhood over
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which is smoothed for estimation in step k is then given by the points for which
the corresponding weights from step k 1 are significantly different from zero. The
big advantage is that the various design points are allowed to have kernels that are
constructed with different weights functions leading to full adjustability in terms
of shape and effective bandwidths. This is especially important in the presence of
peaks or breaks for which a smaller effective bandwidth will reduce the problem of
over–smoothing. At the same time, we will be able to get more accuracy in stable
areas as the effective bandwidth is permitted to be relatively larger than would a
global bandwidth have been set. It is worth remarking that the smoothing kernels
can in fact be asymmetric. In particular, this feature of the method enables auto-
matic adjustment to the presence of breaks in the spectrum. It should moreover
be pointed out that the extension to the frequency domain is not obvious as the
assumptions underlying the case of Polzehl and Spokoiny (2006) do not hold nor do
we apply the principle of propagation–separation in the same manner.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the type of pro-
cesses of interest and introduce the building blocks of the estimator. Then, in
section 3, the procedure is discussed while section 4 describes the effect of the choice
of parameters and general guidelines are given. In section 5, the properties of the
approach are illustrated by application to simulated data. In section 6, the approach
is applied to Local Field Potential recordings.
2.2 Theoretical framework: Locally stationary pro-
cesses
Before we introduce the procedure, we first discuss what we mean by time–dependent
spectra and how they can be estimated. Since there is no time–dependent spectrum
that is linearly connected to the covariance function of the process and at the same
time keeps all nice underlying properties that exist in the weakly stationary case,
different definitions for time–dependent spectra have been provided in the literature
(e.g. Priestley, 1965; Subba Rao, 1970; Martin and Flandrin, 1985; Hallin, 1986).
Most definitions depend in the classical way on T , the length of the time series, and
therefore do not provide a meaningful asymptotic framework as future observations
will generally not provide any relevant information of the probabilistic structure
over the observed time period. In order to exploit large sample properties at a local
level, we shall adhere to the theoretical framework of locally stationary processes
as introduced by Dahlhaus (1996a) which is based on infill asymptotics. Instead
of considering the same process for larger values of T , the idea of this approach is
to redefine the process in such a way that one observes the parameter curves on a
finer grid so that a more and more dense design is obtained as T tends to infinity.
For example, for a time–varying autoregressive process of order 1, this leads to a
sequence of processes tXt,T u
Xt,T  a

t
T
	
Xt1,T   σ

t
T
	
εt, t  1, .., T, T P N, (2.1)
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where apq and σpq are real–valued continuous functions on r0, 1s. The time–varying
parameters ofXt,T depend then also on T such that for increasing T one obtains more
and more observations with approximately the same dynamic dependence. Thus
such families of processes provide a framework for asymptotic analysis permitting
the researcher to consider properties of estimators such as consistency or asymptotic
normality. We emphasize that this framework is purely theoretical as in practice T is
fixed and increasing T will lead to considering a different time series. Put differently,
if we increase T , we consider a different ‘level’ in the family than that we have data
for. This discrepancy should be kept in mind when applying asymptotic results in
practice to approximate those for finite T . Processes that can be analyzed by this
framework must be locally approximately stationary in the sense that over short
time periods they can be well approximated by a stationary process while their
characteristics such as the covariance structure and parameters change gradually
over longer time periods. More specifically, we assume (Dahlhaus, 1996a):
Definition 2.2.1 (Local stationarity). A sequence of stochastic processes tXt,T , t 
1, .., T, T P Nu is called locally stationary with transfer function A and mean
function µ if there exists a representation
Xt,T  µ

t
T
	
 
» pi
pi
eiλtAt,T pλq dξpλq (2.2)
with the following properties:
(i) ξpλq is an orthogonal increment process defined on rpi, pis with ξpλq  ξpλq,
Epξapλqq  0 such that
cum
 
dξpλ1q, .., dξpλkq
  η k°
j1
λj
	
hkpλ1, .., λk1q dλ1, .., dλk,
where cumpq denotes the k–th order cumulant, hk are cumulant densities
with h1  0, h2pλq  1, and |hkpλ1, .., λk1q| ¤ Ck for all k P N, and ηpλq °
jPZ δpλ  2pijq is the 2pi–periodic extension of the Dirac delta function.
(ii) There exist a constant C and a 2pi–periodic smooth function A : r0, 1sRÑ C
with Apu, λq  Apu,λq such that
sup
t,λ
At,T pλq  A tT , λ	 ¤ CT (2.3)
for all T P N.
With this spectral representation, the time–varying spectral density of the pro-
cess tXt,T u is defined as
fpu, λq  1
2pi
Apu, λqApu, λq (2.4)
for u P r0, 1s and λ P rpi, pis. If the transfer function Apu, λq is smooth, fpu, λq is
the mean square limit of the Wigner–Ville spectrum (Martin and Flandrin, 1985)
fT pu, λq  1
2pi
8°
s8
covpXtuTs{2u,T , XtuT s{2u,T q eisλ, (2.5)
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where the processes Xt,T are extended on Z by setting A

t,T pλq  A1,T pλq for t   1
and At,T pλq  AT,T pλq for t ¡ T . As explained in Dahlhaus (1996a), the necessity of
defining both At,T pλq and Apu, λq comes from the fact that for certain processes the
spectral representation in (2.2) holds but the representation with a smooth common
filter in continuous time for all T only holds approximately. The smoothness of the
latter is however necessary to derive distributional properties. An important con-
sequence of this approach, and something that is not possible in non–rescaled time
for time–varying processes, is the uniqueness of the time–varying spectral density.
Since our interest lies in estimation of smooth time–varying spectral densities
with possible breaks in the spectrum, we moreover assume the following condition
holds:
Assumption 2.2.2. tXt,T , t  1, .., T, T P Nu is defined as in definition 2.2.1
and has spectral density fpu, λq that is twice differentiable in λ and piecewise twice
differentiable in u with bounded derivatives in both directions.
Throughout this chapter, rescaled time on the unit interval t
T
will be denoted by
u. Furthermore, for sake of simplicity we assume that the mean function µ is zero.
2.3 Propagation–separation approach in the time–
frequency plane
Obtaining consistent estimates of the local time–varying spectrum requires smooth-
ing in both time and frequency direction of some underlying raw estimator. Al-
though various asymptotic results are available (see e.g. Dahlhaus, 2009; Dahlhaus
and Polonik, 2009), determining the corresponding optimal smoothing bandwidths
in practice is still an open problem. The purpose of this chapter is to data–adaptively
determine the shape of the smoothing kernels, which are then consequently used to
obtain estimates of the local spectral variates. We start with small fixed band-
widths to obtain initial estimates. Then, at each iteration, the neighborhood used
for estimation is extended in the direction for which the assumption of ‘homogene-
ity’ is still satisfied. We stop smoothing in those directions where it gets violated.
This is achieved by means of a penalty kernel that penalizes regions not considered
homogeneous.
2.3.1 Example
To capture the main idea, imagine the simple case where we have a white noise signal
with a break in time direction at point ub as given in Figure 2.1 (a). It should be clear
that for point u1, we do not want to smooth over point u2, which lies on the other
side of the break. On the other hand, we would like to smooth over as many data
points on the left side of the break for the construction of the kernel of point u1 as
the process is clearly stationary there. Ideally, the kernel should thus be constructed
in such a way that it smooths as much as possible over the points on the left of the
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break but that gets cut off once we hit the break point. Our method allows for this
by, in each iteration, comparing the data points in the extended neighborhood with
each other in the so–called penalty step. Further smoothing only occurs if the data
points are considered ‘similar’ by this step. For point u1, we should therefore obtain
a kernel as given in Figure 2.1 (b).
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(a) Flat spectrum with break
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(b) Ideal smoothing kernel at u1
Figure 2.1
A simplified version of the algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialisation: Construct initial estimates fˆ inT pu, λq for all points in the time–
frequency plane using small initial bandwidths b
p0q
t,T and b
p0q
f,T in time and fre-
quency direction, respectively.
2. Penalty step: For each point, compare the estimate with all other estimates in
the initial smoothing neighborhood. If a point in this neighborhood is deemed
‘too different’, then that particular point receives less relative weight in con-
struction of the adaptive kernel for the point of interest.
3. Memory step: Control for too fast changes and cross–interference terms by
comparing the current with the previous estimate. Set k  1.
4. Increase searching bandwidth to b
pk
t,T , b
pkq
f,T and repeat penalty and memory step
on the new estimates. Set k  k   1 and repeat until k  kmax.
Before we discuss the algorithm in more detail, it should be clear that we need
a couple of elements. Firstly, we require an underlying raw estimator to construct
initial estimates. Secondly, we need to construct the adaptive estimator which is
based on the penalty step. To allow for gradual changes in the spectrum and overall
stability, we additionally need a memory step. We shall discuss these in turn.
2.3.2 A local estimator: the modified pre–periodogram
As an underlying raw estimator, most of the literature considers a segmented peri-
odogram formed as a weighted average of fixed possibly overlapping time segments
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(e.g. Dahlhaus, 1996a; Preuß et al., 2011). The optimal segment length, which
should be set explicitly, is directly depending on the relation of smoothness in time
and frequency direction; a higher time resolution requires a shorter segment length
but will yield a lower frequency resolution and vice versa. Another possibility is to
use the pre–periodogram which is a localized version of the periodogram and was first
introduced by Neumann and von Sachs (1997) who considered it for estimation of
time–varying spectral densities by means of wavelets. Just like for the periodogram,
the uncertainty principle still implies that the accuracy of estimation is limited by
the reciprocal relationship that exists between time and frequency resolution. The
advantage of the pre–periodogram over the periodogram is however that the degree
of smoothing in both time and frequency direction is left to the smoothing step and
therefore gives more freedom in adjusting for either direction based on local behavior
of the observed process. Especially in our case, this is useful as we would like to
adjust the kernel adaptively. For this reason, we shall use the pre–periodogram as
underlying raw estimator. It is given by
JT pu, λq  1
2pi
¸
k:1¤tuT  1
2
 k
2
u¤T
XtuT  k 1
2
u,TXtuT k1
2
u,T e
ikλ. (2.6)
Here, the term XtuT  k 1
2
u,T XtuT k1
2
u,T can be regarded as a preliminary estimator of
the time–varying covariance function at rescaled time u and lag k, which is defined
as the inverse Fourier transform of the time–varying spectral density,
γpu, kq 
» pi
pi
fpu, λq eiλkdλ. (2.7)
The ordinary periodogram can be recovered by averaging the pre–periodogram vari-
ates over t  1, . . . , T . Its expectation for fixed T is moreover easily seen to coincide
with the Wigner–Ville spectrum (2.5). If averaging is not done over all data points
t, these type of preliminary estimators (Martin and Flandrin, 1985) will suffer from
the presence of cross–interference terms. This leads to bad behavior such as possible
negative estimates. We tailored our method to be able to cope with this. As a first
step, we use a slightly modified definition of the pre–periodogram as a preliminary
estimator. For odd lags, the classical pre–periodogram shows an asymmetry about
the central point t  uT . Cross–interference terms can be dampened by using an al-
ternative symmetric definition that would place the product exactly at the midpoint
t s
2
. For k  |t  s| odd, this is however not in line with one of the observations.
We can take care of this by letting the preliminary covariance estimator average
two neighboring covariances (in time) if no exact estimator is available. The idea is
therefore to define the preliminary covariance estimator by
Cpt, kq 
#
Xt k
2
Xt  k
2
if t k
2
P Z,
1
2
 
Xt k1
2
Xt  k1
2
 Xt  k 1
2
Xt  k 1
2

otherwise
(2.8)
at time points t such that t P t1, 3
2
, 2, 5
2
, . . . , T  1, T  1
2
, T u and 0 ¤ u ¤ mint2pt
1q{T, 2pT  1q{T u. Outside the specified range, the estimator is set to zero. With
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this definition, the pre–periodogram now becomes
JT pu, λq  1
2pi
T1¸
kpT1q
Cpt, kq eikλ (2.9)
for time points u P t 2
2T
, 3
2T
, . . . 1u.
The pre–periodogram is asymptotically unbiased for the time–varying spectrum
fpu, λq. However, it is not consistent as its variance asymptotically diverges to
infinity. A consistent estimator can be obtained by convolving the pre–periodogram
with kernel functions in both directions, i.e.,
fˆT pu, λq  1
bf,T bt,T
» 1
0
» pi
pi
Kf

λ µ
bf,T
	
Kt

u v
bt,T
	
JT pv, µq dµ dv, (2.10)
where Kf and Kt denote the kernels for smoothing in frequency– and in time direc-
tion, respectively, and bf,T and bt,T are the corresponding bandwidths. The band-
widths should tend to zero at an appropriate rate as T Ñ 8. In practice, smoothing
of the pre–periodogram is based on a discretized version of the above kernel estima-
tor
fˆT pu, λq  1
C
¸
s,j
Kf

λ λj
bf,T
	
Kt

u s{T
bt,T
	
JT
 
s
T
, λj

, (2.11)
where λj  pijT for j  1  T, . . . , T denote the Fourier frequencies and C °
s,jKf
 pλ  λjq{bf,T Kt pu  s{T q{bt,T  is the normalization constant. The prop-
erties of (2.11) have been investigated in the setting of empirical spectral processes
in Dahlhaus (2009) and Dahlhaus and Polonik (2009). In particular, it has been
shown that under suitable conditions on the smoothness of the time–varying filter,
the estimator is asymptotically normal (Theorem 3.2, Example 4.1 of Dahlhaus,
2009). We use this estimator in the initialization step of the procedure.
2.3.3 Adaptive estimation of the time–dependent spectrum
In order to data–adaptively smooth the pre–periodogram, we consider a sequence of
weighted averages
fˆ
pkq
T pu, λq  1Npk,T qu,λ
°
s,j
W
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq JT
 
s
T
, λj

k  1, . . . , kmax (2.12)
where JT is the pre–periodogram given in (2.9) and N
pk,T q
u,λ 
°
s,jW
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq is the
sum of weights. These weight sequences will thus determine the shape of the kernels
of all points in the time–frequency plane. In each iteration k, we first construct in
the penalty step an auxiliary kernel estimator
f˜
pkq
T pu, λq  1N˜pk,T qu,λ
°
s,j
W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq JT
 
s
T
, λj

, (2.13)
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where the adaptive kernel weights W˜
pk,T q
u,λ depend not only on the distance between
pu, λq and   s
T
, λj

but also on the difference between fˆ
pk1q
T pu, λq and fˆ pk1qT p sT , λjq,
the estimates constructed in the previous iteration. More precisely, for fixed pu, λq,
the weights W˜
pk,T q
u,λ are given by
W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq  Kf
  λλj
b˜
pkq
f,T,u,λ

Kt
 
us{T
b˜
pkq
t,T,u,λ

Kp

P pk,T q
pu, λq,   s
T
, λj
	
(2.14)
and N˜
pk,T q
u,λ 
°
s,j W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq. The bandwidths b˜pkqt,T,u,λ and b˜pkqf,T,u,λ of the localiza-
tion kernels increase in k to allow a larger degree of smoothing in each iteration.
These bandwidths can differ over the plane and are based on the previous effective
bandwidth. That is,
b˜
pkq
t,T,u,λ  bpk1qT,u,λ γt, and b˜pkqf,T,u,λ  2pibpk1qT,u,λ γf , (2.15)
where γt and γt are the growth rates in time and frequency direction, respec-
tively. Without loss of generality, the effective bandwidth is measured by pbpkqT,u,λq2 
N
pk,T q
u,λ {T 2. To prevent over–smoothing, a penalty statistic P pk,T q
pu, λq,   s
T
, λj

is
used to compare the two local estimates fˆ
pk1q
T pu, λq and fˆ pk1qT p sT , λjq from the pre-
vious iteration, and any deviation in value is penalized by means of the penalty
kernel Kp. Thus the resulting kernel assigns less weight to pre–periodogram vari-
ates that do not belong – based on the estimates from the previous step – to the local
area of homogeneity about the point pu, λq. We note that due to this construction
the adaptive kernel in principle can be of any shape. If no penalization occurs, we
obtain the usual kernel estimator in (2.11). Throughout the rest of the chapter, the
latter estimator will be referred to as the nonadaptive estimator.
The estimator at step k, fˆ
pkq
T pu, λq, is obtained by shifting the auxiliary estimator
f˜
pkq
T pu, λq towards the estimator fˆ pk1qT pu, λq from the previous step k  1. This is
done in the memory step. More precisely, the kernel weights W
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq for the
estimator fˆ
pkq
T pu, λq in (2.12) are given by the linear combination
W
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq 
 
1 θpkqu,λ

W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq   θpkqu,λW pk1,T qu,λ ps, jq. (2.16)
Similarly, the effective sum of weights is given recursively byN
pk,T q
u,λ  p1θpkqu,λqN˜ pk,T qu,λ  
θ
pkq
u,λN
pk1,T q
u,λ . Here, θ
pkq
u,λ takes values in r0, 1s based on the difference between the
auxiliary estimator f˜
pkq
T pu, λq and the previous estimator fˆ pk1qT pu, λq. The more the
two estimators differ the more weight is given to the previous estimate. This ensures
a smooth transition of the estimators between iteration steps and prevents the algo-
rithm from gradually accumulating estimation errors. This memory–step is essential
in the current setting of time–varying spectral densities that exhibit smooth changes
in both time and frequency direction. Although (Polzehl and Spokoiny, 2006) also
consider a memory step to allow for smoother changes, in our case it also plays a
crucial role in reducing the effect of cross–interference terms. We discuss this in
more detail in section 2.3.5.
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2.3.4 Penalty step
The penalty statistic underlying the penalty kernel is an essential part of the pro-
cedure. At each iteration, it determines in which direction and to what degree
smoothing occurs. We motivate the construction of our statistic as follows. In case
the true spectrum is flat, the statistic must be such that no actual penalization oc-
curs and by the end of the procedure our adaptive estimates ought to coincide with
nonadaptive estimates obtained with global bandwidths bt  1 and bf  2pi. In other
words, free extension of the smoothing bandwidths over the entire time–frequency
plane should imply a completely homogeneous true spectrum. The scenario we are
interested in is therefore whether two spectral estimates at different points can be
considered to belong to the same ’homogeneous’ region. In order to construct the
test statistic we note that for the nonadaptive estimator given in (2.11), we have
under certain regularity conditions (section 2.3.8), the following result:
T bt,T bf,T

fˆT pu1, λ1q  fpu1, λ1q
	2 DÑ 2pi κt κf f 2pu1, λ1qχ21, (2.17)
where κt 
³
K2t pxqdx and κf 
³
K2f pxqdx. This implies
T bt,T bf,T
 
fˆT pu1, λ1q  fˆT pu2, λ2q
2 DÑ 4pi κt κf f 2pu1, λ1qχ21, (2.18)
if homogeneity is satisfied. The latter result will be used as a general guideline to
determine the degree of smoothing. More specifically, when constructing the new
weights for the estimator at point pu1, λ1q, the result in (2.18) can be applied to
‘test’ if fˆT pu2, λ2q belongs to the confidence interval of fˆT pu1, λ1q.
Penalty statistic
The result in (2.18) motivates to consider a penalty statistic given by
P pk 1,T q
 pu1, λ1q, pu2, λ2q  N˜ pk,T qu1,λ1
2piκfκtT

fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q  fˆ pkqT pu2, λ2q
f¯
pkq
T pu1, λ1q
2
. (2.19)
Here, the factor N˜
pk,T q
u1,λ1
measures the bandwidth of the adaptive kernel, e.g., for
a nonadaptive kernel we would have 2piN˜
pk,T q
u1,λ1
 bt,T bf,TT 2. If the value of the
penalty statistic is close to zero and fˆ
pkq
T pu2, λ2q can be considered to belong to
the same region as fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q, then the penalty kernel provides full weight to the
corresponding pre–periodogram variate JT pu2, λ2q in the construction of the new
estimator f˜
pk 1q
T pu1, λ1q. As in the nonadaptive case, it will then only be down
weighted based on its absolute distance to the current point of interest by means
of the kernels Kf,T and Kt,T . From (2.19), it is easily observed that as the effective
sum of weights increases and hence variability decreases, penalization becomes more
severe. Moreover, it can be seen that this statistic is not symmetric but is based
on the values of N pk,T q and f¯ pkqT evaluated only around the point of interest, in this
case pu1, λ1q. The reason is that for the type of processes we are interested in, i.e.,
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smooth spectra with possible breaks, homogeneity is in general only a meaningful
concept at a local level. In practice, we therefore need to take into account that
energy levels differ over the plane. An important part of our algorithm is therefore
the construction of the term f¯
pkq
T pu1, λ1q, which replaces the denominator and takes
into account the local energy– and noise level.
Construction of the denominator
More specifically, the unknown spectral density in the denominator has been replaced
by
f¯
pkq
T pu1, λ1q  fˆ pkqT pu1, λ1q   σˆpkqT pu1, λ1q. (2.20)
Here,
fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q  1N
°
s,j
|fˆ pkqT
 
s
T
, λj
| 1t|s{Tu1|¤bpkqt,T ,|λjλ1|¤bpkqf,T u (2.21)
withN  °s,j 1t|s{Tu1|¤bpkqt,T ,|λjλ1|¤bpkqf,T u defines the local mean level over the neigh-
borhood of pu1, λ1q defined by the bandwidths bpkqf,T and bpkqt,T . Correspondingly,
σˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q2  1N
°
s,j

fˆ
pkq
T p sT , λjq  fˆ pkqT pu1, λ1q
2
1t|s{Tu1|¤bpkqt,T ,|λjλ1|¤b
pkq
f,T u
, (2.22)
denotes the local variation about the local mean level over the same neighborhood.
The motivation behind expression (2.20) is directly related to the iterative nature
of the procedure and the underlying raw estimator. In particular, the method must
not be too sensitive in areas with low signal to noise ratios and when the plane
exhibits fast changes or high levels of curvature. The term (2.20) controls for this
and we shall discuss the role of its respective two components in turn.
(i) Local average fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q: Since (2.20) is replacing the true spectrum at
point pu1, λ1q it needs to be representable for the local level of energy. In-
stead of replacing it with the point estimator, we use a local average as given
in (2.21). The main reason is that we require it to be a stable representa-
tive value for the level of energy not only at the point of interest but also in
a direct neighborhood around the point. If two adjacent points fˆ
pkq
T pui, λiq,
i  1, 2, have very different energy levels and the denominator of the cor-
responding statistics P pk 1,T q
 pu1, λ1q, pu2, λ2q and P pk 1,T q pu2, λ2q, pu1, λ1q
are very different, the values of these statistics will also differ substantially.
Consequently, the corresponding weights in their respective updated estimates
for step k   1 will also be quite different. Especially in areas with high curva-
ture, this could result in wrongful separation as the procedure continues. To
make the method more robust against too early separation, we thus average
locally in such a way that (2.21) is a reasonably smooth function over the
plane.
(ii) Local noise measure σˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q: By definition, it gives a measure of local
variation about the local mean level of energy in the neighborhood. A high
value indicates that the local average (2.21) is off with respect to the actual
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level of energy directly at the point of interest pu1, λ1q. Accordingly, such a
high value will result in less severe penalization by (2.20). This is of essence
at the beginning of the procedure when the estimated plane is suffering from
more noise as well as when local homogeneity starts to get violated and effective
bandwidths and consequently noise levels start to differ. It then facilitates the
possibility that optimal effective bandwidths might be reached earlier in certain
areas while in others smoothing could still yield considerable improvement.
Remark 2.3.1. Note moreover that the local average in (2.21) is taken over the
absolute set of estimates. This ensures that regions in which negative estimates
occur, caused by the cross–interference terms underlying the pre–periodogram, are
not over penalized. This feature, together with the memory step and the adjusted
pre–periodogram (2.9), allows our method to reduce the effect of cross–interference
terms to a minimum.
In the neighborhood of a break in the spectrum, the denominator term (2.20)
will also take larger values. Nevertheless, breaks are still detected by our method
if they locally dominate the smooth changes. In that case, the difference term in
the nominator in (2.19) will approximately stay constant for two points on either
side of the break whereas the total weight N
pk,T q
u,λ of the kernels increases with k and
thus leads to effective penalization of all values on the opposite side of the break.
Consequently, all weight of the kernel given by W˜
pk 1,T q
u,λ is distributed to those values
that are on the same side of the break as pu, λq. In contrast, if the spectral density
is smooth in the neighborhood of the point pu, λq, the difference in the nominator in
(2.19) changes only gradually as points further away from pu, λq are considered. This
leads to penalization kernels that decay smoothly and change smoothly between
points. A large value of σˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q will then delay strong penalization and thus
facilitates further propagation. The effect of σˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q on the penalization statistic
is negligible in case the plane exhibits local homogeneity. In order to reduce its
importance if this is violated, the bandwidths b
pkq
f,T and b
pkq
t,T are reduced iteratively
at a rate that is proportional to the rate at which the effective bandwidth grow. In
areas where local homogeneity is not satisfied, this ensures that in later stages of
the algorithm f¯
pkq
T pu1, λ1q is converging to the actual level of energy at the point of
interest pu1, λ1q.
Remark 2.3.2 (An alternative statistic). To avoid the problem of standardization,
we additionally investigated a log version of the statistic given by
P
pk 1,T q
II
 pu1, λ1q, pλ2, λ2q  N pk,T qu1,λ1
2piκtκfT

logpfˆ pkqT pu1, λ1qqlogpfˆ pkqT pu2, λ2qq
	2
. (2.23)
Since the spectral density in the asymptotic variance cancels when considering log–
ratios, the statistic does not require normalization by the unknown spectral density
and thus is symmetric. The advantage is that less parameters need to be specified
and the estimation method is simpler. However, the highly volatile behavior of
the pre–periodogram and the possibility of negative estimates makes this version
more problematic. For the log statistic it is essential to bound the initial estimates
sufficiently far away from zero, while our original can deal with possible negative
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values. Moreover, it does not provide the same data–driven adaptation to local
characteristics that allows for both smoothness and breaks. More details on this
version are available upon request.
2.3.5 The memory step
Another important aspect of our procedure is the memory step which takes care of
two problems. Firstly, it controls for the ‘bad’ behavior of the pre–periodogram.
Secondly, it controls for accumulation of errors in areas where the spectrum is only
gradually changing. In such regions, the adaptive bandwidths can increase even
though the assumption of homogeneity has been violated. The larger neighborhood
usually first leads to a drop in the estimation error but after some iteration the viola-
tion will result in an increasingly larger error which is carried over to next iterations.
Imposing memory ensures that estimation precision reached in preceding iterations
does not get lost and is used to bias, to some extent, the smoothing kernel to stability.
During the step, the new estimator fˆ
pkq
T pu, λq is constructed by shifting the aux-
iliary estimator f˜
pkq
T pu, λq towards the estimator fˆ pk1qT pu, λq from the previous itera-
tion. The size of the shift depends on the difference of the auxiliary and the previous
estimator. More precisely, the shift is determined by θ
pkq
u,λ, which is given by
1 θpkqu,λ  p1 ηqKmem

P pk,T qmem
 
u, λ
	
(2.24)
and defines the actual amount of memory. θ
pkq
u,λ takes values in rη, 1s, where the con-
stant η P r0, 1s specifies the minimal amount of memory imposed on the procedure.
Furthermore, Kmempxq is a kernel that is monotonically decreasing for x ¥ 0 with
Kp0q  1. Similar to the penalty statistic, we consider
P pk,T qmem
 
u, λ
  N pk,T qu,λ
2piκtκfT

f˜
pkq
T pu, λq  fˆ pk1qT pu, λq
f¯
pkq
T pu, λq
2
. (2.25)
The term f¯
pkq
T pu, λq in the denominator is defined as in the penalty step but may be
based on a smaller neighborhood (specified by bandwidths b
pkq
t,T and b
pkq
f,T ) about
the point pu1, λ1q. The new effective estimate fˆ pkqT pu1, λ1q is then obtained by a
linear combination of the kernel weights for the auxiliary estimator f˜
pkq
T pu, λq and
the previous estimator fˆ
pk1q
T pu, λq, i.e.,
W
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq 
 
1 θpkqu,λ

W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq   θpkqu,λW pk1,T qu,λ ps, jq. (2.26)
Similarly, the total sum of effective kernel weights is given by N
pk,T q
u,λ 
 
1 
θ
pkq
u,λ

N˜
pk,T q
u,λ   θpkqu,λN pk1,T qu,λ . The new estimator in terms of the auxiliary estimator
and previous estimator can thus be given by
fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q 
 
1 θpkqu,λ

f˜
pkq
T pu, λq   θpkqu,λ fˆ pk1qT pu, λq 
1 θpkqu,λ

N˜
pk,T q
u,λ   θpkqu,λN pk1,T qu,λ
. (2.27)
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If the value of the penalty is big, θpkq will be large and hence more weight is given to
the previous update allowing to retain estimation accuracy obtained in the preceding
steps. The higher the value of η the more smooth the transition between old and new
updates. At the same time, in case the changes are not gradual but rather strong
discontinuities are present, higher values of η will slow down how fast a certain level
of precision is reached. As we require a balance between smooth transitions and
the possibility of breaks it should not be set too high. We recommend η ¤ 0.25.
Subsequent updates of the same point as used in the memory penalty statistic are
not independent and are expected to get more correlated as iterations continue.
We take this into account by penalizing more severely as k increases by using the
adaptive (bigger) sum of weights belonging to the new adaptive estimate as given
by N
pk,T q
u,λ and a much lower cut–off value. Note moreover that as long as the growth
rates are set high enough, the level of correlation can be managed. We will explain
this in more detail in section 2.4.
Remark 2.3.3 (Controlling for cross–interference terms). Besides from reduc-
ing accumulation of estimation errors, the memory step is crucial in controlling for
possible negative initial estimates caused by cross–interference terms present in the
pre–periodogram. In order to retrieve localized features, it is best to keep the initial
bandwidths as small as possible. This means the initial estimates are affected by
cross–interference terms and hence can be negative. The memory step enables to
remove these iteratively. This is done by imposing full memory in case the new
update is more negative than its previous value. Together with the construction of
the denominator of the penalty step, this leads them to be gradually pushed towards
a positive value and prevents the rest of the plane to be affected.
Remark 2.3.4. We note that in our case the memory step is an essential part of the
procedure both to control for this ‘bad’ behavior of the underlying pre–periodogram
and the local slowly changing dynamics in the spectrum. This is in contrast to
Becker and Mathe´ (2013) who consider piecewise constant functions in the time
domain and conclude that such a relaxation step is redundant in their case.
2.3.6 The procedure
We now turn to the procedure in which we distinguish between the fully adaptive
and the effective parameters/estimators by providing them with a tilde ˜ and a hat
ˆ respectively. The complete procedure is then as follows:
1. Select parameters: the bandwidth parameters b
p0q
t,T , b
p0q
f,T , γt, γf, kmax (start,
growth rates, maximum number of iterations). Moreover, we will need to set
the parameters b
pkq
t,T , b
pkq
f,T and b
pkq
t,T , b
pkq
f,T for the penalty– and memory statis-
tic, respectively. For ease of exposition, we will postpone specification of the
parameters to section 2.4.
Then for all u  t
T
, λ  λi in the time–frequency plane:
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2. Initialisation: Construct the initial set of weights
W
pin,T q
u,λ ps, jq 
1
b
p0q
f,T
Kf

λ λj
b
p0q
f,T


1
b
p0q
t,T
Kt

u s
T
b
p0q
t,T


(2.28)
and construct the initial set of estimates, denoted by fˆ inT pu, λq. Using these,
construct the first set of fully adaptive weights tps, jq : W˜ p0,T qu,λ ps, jqu and esti-
mates f˜
p0q
T pu, λq and accordingly the effective estimates fˆ p0qT pu, λq and sum of
weights N0,Tu,λ by following step 3 and 4 below. Set k  1.
3. Penalty step: Compute the value of the penalty statistic based on the effective
estimates fˆ
pk1q
T of the previous step. That is, compute
P pk,T q
pu, λq,   s
T
, λj

(2.29)
using (2.19) and accordingly the corresponding adaptive weights
W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq  Kf

λ λj
b˜
pkq
f,T,u,λ


Kt

u s
T
b˜
pkq
t,T,u,λ


Kp

P pk,T q
pu, λq,   s
T
, λj


, (2.30)
in order to construct the fully adaptive estimator f˜
pkq
T pu, λq.
4. Memory step: Compare f˜
pkq
T pu, λq with fˆ pk1qT pu, λq, the previous effective
estimate based on the memory penalty statistic P
pkq
mem
 
u, λ

as defined in (2.25)
and compute the effective set of weights
W
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq 
 
1 θpkqu,λ

W˜
pk,T q
u,λ ps, jq   θpkqu,λW pk1,T qu,λ ps, jq (2.31)
and effective estimate
fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q 
 
1 θpkqu,λ

f˜
pkq
T pu, λq   θpkqu,λ fˆ pk1qT pu, λq 
1 θpkqu,λ

N˜
pk,T q
u,λ   θpkqu,λN pk1,T qu,λ
. (2.32)
Set k  k   1.
5. Stopping rule: Repeat steps 3 and 4 until k  kmax.
Remark 2.3.5. In order to obtain the first set of fully adaptive estimates tpu, λq :
f˜
p0q
T pu, λqu, the penalty statistic is based on the initial set of nonadaptive estimates
tpu, λq : fˆ inT pu, λqu. The first set of effective estimates tpu, λq : fˆ 0T pu, λqu is then
obtained by applying the memory statistic to f˜
p0q
T pu, λq and fˆ inT pu, λq for all u, λ.
2.3.7 Computational complexity
The algorithm has been implemented in R using the Rcpp package in order to make
use of the compiler language C  . In particular, certain parts of the algorithm are
implemented using the OpenMP interface for carrying out parallel computations in a
shared memory environment. The reason for this is the complexity of the algorithm.
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For a time series of length T , the time–frequency plane will consist of T 2 data points.
Using the FFT algorithm, computing the pre–periodogram variates is an operation
of order OpT lnpT qq. The computational cost lies however in the quantity of weights
to construct. In step k, the maximum number of weights to compute for the new
estimator of step k   1, will approximately be between 3
8pi
b
p0q
t,Tγt
pk 1qbp0qf,Tγf
pk 1qT 2
and 1
2pi
b
pk 1q
t,T γt
pk 1qbp0qf,Tγf
pk 1qT 2, depending on whether we are in the middle of the
plane or at the boundaries. Determining a weight value, i.e., constructing the kernel
values, and additionally the sums of weights is an operation of order Op1q. The
maximum complexity of the construction for the new estimator at one particular
point is therefore of order Opbpk 1qt,T bpk 1qf,T T 2q. It follows that the total complexity of
the algorithm is Opbpkmaxqt,T bpkmaxqf,T T 4q. We remark however that for most points in the
plane, the final effective bandwidths b˜
pkmaxq
t,T,u,λ and b˜
pkmaxq
f,T,u,λ, which are computed using
(2.15), will be much lower than b
p0q
t,Tγf
pkmaxq and bp0qf,Tγf
pkmaxq.
2.3.8 Asymptotic considerations
The objective of this section is to provide some intuition on the distributional prop-
erties of the adaptive estimator in (2.13). We do this in the setting of empirical
spectral processes (e.g. Dahlhaus and Polonik, 2009; Dahlhaus, 2009), on which we
first provide some background. Generally, the empirical spectral process for arbi-
trary index functions φ is defined by
ET pφq 
?
T
 
FT pφq  F pφq

, (2.33)
where
F pφq 
» 1
0
» pi
pi
φpu, λq fpu, λq du dλ (2.34)
is the generalized spectral measure and
FT pφq  1T
T°
t1
» pi
pi
φ
 
t
T
, λ

JT p tT , λq dλ (2.35)
denotes the corresponding empirical spectral measure. For particular classes of index
functions independent of T , a functional central limit theorem has been proved
(Dahlhaus and Polonik, 2009, Theorem 2.11). Additionally, for index functions
depending on T a central limit theorem has been derived (Dahlhaus, 2009, Theorem
3.2). Both results are shown under the following conditions on the corresponding
stochastic process. Here, let
V pgq  sup
0¤y0¤...¤ym¤1,mPN
m°
k1
gpykq  gpyk1q, (2.36)
denote the total variation of a function g on r0, 1s and let lpjq  maxt1, |j| log1 ς |j|u
for some ς ¡ 0.
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Assumption 2.3.6. tXt,T u is locally stationary according to Definition 2.2.1 such
that the coefficients at,T pjq, j P N of the linear filter defined by the transfer function
At,T pλq satisfy
sup
t,T
|at,T pjq| ¤ Clpjq , (2.37)
for some constant C not depending on T . Moreover, the coefficients apu, jq, j P N,
of the linear filter defined by the transfer function Apu, λq satisfy
sup
uPr0,1s
apu, jq ¤ C
lpjq , (2.38)
sup
jPN
T°
t1
at,T pjq  a  tT , j ¤ C, (2.39)
V
 
ap, jq ¤ C
lpjq . (2.40)
Many localized statistics for nonstationary time series can be written in terms
of the empirical spectral measure. In particular, we obtain the nonadaptive time–
varying spectral estimator in (2.10) by considering index functions
φ
pT q
u,λpv, µq  1bt,T bf,T Kt
 
uv
bt,T

Kf
 
λµ
bf,T

. (2.41)
Since the index functions depend on T , asymptotic normality of the estimator
FT pφpT qu,λq and its discretized version (2.11) follows from Theorem 3.2 and Example
4.1 of Dahlhaus (2009) under the following additional conditions.
Assumption 2.3.7.
(i) The time–varying spectral density fpu, λq is twice differentiable in u and λ
with uniformly bounded derivatives.
(ii) The bandwidths satisfy bt,T , bf,T Ñ 0 and bt,T bf,TT " logpT q2 as T Ñ 8,
(iii) The kernels Kt and Kf are of bounded variation with compact support. More-
over,
³
xKtpxq dx  0 and
³
Ktpxq dx  1 and analogously for Kf.
In particular, we find that
bt,T bf,T var
 
ET pφpT qu,λq
Ñ 2pi fpu, λqκt κf.
Furthermore, estimators at different points in the time–frequency plane are asymp-
totically independent.
For the adaptive estimator in (2.13) similar asymptotic results cannot be derived
easily since the final smoothing kernel is iteratively defined and depends on the spec-
tral estimators in previous steps through penalization and the memory step. In the
following, we therefore provide at least heuristic arguments that under homogeneity
of the spectral density penalization has a negligible effect and hence the estimator
remains consistent and asymptotically normal.
More precisely assume that fpu, λq  f for all u and λ and define for fixed
u P r0, 1s and λ P rpi, pis the functions
ψα,β  φpT qu αbt,T ,λ βbf,T (2.42)
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where φ
pT q
u,λ is defined as above. Then the family of index functions F0  tψα,β|α, β P
r1, 1su satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.11 of Dahlhaus and Polonik (2009).
Hence the penalty statistic P pk,T q
pu, λq, pu   αbt,T , µ   βbf,T q asymptotically has
that same distribution as
bt,T bf,T
2pi κf κt f2
 
Epψ0,0q  Epψα,βq
2
,
where Epψq is a Gaussian process with mean zero and covariances
bt,T bf,T cov
 
Epψα,βq, Epψγ,δq
  2pi f 2 » 1{2
1{2
» pi
pi
Ktpα  uqKtpγ  uqKfpβ  λq
 Kfpδ  λq  Kfpδ   λq du dλ Opbf,T q.
The expression shows that under the assumption of homogeneity of the time–varying
spectrum over the local neighborhood about the point pu, λq the distribution of the
penalty statistic does not depend on the bandwidth or the sample size but through
a term of order Opbf,T q. Moreover, the strong positive correlation of the Gaussian
process Epψq leads to at most weak penalization towards the borders of the local
neighborhood yielding a total smoothing kernel that differs only slightly from the
nonadaptive smoothing kernel. Finally, since Epψ0,0q and Epψα,βq are positively cor-
related, the variance of their difference can be bounded by 2 var
 
Epψ0,0q

uniformly
for all α, β P r1, 1s, which justifies the use of (2.18) for determining the cut–off
point of the penalty kernel.
We note that the same covariance structure can be derived from Theorem 3.2 of
Dahlhaus (2009) by considering the index functions φ
pT q
u αbt,T ,λ βbf,T directly, that is,
taking their dependence on T into account in the asymptotics. However, the result
is weaker insofar it does not yield convergence over the whole local neighborhood
defined by α, β P r1, 1s simultaneously. Although the above arguments based on
fixed index functions indicate that this result could be strengthened, a derivation of
a functional central limit theorem in this setting is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Summarizing we find that under the assumption of homogeneity penalization
does only modify the shape of the smoothing kernel even if applied iteratively mul-
tiple times but will keep the rates approximately the same. In contrast, in case
of a non–constant spectral density, the penalty statistic depends quadratically on
the difference in levels which leads to more severe penalization as bandwidths in
time and frequency direction increase. Accordingly, the resulting smoothing kernel
will have in general a smaller support corresponding to a smaller bandwidth than
the one actually imposed. Nevertheless, in the setting of locally stationary pro-
cesses this effect will disappear asymptotically since the level of local homogeneity
increases as long as the bandwidths used in the iteration satisfy the conditions in
Assumption 2.3.7. In other words, the adaptive estimator remains consistent with
rate
b
Tb
pkmaxq
t,T b
pkmaxq
f,T since its adaptiveness only shows in finite samples. This is even
true when the dynamics of the process exhibits structural breaks and thus should be
described by a piecewise locally stationary process. In that case, penalization will be
strong in the local neighborhood of a break leading to asymmetric smoothing kernels
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that seem to be cut off. Again, since the local neighborhoods (in the rescaled time–
frequency plane) are shrinking for increasing sample size, the effect will disappear
but for the points along the breaks where the time–varying spectral density is not
well–defined. Examples of such processes with structural breaks will be discussed
in Section 5, where we illustrate the final sample behavior of the adaptive estimator
by simulations.
Bias
Under assumption 2.3.7, it is easily derived that the bias under local homogeneity
can approximately be given by
1
2
b
pkq
t,T
2
»
x2Ktpxq dx B
2
Bu2fpu, λq  
1
2
b
pkq
f,T
2
»
x2Kfpxq dx B
2
Bλ2fpu, λq   op1q, (2.43)
and thus will be negligible for bandwidths satisfyingb
Tb
pkq
t,T b
pkq
f,T pbpkqt,T
2   bpkqf,T
2q Ñ 0 as T Ñ 8.
In the asymptotics, this needs to be balanced with the other assumption on the band-
widths underlying the central limit theorem (Assumption 2.3.7(ii)) and constitutes
the usual bias–variance trade–off. When T is fixed, the bias present in fˆ
pkq
T pu1, λ1q
and fˆ
pkq
T pu2, λ2q cancels out in the penalty statistic under local homogeneity. More-
over, in case the bias starts to differ either due to differences in effective bandwidths
or a difference in curvature, then this be detected by the penalty statistic through
σ˜
pkq
T pu1, λ1q or σ˜pkqT pu2, λ2q, translating in a higher value of (2.20) and in turn reduc-
ing the risk of wrongful rejection due to difference in bias. Because of this property
of the penalty statistic to adjust to bias, taking into account 2.3.7(ii) will be of
more importance when specifying the initial bandwidths b
p0q
t,T and b
p0q
f,T , than the bias
criteria.
2.4 Specification of parameters
In this section, we discuss some guidelines on how to set the parameters of the
procedure. As long as these guidelines are followed our method is robust under
different processes and additional fine–tuning is not necessary.
2.4.1 Bandwidth parameters
Initial bandwidths
It is clear that the smaller the initial bandwidth the more details can be retrieved.
This is however under the constraint that the initial set of nonadaptive estimates
are not dominated by the variability and, in particular cross–interference terms, of
the underlying pre–periodogram as they need to be stable enough to be used in
the penalty statistic. The guideline is therefore to take the smallest bandwidths for
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which the smoothed pre–periodogram obeys the condition underlying the central
limit theorem 2.3.7(iv); b
p0q
t,T b
p0q
f,TT " logpT q2. For example, when T  512, we set
b
p0q
t,T  0.12, 12pibp0qf,T  0.12, which can be reduced for larger values of T .
For the additional bandwidth parameters required for the penalty statistics (2.19)
and (2.25), respectively, we set b
pkq
t,T  bpkqt,T  bp0qt,T , bpkqf,T  bpkqf,T  bp0qf,T . As ex-
plained in section 2.3.4, these are reduced over iterations based on the rate at which
the effective bandwidth of the q–th percentile is growing with respect to the starting
bandwidths. We recommend 10 ¤ q ¤ 20, to make sure this decrease goes gradually
and at the same time is not affected by possible negative estimates.
Growth rates
The growth rates determine how much ’localization’ takes place. If bandwidths in-
crease at a high rate, the effect of the penalty statistic becomes more pronounced and
the transition between local homogeneous regions less smooth. If set too high, the
procedure might overlook gradual change or interesting characteristics. For example,
when a region with similar energy level is included in the new larger neighborhood
we could miss some feature in between. This is to some extent corrected for by the
two kernels that penalize distance but could occur when two small peaks of similar
energy are close to each other or close to a large peak, a common problem in spectral
density estimation.
A lower bound on the growth rates is necessary to control violation of the inde-
pendence assumption underlying the asymptotic distribution of the penalty statis-
tic. To give some intuition, consider the algorithm at step k. We have estimates
fˆ
pk1q
T pui, λjq for all pui, λjq P U Π and the bandwidths are set to b˜pkqt,T,u,λ  γtbpk1qT,u,λ
and b˜
pkq
f,T,u,λ  γfbpk1qT,u,λ . To compute the estimate fˆ pkqT pui, λjq, a new set of weights
tW˜ pk,T qui,λj ps, lqu is constructed by comparing the estimate fˆ
pk1q
T pui, λjq with all other
estimates fˆ
pk1q
T pus, λlq that fall into the new search neighborhood as given by
the larger bandwidths. If the growth rates only allow a small increase of this
neighborhood compared to the previous step, underlying weight sets and hence
pre–periodogram variates will strongly overlap with one another. These estimates
are therefore expected to be highly correlated with the current point of interest
fˆ
pk1q
T pui, λjq. This increases the risk that P pk,T q will redistribute weights within
approximately the same area as in the previous step leading to falsely iterative ex-
clusion of certain data points. It is thus of importance that the growth rates are
high enough to make sure that a large part of weights is based on points that did
not overlap in the previous step to ensure independence can be considered reason-
able. Results show that rates γt and γf that satisfy 1.2 ¤ γtγf ¤ 1.5 provide a good
balance.
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Maximal number of iterations
The maximal iteration kmax is determined by two conditions. Firstly, the effective
sum of weights needs to increase sufficiently compared to the previous effective
sum of weights. This for the same reason as discussed above, i.e. to prevent the
penalty statistic from reconsidering approximately the same areas as in the previous
iterations. To measure this, denote
γpkqpui, λlq  N pk,T qpui,λlq{N
pk1,T q
pui,λlq .
The condition we impose is that the average over the time–frequency plane of the
effective growth rate given by
γ¯pkq  1
T 2
¸
i,l
γpkqpui, λlq
satisfies γ¯pkq ¡ pγtγfq0.25. Once this is no longer satisfied the algorithm stops. Ad-
ditionally, the effect of bias (Remark 2.3.8) in case of local stationarity needs to be
taken into account. As a proxy to measure when it starts to play a role, we use
min
i,l
b
pkq
T,ui,λl
 T1{6 (2.44)
If the algorithm reaches such bandwidths, smoothing is stopped when the dispersion
between the highest and lowest quartile of γpkq over the time–frequency plane is larger
than 10 % of possible change, i.e.,
Qγkp0.75q Qγkp0.25q ¡ 0.1γtγf
Together these two conditions allow the method to automatically take into account
the possibility for spectra with very steep and localized features and on the other
hand to continue smoothing in case of spectra with large stationary or flat regions.
The condition that the algorithm is keeping track of is therefore
kmax  argmin
k
 
γ¯pkq ¡ pγtγfq0.25
(
Y Qγkp0.75q Qγkp0.25q ¡ 0.1γtγfmin
i,l
b
pkq
T,ui,λl
 T1{6(	 (2.45)
Remark 2.4.1 (Growth rates in case of negative estimates). As explained in Remark
2.3.3, the memory step imposes full memory in case the auxiliary estimate is more
negative than the previous effective estimate. For these point estimates, we require
a lower growth rate ρ for the new search area to make sure the cross–interference
effect is smoothed out locally and not by ‘accident’. We advise 1.01 ¤ ρ ¤ 1.03
depending on the length of data.
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2.4.2 Kernels
The penalty kernel should be a concave function that tapers off softly. This be-
cause, even though the algorithm makes sure that the separation property is satis-
fied (weights that were zero remain zero), it will not necessarily stop redistributing
the weights within a region considered ’homogeneous’. A very steep penalty kernel
as used in Polzehl and Spokoiny (2006) pushes more and more weight in a smaller
area. The kernels Ktpxq and Kfpxq would exaggerate this behavior. This is clearly
not suitable in our application as it leads to piecewise constant areas in the esti-
mated plane. Instead, we need ‘smooth’ rejection over iterations, i.e., as the effective
bandwidths grow and variability is reduced, the effect of the penalty kernel becomes
more important. To establish this, we use the concave function
Kppxq 

1   x
cρk
2
1r0,cρkspxq, (2.46)
where the cut–off point is given by c  2χ21,0.9 and is based on the asymptotic
distribution of the penalty statistic under local homogeneity. The term ρk, controls
that for unstable areas affected by cross–interference terms (Remark 2.4.1) the effect
of the penalty statistic in the weight distribution does not gain importance. We note
that at the beginning of the procedure, the assumed independence underlying the
asymptotic distribution as given in (2.18) will not truly hold for adjacent points
due to the overlap of raw estimates. In general, this is not a problem but rather
provides initial support around the midpoint. For the memory kernel we take the
linear kernel
Kmempxq 

1 x
cρk
	
1r0,ρkcmemspxq, (2.47)
where the default choice for the cut–off point is cmem  2χ21,0.75. We let the kernel
decrease at a rate ρk as we expect more correlation between the new and old esti-
mator as iterations continue, especially in areas affected by the cross–interference
terms.
For the distance kernels Kt and Kf , we use quadratic kernels
Ktpxq  Kfpxq  6

1
4
 x2
	
1r0.5,0.5spxq, (2.48)
which have been shown to yield the smallest mean squared error (Dahlhaus, 1996b)
in case the null of homogeneity is satisfied.
Remark 2.4.2. If it is suspected the length of the data is too short for the asymptotic
distribution to be reasonable to use for the cut–off point, one can scale the statistics
appropriately. The amount of scaling can be determined by the smallest constant
such that the procedure returns close to nonadaptive estimates for a homogeneous
spectrum with similar mean energy as the original process.
2.5 Examples
In this section we illustrate the proposed adaptive smoothing method by applying
it to three examples that cover three types of situation: constant spectra with
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a structural break, smooth time–varying spectra, and time–varying spectra that
also exhibit structural breaks. In all examples, we choose the same set of tuning
parameters for the algorithm to demonstrate that the method is to some degree
insensitive against choice of parameters.
In all examples, the sample length is T  1024 and the initial bandwidths for the
localization kernels are b
p0q
t,T  bp0qf,T {2pi  0.1. The growth rates are set to γt  γf  1.2
and ρ  1.02. The parameters for the penalty step and the memory step are
b
pkq
t,T  bp0qt,T , bpkqf,T  bp0qf,T , q  0.15, η  0.25 . The parameters for the kernels are the
default choices as explained in the previous section. The corresponding figures1 are
given in the appendix.
2.5.1 Structural break white noise
As a first example, we consider a break in a white noise series. That is, we consider
the following model for the observations
Xt,T  Zt 1tt¤t0u  
?
10Zt 1tt¡t0u, Zt
iid N p0, 1q (2.49)
with t0  576. The corresponding time–varying spectral density is given by
fpu, λq  1
2pi
1tu¤t0{T u  
10
2pi
1tu¡t0{T u. (2.50)
and is depicted in Figure 2.2 (a). Figure 2.2 (b) shows the corresponding pre–
periodogram. Compared with the usual periodogram, it exhibits much more varia-
tion which completely blur the piecewise constant form of the density. The initial
adaptive estimate for k  0 is given in Figure 2.2 (c). Here, the change in level
is already discernible but the estimate is still relatively non–smooth. Following
(2.45), the algorithm stopped at kmax  11 iterations and yields the estimated
time–frequency plane in Figure 2.2 (d). It clearly shows two levels for the spectral
density. Figures 2.3 (a)– (b) depict, respectively, the final penalty and adaptive ker-
nel for the midpoint of the plane. Once the break is detected the penalty kernel
forces the weights down to zero. This results in asymmetric smoothing kernel that
is ‘cut’ off and thus succeeds in separating the areas on both sides of the break.
To demonstrate the effect of the procedure, figure 2.2 (e) shows the estimated plane
using the nonadaptive estimator as given in (2.11) with the same total search neigh-
borhood, i.e., with bandwidths γ11t and b
p0q
t,T , γ
11
f b
p0q
f,T . Not surprisingly, the presence
of the break is completely smoothed out.
To benchmark how our method performs, we use a proxy for the optimal un-
known global bandwidths for the nonadaptive estimator. To construct it, the mean
squared error over the plane was computed for different bandwidths. We then took
the one for which the error was lowest. To ease notation, we shall denote the cor-
responding estimator by fˆNabopt , the nonadaptive estimator with same total search
neighborhood as the final adaptive estimator by fˆNa. The estimator from our proce-
dure will then be denoted by fˆAdkmax . Figure 2.4 (a) provides box plots of the squared
1All data is available upon request.
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error over the time–frequency plane of these estimator with respect to the true spec-
tral variates, i.e., pfˆ p, q  ftruep, qq2 for fˆ   fˆNabopt , fˆ   fˆAdkmax and fˆ   fˆNa. It is
clear that our method does much better, except in the extrema. This is intuitive,
since the nonadaptive estimator will smooth out extremes such as a break while
our method will detect the break but might be slightly off in terms of location. To
illustrate, figure 2.4 (b) provides the frequency average of fˆNabopt (red),fˆ
Ad
kmax
(blue) and
the true spectrum ftrue (green). It is clear that we are really close to detecting the
break but that we are a few data points off.
2.5.2 Locally stationary series
In the second example, we consider a time–varying moving average process of order
2 given by
Xt,T  cos
 
2pi t
T

Zt 
 
t
T
2
Zt1, Zt
iid N p0, 1q. (2.51)
The time–varying spectral density of this process, given by
fpu, λq  1
2pi
 
cosp2piuq2  2u2 cosp2piuq cospλq   u4, (2.52)
is depicted in Figure 2.5 (a). The spectrum exhibits a peak in the middle of the
time–frequency plane with smooth hill–sides in frequency direction and steeper ones
in time direction. The pre–periodogram and the estimated plane after the adaptive
iteration are given in 2.5 (b) and 2.5 (c). The iterations are stopped after kmax  7
and the corresponding final estimated spectrum fˆAdkmax is given in Figure 2.5 (d). The
penalty and adaptive kernel for the midpoint pu, λq  p0.5, 0q are provided in Figure
2.6. Barely any penalization is visible which is in line with the smoothness properties
of the underlying process. However, we also observe (Fig. 2.5 (e)) that the nonadap-
tive estimated spectrum fˆNa with comparable bandwidths clearly out smooths the
curvature. A comparison of the squared errors in Figure 2.7 (a) shows our adaptive
procedure outperforms the optimal nonadaptive estimated spectrum. Although less
convincing than in the previous case, this is still interesting as the original process is
close to stationary. Over–smoothing by a global bandwidth will therefore not pose
the same problem as it does for processes that exhibit a higher degree of nonsta-
tionarity. Figure 2.7 (b) gives the average over frequencies and demonstrates our
method captures the curvature better than the nonadaptive estimates with optimal
global bandwidths.
2.5.3 Structural break in locally stationary series
We now combine the above two processes. More precisely, we consider a white noise
process that at t0  410 turns into an moving average process with similar dynamics
as in the previous example but shifted in time. Thus we have
Xt,T  σ Zt 1tt¤t0u  

cos
 
2pip t
T
 1
5
qZt    tT  152 Zt1 1tt¡t0u (2.53)
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with Zt
iid N p0, 1q. The corresponding time–varying spectral density is given by
fpu, λq  σ
2
2pi
1tu¤t0{T u   g
 
u 1
5
, λ

1tu¡t0{T u, (2.54)
where gpu, λq is as in (2.52). These type of spectra can for example occur when
a signal is constant for a while and then receives a stimulus. This time–varying
spectrum is interesting as the peak and the break are both close in distance as well
as in level and hence are difficult to resolve. The estimation results are depicted in
Figures 2.8 to 2.10. The algorithm is also in this case stopped after k  7 iterations.
For visual comparison, we additionally included (Fig. 2.8 (d)) the nonadaptive esti-
mated spectrum fˆNa. It can be seen to suffer clearly from over–smoothing. Figure
2.9 (a)– (b) show strong penalization in time direction and close to none in frequency
direction for the midpoint, which lies in the valley. This is in accordance with the
different slopes in the two directions. Compared to the previous case, the better
performance compared to the optimal global bandwidth proxy is much more pro-
nounced (Fig. 2.8 (a)). In particular, it can be seen in 2.10 (d), that the adaptive
estimated plane again better captures the features of the true spectrum.
To see whether our conclusions depend on the variance level of the white noise
before the structural break, we also consider the case where σ2  3. The corre-
sponding plots are in Figures 2.11 to 2.13. The penalty kernel of the midpoint
now shows a quicker cut–off for the break point than in the lower variance case
(Fig. 2.9 (a)– (b)). The adaptive kernel turns out as expected and gives full weight
in frequency direction while it stops smoothing in time direction for areas outside the
valley (Fig. 2.12 (a)– (b)). In terms of errors, also here our data–adaptive procedure
shows a clear improvement compared to the optimal global bandwidth proxy.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2.2: Example (2.5.1): true spectrum (a); pre–periodogram (b); adaptive estimated
spectrum for k  0 (c) and for kmax  11 (d); nonadaptive estimated spectrum fˆNa (e).
Figure 2.3: Penalty kernel (left) and adaptive kernel (right) fˆAdkmax for kmax  11 atpu, λq  p0.5, 0q.
Figure 2.4: Squared error (left) and frequency average (right) of fˆNabopt , fˆ
Ad
kmax
and fˆNa,
respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2.5: Example in (2.5.2): true spectrum (a); pre–periodogram (b); adaptive esti-
mated spectrum for k  0 (c) and for kmax  7 (d); nonadaptive estimated spectrum fˆNa
(e).
Figure 2.6: Penalty kernel (left) and adaptive kernel (right) fˆAdkmax for kmax  7 at pu, λq p0.5, 0q.
Figure 2.7: Squared error (left) and frequency average (right) of fˆNabopt , fˆ
Ad
kmax
and fˆNa,
respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2.8: Example in (2.5.3) with σ  1: true spectrum (a); pre–periodogram (b);
adaptive estimated spectrum for k  0 (c) and for kmax  7 (d); nonadaptive estimated
spectrum fˆNa (e).
Figure 2.9: Penalty kernel (left) and adaptive kernel (right) fˆAdkmax for kmax  7 at pu, λq p0.5, 0q.
Figure 2.10: Squared error (left) and frequency average (right) of fˆNabopt , fˆ
Ad
kmax
and fˆNa,
respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2.11: Example in (2.5.3) with σ  3: true spectrum (a); pre–periodogram (b);
adaptive estimated spectrum for k  0 (c) and for kmax  8 (d); nonadaptive estimated
spectrum fˆNa (e).
Figure 2.12: Penalty kernel (left) and adaptive kernel (right) fˆAdkmax for kmax  8 atpu, λq  p0.5, 0q.
Figure 2.13: Squared error (left) and frequency average (right) of fˆNabopt , fˆ
Ad
kmax
and fˆNa,
respectively.
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2.6 Application to Local Field Potentials
As an application of our method, we consider Local Field Potential (LFP) recordings
of the nucleas accumbens of a male macaque monkey during an associative learning
experiment. The experiment was conducted at the Neurosurgery Department at
the Massachusetts General Hospital. During each trial, the monkey was shown
four pictures and a then had to select one of four doors. If the monkey made
the correct association between picture and door he would receive a reward. In
total, the learning experiment consisted of 675 trials. During the experiment, local
field potentials were recorded of the nucleus accumbens and the hippocampus. In
Fiecas and Ombao (2016), the nature of the dynamic interactions between these
were investigated. There is clear evidence of nonstationary behavior within the
trials, something that has also been observed in other types of brain data. It is
therefore interesting to see if our method can capture this nonstationary behavior.
In Fig 2.14 we have the data of one of the trials. For our purposes, we consider the
stretch of data t P r490 : 1513s as this shows interesting behavior in time direction.
A first inspection of the pre–periodogram (Fig 2.15 (a)-(b)) indicates most of the
neuronal activity is centered really close to frequency zero. In order to resolve the
narrow peak(s), a small bandwidth is required in frequency direction. In particular,
it is well–known from the stationary setting the width of the main lobe from the
kernel function should be no larger and preferably half the size than the bandwidth of
the narrowest peak in the spectrum. However, if it is set too conservative the erratic
behavior of the pre–periodogram will be carried over to the estimates. Moreover,
there is also clear evidence of nonstationary behavior in time direction (Fig 2.15 (c)).
Given the length of data, any starting bandwidths for which Assumption 2.3.7 (ii)
holds might out–smooth most of this behavior. In order to still capture the activity
and deal with possible more volatile behavior, we set b
p0q
t,T  bp0qf,T  0.05, γt  γf  1.1
and b
p0q
T  bp0qT  bp0qf,T {2. Additionally, c  2χ21,0.99 and cmem  2χ21,0.5 to take into
account there will be more variation due to the small starting bandwidths. The rest
of the parameters are the same as in section 2.5.
The estimated spectrum is given in Figure 2.16. Despite the fact that the stretch
of data might not give enough resolution to resolve the exact peak location, it is
clearly estimated away from zero. We observe some definite changes in both width
and location of the peak over time. Figure 2.17 shows the estimated spectrum
locally around the point pu, λq  p0.5, 0.362q. We see rough patches here and there
due to the low starting bandwidths but overall good adjustment of the penalty–
and final kernel to the local peak. Although some effect of the cross–interference
terms are visible in the final estimate, the overall estimated time–frequency plane
appears to capture local structures reasonably well. This is promising given that
the assumption of the underlying penalty statistic are not completely satisfied.
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Figure 2.14: Time series Nac trial (left) and sub–stretch (right) over r490, 1513s.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.15: Pre–periodogram over ppi, pis (a) and over r0, pis for different angles (b)-(c).
Figure 2.16: estimated spectrum kmax  15 over r0, pis (left) and over r0, pi{2s for different
angles (right).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.17: estimated spectrum kmax  15 around point pu, λq  p0.5, 0.362q (a) with
penalty kernel (b) and adaptive kernel (c), respectively.
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2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced an adaptive kernel smoothing method for time–
varying spectral densities. The method conceptually is based on the propagation–
separation algorithm by Polzehl and Spokoiny (2006) but differs from it on essential
points.
Firstly, although the algorithm by Polzehl and Spokoiny allows some smoothness,
it is particularly designed to model piecewise constant functions. It will separate
regions for which homogeneity is violated in a very strict manner. As an impli-
cation, such a method will favor identifying a steep hill-side as a structural break
rather than a smooth transition. In contrast, the spectral density of a time series
– stationary or nonstationary – is rarely piecewise constant over frequencies. More-
over, capturing the valleys and hill–sides of peaks in the spectrum form a particular
difficulty that are of a very different nature than what can be found in pure time
domain analysis. Appropriately dealing with smoothly changing spectra requires
that transitions from lower levels of energy to higher levels of energy are not being
identified as a structural break. The method discussed in this chapter is tailored
to take this into account. Our way of penalizing, by means of the penalty kernel,
is such that we allow for a smoother transition between adjacent points so that too
quick separation is prevented.
Secondly, the original propagation–separation method relies on a regularity con-
dition that follows from the underlying assumption of an exponential family. Con-
sequently, the sample should give more or less equal information for different local
parameter values. This assumption will often be violated for processes of interest
in this chapter since peaks and curvature are the rule rather than the exception.
Consequently, the difference between optimal bandwidths over the plane could be
substantial. Despite the essence of the problem being essentially the same, namely
finding the optimal region adaptively for estimation, our underlying assumptions
and framework are thus quite different.
Admittedly, our method has its limitations. In particular, even though the ex-
tension to multivariate spectra is direct, the running time can become quite long
for the series that are of interest to us (T ¡ 600). This is a drawback but can be
solved by running the algorithm on the graphics processing unit. The other issue
has to do with identification. In a way we run into the classical problem of trying
to obtain both momentum and position and as noted in section 2.3.2, we cannot
get them perfect at the same time. The balance that we need between optimal
bandwidths and reliable updates requires that extremes should be over smoothed
to some extent. However, the method allows for a high level of flexibility between
final bandwidths for different points and the level of over–smoothing is much less
than when a global bandwidth for all local variates is imposed. Empirical results
show that in case of locally stationary processes with or without break, we obtain
much lower errors. In particular, our method adjusts very well to the presence of a
break in smooth changing spectra. The method is directly applicable to data and
takes into account data features as presented to the researcher and does not rely
too heavily on asymptotical results yet still obeys to its framework. Furthermore,
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it is robust under a variety of processes without fine–tuning of the parameters. It
would be worth looking into the theoretical properties in more detail, possibly al-
lowing optimizing parameter specification. Additionally, it is of general interest to
investigate a method that optimally reduces the effect of cross–interference terms of
the underlying pre–periodogram. This is left for future research.
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Chapter 3
Locally stationary functional time
series
3.1 Introduction
In functional data analysis, the variables of interest take the form of smooth func-
tions that vary randomly between repeated observations or measurements. Thus
functional data are represented by random smooth functions Xpτq, τ P D, defined
on a continuum D. Examples of functional data are concentration of fine dust as a
function of day time, the growth curve of children as functions of age, or the intensity
as a function of wavelength in spectroscopy. Because functional data analysis deals
with inherently infinite–dimensional data objects, dimension reduction techniques
such as functional principal component analysis (FPCA) have been a focal point in
the literature. Fundamental for these methods is the existence of a Karhunen–Loe`ve
decomposition of the process (Karhunen, 1947; Loe`ve, 1948). Some noteworthy early
contributions are Kleffe (1973); Grenander (1981); Dauxois et al. (1982); Besse and
Ramsay (1986). For an introductory overview of the main functional data concepts
we refer to Ramsay and Silverman (2005) and Ferraty and Vieu (2006).
Most techniques to analyze functional data are developed under the assumption
of independent and identically distributed functional observations and focus on cap-
turing the first– and second–order structure of the process. A variety of functional
data is however collected sequentially over time. In such cases, the data can be
described by a functional time series tXtpτq : t P Zu. Since such data mostly show
serial dependence, the assumption of i.i.d. repetitions is violated. Examples of func-
tional time series in finance are bond yield curves, where each function is the yield
of the bond as a function of time to maturity (e.g. Bowsher and Meeks, 2008; Hays
et al., 2012) or the implied volatility surface of a European call option as a function
of moneyness and time to maturity. In demography, mortality and fertility rates
are given as a function of age (e.g. Erbas et al., 2007; Hyndman and Ullah, 2007;
Hyndman and Booth, 2008), while in geophysical sciences, magnometers record the
strength and direction of the magnetic field every five seconds. Due to the wide
range of applications, functional time series and the development of techniques that
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allow to relax the i.i.d. assumption have received an increased interest in recent
years.
The literature on functional time series has mainly centered around stationary
linear models (Mas, 2000; Bosq, 2002; Dehling and Sharipov, 2005). In particular,
the dissertation by Bosq (2000) investigates the theory of linear functional time
series in Banach spaces with emphasis on the functional autoregressive model. Pre-
diction methods have also attracted a reasonable amount of attention (Antoniadis
et al., 2006; Bosq and Blanke, 2007; Aue et al., 2015). A general framework to inves-
tigate the effect of temporal dependence among functional observations on existing
techniques has been provided by Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010), who introduce
Lpm–approximability as a moment–based notion of dependence.
Violation of the assumption of identically distributed observations has been ex-
amined in the setting of change–point detection (e.g. Berkes et al., 2009; Ho¨rmann
and Kokoszka, 2010; Aue et al., 2009; Horva´th et al., 2010; Gabrys et al., 2010), in
the context of functional regression by Yao et al. (2005); Cardot and Sarda (2006)
and in the context of common principal component models by Benko et al. (2009).
Despite the growing literature on functional time series, the existing theory has
so far been limited to strongly or weakly stationary processes. With the possibility to
record, store and analyze functional time series of an increasing length, the common
assumption of (weak) stationarity becomes more and more implausible. For instance,
in meteorology the distribution of the daily records of temperature, precipitation and
cloud cover for a region, viewed as three related functional surfaces, may change over
time due to global climate changes. In the financial industry, implied volatility of
an option as a function of moneyness changes over time. While heuristic approaches
such as localized estimation are readily implemented and applied, a statistical theory
for inference from nonstationary functional time series is yet to be developed.
The objective of the current chapter is to develop a framework for inference
of nonstationary functional time series that allows the derivation of large sample
approximations for estimators and test statistics. For this, we extend the concept of
locally stationary processes (Dahlhaus, 1996a) to the functional time series setting.
Our work draws from previous work of Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b,a) who derived
a Crame´r representation for weakly stationary functional time series and discussed
the frequency domain–based inference in this setting.
The chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2, we introduce some basic
notation and methodology for functional data and relate this in a heuristic manner
to the concept of locally stationary time series and introduce the definition of a
locally stationary functional time series. In section 3.3, the time–varying spectral
density operator is defined and its properties are derived. In particular, we will show
uniqueness. In section 3.4, we demonstrate that time–varying functional ARMA
models have a causal solution and are functional locally stationary according to the
definition as provided in section 3.2. Then in section 3.5, we derive the distributional
properties of a local nonparametric estimator of the time–varying spectral density
operator and deduce a central limit theorem.
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3.2 Locally stationary functional time series
Let tXtut1,...,T be a stochastic process taking values in the Hilbert space H 
L2pr0, 1s, λq of all real–valued functions that are square integrable with respect to
the Lebesgue measure λ. While current theory for such processes is limited to the
case where Xt is either strictly or weakly stationary, we consider nonstationary
processes with dynamics that vary slowly over time and thus can be considered as
approximately stationary at a local level.
As an example, consider the functional autoregressive process tXtu given by
Xtpτq  Bt
 
Xt1
pτq   εtpτq, τ P r0, 1s,
for t  1, .., T , where the errors εt are independent and identically distributed ran-
dom elements in H and Bt for t  1, . . . , T are bounded operators on H. Assuming
that the autoregressive operators Bt change only slowly over time, we can still obtain
estimates by treating the process as stationary over short time periods. However,
since this stationary approximation deteriorates over longer time periods, standard
asymptotics based on an increasing sample size T do not provide suitable distri-
butional approximations for the finite sample estimators. Instead we follow the
approach by Dahlhaus (1996a, 1993) and define local stationary processes in a func-
tional setting based on an infill asymptotics. The main idea of this approach is
that for increasing T the operator Bt is still ‘observed’ on the same interval but on a
finer grid, resulting in more and more observations in the time period over which the
process can be considered as approximately stationary. Thus we consider a family
of functional processes
Xt,T pτq  Bt{T
 
Xt1,T
pτq   εtpτq, τ P r0, 1s, 1 ¤ t ¤ T,
indexed by T P N that all depend on the common operators Bu indexed by rescaled
time u  t{T . Consequently, we in fact examine a triangular array of random func-
tions that share common dynamics as provided by the continuous operator–valued
function Bu, u  tT P r0, 1s. For each T , a different ‘level’ of the sequence is thus
considered where the dynamics change more slowly for increasing values of T . We
will establish a class of functional time series with a time–varying functional spec-
tral representation that includes interesting processes such as the above example
and higher order time–varying functional ARMA models. The framework as pro-
vided in this chapter will allow to investigate how nonstationarity affects existing
methods, such as (dynamic) functional principal component analysis (see Panare-
tos and Tavakoli, 2013a; Ho¨rmann et al., 2015), and how these methods should be
adjusted in order to be robust for changing characteristics. Similarly as Dahlhaus
and Subba Rao (2006) and Vogt (2012) in the case of ordinary time series, we call
a functional time series locally stationary if it can be locally approximated by a
stationary functional time series.
Definition 3.2.1 (Local stationarity). A stochastic processes Xt,T P H with t 
1, .., T and T P N is called locally stationary if for all rescaled times u P r0, 1s there
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exists a strictly stationary process X
puq
t P H, t P Z, such thatXt,T Xpuqt 2 ¤   tT  u  1T P puqt,T almost surely,
where P
puq
t,T is a positive real–valued process such that for some ρ ¡ 0 and C   8
the process satisfies E
 P puqt,T ρ   C for all t and T and uniformly in u P r0, 1s.
The above definition will be further investigated in Aue and van Delft (2016).
For the remainder of the chapter, we will focus on frequency domain–based methods.
For this we provide sufficient conditions for local stationarity in terms of spectral
representations. We start by providing the necessary terminology on operators and
spectral representations for stationary functional time series.
3.2.1 Functional spaces and operators
First, we introduce some basic notation and definitions on functional spaces and
operators. Let L2pΩ, H,Pq be the Hilbert space of H–valued random variables
with finite second moment where P is the underlying probability measure and H 
L2pr0, 1s,Br0,1s, λq, with λ indicating the Lebesgue measure, is the separable Hilbert
space of all complex–valued square integrable functions defined on r0, 1s. To ease
notation the latter space will sometimes be abbreviated by H  L2pr0, 1s,Cq. The
main object of the current chapter are functional time series X  tXtutPZ, where Xt
takes values in the Hilbert space HR  L2pr0, 1s,Rq and we shall therefore denote
H  L2pΩ, HR,Pq to be the Hilbert space of HR–valued random variables. We
remark that the interval r0, 1s is chosen for simplicity, but the results of this chapter
hold for any separable Hilbert space.
The complex conjugate of z P C is denoted by z and the imaginary number by
i. Then the inner product and the induced norm on L2pr0, 1s,Cq are as usual given
by
xf, gy 
» 1
0
fpτqgpτqdτ and }f}2 
a
xf, fy,
respectively, for f, g P L2pr0, 1s,Cq. More generally, for a function g P L2pr0, 1sp,Cq
we shall denote the Lp–norm and the supremum norm by
}g}p 
  »
r0,1sk
|gpτ1, ..., τkq|p dτ1    dτk
1{p
and }g}8  sup
τ1,..,τkPr0,1s
|gpτ1, ..., τkq|,
respectively.
Next, an operator A on H is said to be compact if there exist orthonormal
bases tφnu and tψnu of H and a monotonically decreasing sequence of non–negative
numbers snpAq, n P N converging to zero, such that
A 
8°
n1
snpAqψn b φn, (3.1)
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where b denotes the tensor product. The values snpAq are called the singular values
of A and (4.2) is the singular value decomposition of A. For operators on H, we
denote the Schatten p–class by SppHq and its norm by ~~p. More specifically, for
p  8, the space S8pHq indicates the space of bounded linear operators equipped
with the standard operator norm, while for 1 ¤ p   8 the Schatten p–class is the
subspace of all compact operators A on H such that the sequence spAq   snpAqnPN
of singular values of A belongs to `p; the corresponding norm is given by ~A~p 
}spAq}p. For 1 ¤ p ¤ q ¤ 8, we have the inclusion SppHq  SqpHq. Two important
classes are the Trace–class (nuclear) and the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H, which
are given by S1pHq and S2pHq, respectively. More properties of Schatten class
operators and in particular of Hilbert–Schmidt operators are provided in Appendix
A.1. Finally, the adjoint of A is denoted by A: while the identity and zero operator
are given by IH and OH , respectively.
3.2.2 Crame´r representation for strictly stationary processes
We recall some basic properties of functional time series. First, a functional time
series X  tXtutPZ is called strictly stationary if, for all finite sets of indices J  Z,
the joint distribution of tXt j | j P Ju does not depend on t P Z. Similarly, X
is weakly stationary if its first– and second–order moments exist and are invariant
under translation in time. In that case, we define the mean function of X by
mpτq  EpXtpτqq for τ P r0, 1s and the autocovariance kernel at lag h P Z by
chpτ, σq  covpXt hpτq, Xtpσqq, τ, σ P r0, 1s;
both are well defined in the L2 sense if E}X0}22   8. By Proposition A.1.7, each
kernel ch induces a corresponding autocovariance operator Ch on HR by
Ch gpτq 
» 1
0
chpτ, σq gpσq dσ  E
 xg,X0yXhpτq,
for all g P HR. Because S2pHq is isomorphic to the tensor product, we shall some-
times refer to Ch as the autocovariance tensor. In analogy to weakly stationary
multivariate time series, where the covariance matrix and spectral density matrix
form a Fourier pair, the spectral density operator or tensor Fω is given by the Fourier
transform of Ch,
Fω  12pi
°
hPZ
Ch eiωh. (3.2)
A sufficient condition for the existence of Fω in SppHq is
°
hPZ ~Ch~p   8. Panaretos
and Tavakoli (2013a) showed under the condition
°
hPZ ~Ch~1   8 that a zero–mean
weakly stationary functional time series X admits a functional spectral representa-
tion of the form
Xt 
» pi
pi
eiωt dZω a.s. a.e., (3.3)
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where Zω is a functional orthogonal increment process such that, for fixed ω, Zω is
a random element in L2pr0, 1s,Cq with E}Zω}22 
³ω
pi ~Fλ~1dλ. The representation
(3.3) can thus be seen as the natural extension of the Crame´r representation for
weakly stationary multivariate time series (Crame´r, 1942) to the infinite–dimensional
case.
Since the setting of this chapter allows for higher order dependence among the
functional observations, we also require the notion of higher order cumulant tensors.
We define this formally in Appendix A.2. In particular, we can define the point–wise
k–th order cumulant kernel of the process X is given by
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . τkq 
¸
νpν1,..,νpq
p1qp1 pp 1q!
p±
l1
E
 ±
jPνl
Xtjpτjq

, (3.4)
where the summation is over all unordered partitions of t1, .., ku. We shall refer to
(3.4) as the k–th order cumulant kernel if it is properly defined in an L2 sense. A
sufficient condition for this to be satisfied is E}X0}k2   8. The cumulant kernel
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . τkq induces a k-th order cumulant tensor Ct1,..,tk1
Ct1,...,tk1 
¸
i1,...,ikPN
»
r0,1sk
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . τkq
k±
j1
ψijpτjq dτ1    dτk ψi1 b    b ψik ,
(3.5)
where tψiuiPN is an orthonormal basis of H. Similar to the second–order case, this
operator will form a Fourier pair with a 2k–th order cumulant spectral operator given
summability with respect to ~~p is satisfied. The 2k–th order cumulant spectral
operator is specified as
Fω1,..,ω2k1  p2piq12k
¸
t1,..,t2k1PZ
Ct1,..,t2k1 exp
  i 2k1°
j1
ωj tj

, (3.6)
where the convergence is in ~~p. Note that for k ¡ 1, it maps onto L2pr0, 1sk,Cq.
Under suitable regularity conditions, the corresponding kernels also form a Fourier
pair as shown in section A.2 of the appendix. More properties on the kernels that
are relevant in our framework are discussed in section 3.3. We moreover require
the following theorem, which is similar to Theorem 4.6.1 of Brillinger (1981). For
this, let ηpλq  °8j8 δpλ   2pijq be the 2pi–periodic extension of the Dirac delta
function. The proof of the theorem can be found in Appendix A.4.1.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let tXtutPZ be a strictly stationary stochastic process in L2pr0, 1s,Rq
such that E}X0}k2   8 for all k P N and
°8
t1,...,tk18
ct1,...,tk12   8. Further-
more let
ZpNqω pτq 
1
2pi
N¸
tN
Xtpτq
» ω
pi
eiλt dλ.
Then there exists a 2pi–periodic stochastic process tZωuωPR taking values in L2pr0, 1s,Cq
with Zω  Zω such that limNÑ8E}ZpNqω Zω}22  0. Moreover, tZωu almost surely
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and almost everywhere equals the functional orthogonal increment process of the
Cramer representation of tXtu, that is,
Xt 
» pi
pi
eiωt dZω a.s and a.e.
Finally, we have for k ¥ 2
cum
 
Zω1pτ1q, . . . , Zωkpτkq
  » ω1
pi
  
» ωk
pi
ηpα1   . . .  αkq
 fα1,...,αk1pτ1, . . . , τkq dα1    dαk, (3.7)
which holds almost everywhere and in L2. We have in differential notation,
cum
 
dZω1pτ1q, . . . , dZωkpτkq
  ηpω1   . . .  ωkq fω1,...,ωk1pτ1, . . . , τkq dω1    dωk.
Throughout the rest of the chapter, time points in t1, . . . , T u will be denoted
by t, s or r, while rescaled time points on the interval r0, 1s will be given by u and
v. Additionally, angular frequencies are indicated with λ, α, β or ω and functional
arguments are denoted by τ, σ or µ.
3.2.3 Existence of stochastic integral
Before we provide sufficient conditions for local stationarity of functional processes
in terms of spectral representations, we turn to the conditions under which stochastic
integrals
³pi
pi Uω dZω for S8pHq–valued functions Uω are well–defined. For this, let
µ be a measure on the interval rpi, pis given by
µpEq 
»
E
~Fω~1dω, (3.8)
for all Borel sets E  rpi, pis and let B8  L2prpi, pis, S8pHq, µq be the corre-
sponding Bochner space of all strongly measurable functions U : rpi, pis Ñ S8pHq
such that
}U}2B8 
» pi
pi
~Uω~28dµpωq   8. (3.9)
Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013a) showed that the stochastic integral is well de-
fined in HC  L2pΩ, H,Pq for operators that belong to the Bochner space B2 
L2prpi, pis, S2pHq, µq, which is a subspace of B8. In particular, it contains all func-
tions U : rpi, pis Ñ S2pHq of the form
Uω  gpωq I   Aω,
where g and A are, respectively, C and S2pHq–valued functions that are both ca`dla`g
with a finite number of jumps and A additionally satisfies
³pi
pi ~Aω~22 ~Fω~1 dω   8.
Here, continuity in S2pHq is meant with respect to the operator norm ~~8. Be-
cause the space B2 is too restrictive to include interesting processes such as general
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functional autoregressive processes, we first show that the integral is properly de-
fined in HC for all elements of B8. To do so, consider the subspace Q0  B8 of
step functions spanned by elements U 1rα,βq for U P S8pHq and α   β P rpi, pis.
Additionally, denote its closure by Q  Q0. Define then the mapping T : Q0 ÞÑ HC
by linear extension of
T pU 1rα,βqq  UpZβ  Zαq. (3.10)
The following lemma shows that the image of T is in HC.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let Xt be a weakly stationary functional process with spectral rep-
resentation Xt 
³pi
pi e
iωtdZω for some functional orthogonal increment process Zω
that satisfies E}Zω}22 
³ω
pi ~Fλ~1dλ. Then for U1, U2 P S8pHq and α, β P rpi, pis
xU1Zα, U2ZβyHC  tr

U1
 » α^β
pi
Fω dω

U :2
	
(i)
and
}U1Zα}2HC ¤ ~U1~28
» α
pi
~Fλ~1 dλ.(ii)
Proof of Lemma 3.2.3. Firstly, we note that by Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality
E
» 1
0
|U1ZαpτqU2Zβpτq|dτ ¤ E}U1Zα}2}U2Zβ}2 ¤ ~U1~8~U2~8E}Zα}2}Zβ}2
¤ ~U1~8~U2~8
» α^β
pi
~Fλ~1dλ   8. (3.11)
Secondly, U1Zα and U2Zβ are elements in H and therefore the (complete) tensor
product U1Zα b U2Zβ belongs to S2pHq. By Proposition A.1.7, it is thus a kernel
operator with kernel [U1Zα b U2Zβspτ, σq  U1ZαpτqU2Zβpσq. An application of
Fubini’s Theorem yields
E
» 1
0
U1ZαpτqU2Zβpτqdτ 
» 1
0
E
 
U1Zα b U2Zβ
pτ, τqdτ

» 1
0
 
U1 b U2qEpZα b Zβ
pτ, τqdτ  » 1
0
 
U1 b U2q
» α^β
pi
Fω dωpτ, τqdτ

» 1
0
U1
» α^β
pi
Fω dωpτ, τqU :2 dτ,
where the second equality follows because the expectation commutes with bounded
operators for integrable random functions (Proposition A.2.1) and the last equality
follows from the identity (3.59) of definition A.1.2. This shows the first result of
Lemma 3.2.3. The second result follows straightforwardly from (3.11).
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It is easily seen from the previous lemma that for λ1 ¡ λ2 ¥ λ3 ¡ λ4
xU1pZλ1  Zλ2q, U2pZλ3  Zλ4qyHC  0,
demonstrating orthogonality of the increments is preserved. Since every element
Un P Q0 can be written as
°n
j1 Uj1rλj ,λj 1q the lemma moreover implies
}T pUq}2HC 
n¸
j,k1
xUjpZλj 1  Zλjq, UkpZλk 1  ZλkqyHC 
n¸
j1
}UjpZλj 1  Zλjq}2H
¤
n¸
j1
~Uj~28
» λj 1
λj
~Fα~1dα  }U}2B8 .
The mapping T : Q0 ÞÑ HC is therefore continuous. Together with the completeness
of the space HC this establishes that, for every sequence tUnun¥1  Q0 converging
to some element U P Q, the sequence tT pUnqun¥1 forms a Cauchy sequence in HC
with limit T pUq  limnÑ8 T pUnq. By linearity and continuity of the mapping T ,
the limit is independent of the choice of the sequence. Furthermore, since Q0 is
the subspace spanned by step functions that are square integrable on rpi, pis with
respect to the finite measure µ and hence is dense in L2prpi, pis, S8pHq, µq, we have
B8  Q. Since }T pUq}HC ¤ }U}B8 , the above extension is well–defined for all
U P B8.
Because stronger results can be obtained for elements of the Bochner space B2,
we will make the distinction between these elements and general elements of B8
throughout the rest of the chapter.
3.2.4 Local stationarity in the frequency domain
With the results from the previous two subsections, we can now give a characteri-
zation of locally stationary functional processes in the frequency domain. This can
be viewed a generalization of Dahlhaus (1996a) to the functional setting.
Proposition 3.2.4. Let tεtutPZ be a weakly stationary process taking values in HR
with spectral representation εt 
³pi
pi e
iωt dZω. Furthermore, suppose that the func-
tional process Xt,T with t  1, . . . , T and T P N is given by
(i) Xt,T 
» pi
pi
eiωtApT qt,ω dZω a.s. a.e.
with transfer operator ApT qt,ω P Bp for p P t2,8u. If there exists an SppHq–valued
function Au,ω that is 2pi–periodic with respect to ω and continuous in u P r0, 1s such
that for all T P N
(ii) sup
ω,t
ApT qt,ω A t
T
,ω

p
 O  1
T

,
then tXt,T u is a locally stationary process in HR.
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Proof. For u P r0, 1s, we define the approximating stationary functional process
tXpuqt utPZ by
X
puq
t 
» pi
pi
eiωtAu,ω dZω.
Then we haveXt,T Xpuqt 2   » pipi eiωt  ApT qt,ω Au,ω dZω

2
¤ c P puqt,T
with
c  sup
ω
ApT qt,ω Au,ωp
¤ sup
ω
ApT qt,ω At{T,ωp   sup
ω
At{T,ω Au,ωp  O  tT    tT  u
and
P
puq
t,T 
1
c
 » pipi eiωt  ApT qt,ω Au,ω dZω

2
.
Since
E|P puqt,T |2 ¤
1
c2
» pi
pi
ApT qt,ω Au,ω28 Fω1 dω ¤ » pipi Fω1 dω,
the process satisfies the conditions of Definition 3.2.1 with ρ  2.
As in the time series setting, we need the existence of a transfer operator Au,ω
that is continuous in u P r0, 1s to guarantee locally an approximately stationary
behavior without sudden changes. In order to include interesting cases such as
autoregressive processes for which a time–varying functional spectral representation
with a common continuous transfer operator Au,ω does not exist, we require that
such a representation only holds approximately by condition (ii) of Proposition 3.2.4.
We remark that Proposition 3.2.4 will coincide with the original characterization
(Dahlhaus, 1996a) if the data are in fact finite–dimensional.
It follows directly from Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013a) that a spectral represen-
tation with transfer operator ApT qt,ω  1?2pi
°8
s8A
pT q
t,s e
iωs exists for time–varying
processes of the form
Xt,T 
°
sPZ
A
pT q
t,s εts, (3.12)
where tεsusPZ is a functional white noise process in H and tApT qt,s usPZ are sequences of
linear operators in S2pHq satisfying
°
s ~ApT qt,s ~2   8 for all t  1, . . . , T and T P N.
In order to allow for time–varying functional autoregressive processes, it will be
necessary (see Section 3.4) to weaken these assumptions to linear processes where
at least A
pT q
t,0  c IH for some finite constant c. We note that this case is captured
by Proposition 3.2.4 if ApT qt,ω P B2. The case where a moving average representation
exists with
°
s ~ApT qt,s ~8   8 for all t  1, . . . , T and T P N will be covered by
the more general set of transfer operators of the form ApT qt,ω P B8 as shown in the
following proposition.
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Proposition 3.2.5. Let tεtutPZ be a weakly stationary process in HR with spectral
representation εt 
³pi
pi e
iωt dZω and let tApT qt,s usPZ be a sequence of operators in
S8pHq satisfying
°
s ~ApT qt,s ~8   8 for all t  1, . . . , T and T P N. Then the
process
Xt,T 
°
sPZ
A
pT q
t,s εts (3.13)
has a representation as given by Proposition 3.2.4(i) with ApT qt,ω P B8.
Proof. For fixed t P t1, . . . , T u and T P N, let Us,ω  eiωptsqApT qt,s . We have
A
pT q
t,s εts 
» pi
pi
eiωptsqApT qt,s dZω  T pUs,q,
where T is the mapping that was defined in (3.10). By definition of the operator Us,,
}Us,}2B8 ¤ ~ApT qt,s ~28
³pi
pi ~F εω~1 dω   8 and thus Us, P B8. Similarly,
°
s T pUs,q P
B8 from which it follows that
lim
NÑ8
¸
|s|¤N
eiωptsqApT qt,s  eiωt
¸
sPZ
eiωsApT qt,s  eiωtApT qt,ω P B8.
The continuity of the mapping T then implies
Xt,T 
°
s
T pUs,q  T p
°
s
Us,q 
» pi
pi
eiωtApT qt,ω dZω a.s. a.e.
Remark 3.2.6. If the transfer function operator does not depend on t and T , we
obtain the classical case of Bosq (2000). Moreover, we note that our setting covers
the framework of Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010). More precisely, if the linear filter
given by Proposition 3.2.4(i) is causal (i.e. A
pT q
t,s  0 for s   0), we can write Xt,T
also as Xt,T  gt,T pεt, εt1, . . .q for measurable functions gt,T : H8R Ñ HR with
t  1, . . . , T and T P N. This is easily seen since the operator ApT qt,ω P B8 has a well–
defined Fourier transform so that an application of the Dominated Convergence
Theorem yields Xt,T 
°
sPNA
pT q
t,s εts. The context of L
p
m–approximability is then
straightforward if one defines the m–dependent coupling process by
X
pmq
t,T  gt,T pεt, . . . , εtm 1, εtm, εpqtm1, . . .q,
where tεt u is an independent copy of tεtu.
3.3 Time–varying spectral density operator
We will now introduce the time–varying spectral density operator and its properties.
In particular, we will show that the uniqueness property of the time–varying spectral
density established by Dahlhaus (1996a) also extends to the infinite dimension. Let
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Xt,T pτq be given as in Proposition 3.2.4 with ApT qt,ω  ApT q0,ω for t   1 and ApT qt,ω  ApT q1,ω
for t ¡ T . For fixed T , the local autocovariance kernel is defined by
cpT qu,s pτ, σq  cov
 
XtuTs{2u,T pτq, XtuT s{2u,T pσq

, (3.14)
where tsu denotes the largest integer not greater than s. It is straightforward to
derive that it is a proper element of L2pr0, 1s2,Rq, and so it induces a local autoco-
variance operator on HR given by
CpT qu,s  covpXtuTs{2u,T , XtuT s{2u,T q. (3.15)
Proposition 3.3.1. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.2.4, the autocovariance
kernel defined in (3.14) satisfies
°
sPZ }cpT qu,s }2   8.
The proof can be found in section A.4.2 of the appendix. In order for c
pT q
u,s to be
properly defined point–wise it is sufficient to additionally assume that the functional
white noise process tεtutPZ is mean square continuous – that is, its autocovariance
kernel is continuous at lag h  0 – and that the sequence of operators tApT qt,s usPZ for all
t  1, . . . , T and T P N is Hilbert–Schmidt with kernels that are continuous in their
functional arguments. The process tXt,T u will then itself be mean square continuous
which allows certain results such as the Karhunen–Loe`ve representation to hold in
uniform norm rather than in L2–norm. In particular, a slight adjustment in the
proof of Proposition 3.3.1 demonstrates that under these extra conditions we have°
sPZ
cpT qu,s 8   8. It will become clear in the next section that a representation
under these stronger conditions excludes time–varying functional AR(p) models,
which is why we will not impose them. Similar to Proposition 2.1 of Panaretos and
Tavakoli (2013b), it is easily shown that the Fourier transform of the autocovariance
kernel, for fixed t and T , provides a local spectral density kernel
f pT qu,ω pτ, σq 
1
2pi
¸
sPZ
cpT qu,s pτ, σqeiωs (3.16)
that is well–defined. More precisely, given
°
sPZ }cpT qu,s }p   8 for p  2 or p  8, the
spectral density kernel is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous in ω with
respect to }  }p. Additionally, the inversion formula
cpT qu,s pτ, σq 
» pi
pi
f pT qu,ω pτ, σq eisω dω
holds in }}p for all s, u, T , τ , and σ. Extension of this result to higher order cumulant
spectral kernels is provided in Theorem A.2.3. For fixed T , the spectral density
kernel in (3.16) can be seen as a functional version of the Wigner–Ville spectrum
(see Martin and Flandrin, 1985). The corresponding induced Wigner–Ville spectral
operator F pT qu,ω forms moreover a Fourier pair with (3.15) and can similarly be given
by
F pT qu,ω  12pi
°
s
CpT qu,s eiωs. (3.17)
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This operator is 2pi–periodic in ω and self–adjoint since c
pT q
u,spσ, τq  cpT qu,s pτ, σq, which
implies f :pT qu,ωpσ, τq  f pT qu,ω pτ, σq. Here, f : the kernel function of the adjoint operator
F :. Moreover, F εω is nuclear by Parseval’s Identity and therefore Proposition A.1.3
implies that (3.17) is also an element of S1pHq. We will show in the following
that (3.17) converges in integrated mean square to the time–varying spectral density
operator defined as
Fu,ω  Au,ω F εωA:u,ω. (3.18)
The time–varying spectral density operator satisfies all of the above properties and
is additionally non–negative definite. This is straightforward by noting that, for
every ψ P L2pr0, 1s,Cq,
xAu,ω F εωA:u,ω ψ, ψy  xF εωA:u,ω ψ,A:u,ω ψy ¥ 0,
which is a consequence of the non–negative definiteness of F εω. For any two el-
ements ψ, ϕ in L2pr0, 1s,Cq, one can interpret the mapping ω ÞÑ xψ,Fu,ω ϕy 
xFu,ω ψ, ϕy P C to be the local cross–spectrum of the sequences txψ,Xpuqt yutPZ and
txϕ,Xpuqt yutPZ. In particular, ω ÞÑ xψ,Fu,ω ψy ¥ 0 can be interpreted as the local
power spectrum of txψ,Xpuqt yutPZ for all u P r0, 1s. In case a point–wise interpre-
tation is possible, i.e., the random functions take values in L8pr0, 1s,Rq, the map-
ping ω ÞÑ fu,ωpτ, σq provides information on how the covariation of the sequences
tXpuqt pτqutPZ and tXpuqt pσqutPZ is distributed over different frequency components
with ω ÞÑ fu,ωpτ, τq and ω ÞÑ fu,ωpτ, σq, respectively, denoting the local power spec-
trum and the local cross–spectrum. In analogy to the spectral density matrix in
multivariate time series, we will show in the below that the local spectral density
operator completely characterizes the limiting second–order dynamics of the family
of functional processes tXt,T : t  1, . . . , T uTPN.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let tXt,T u be a locally stationary process satisfying Proposition
3.2.4 and let the operator–valued function Au,ω be Ho¨lder continuous of order α ¡
1{2 in u and ω. Then, for all u P p0, 1q,» pi
pi
F pT qu,ω  Fu,ω22 dω  op1q (3.19)
as T Ñ 8.
Proof. By definition of the Wigner–Ville operator and Lemma 3.2.3,
F pT qu,ω 
1
2pi
¸
s
cov
  » pi
pi
eiλtuTs{2uApT qtuTs{2u,λ dZλ,
» pi
pi
eiβtuT s{2uApT qtuT s{2u,β dZβ

eiωs
 1
2pi
¸
s
» pi
pi
eiλsApT qtuTs{2u,λF ελ
 ApT qtuT s{2u,λ: dλ eiωs.
Using identity (3.59), we have that
ApT qtuTs{2u,λF ελ
 ApT qtuT s{2u,λ:   ApT qtuTs{2u,λ bApT qtuT s{2u,λF ελ.
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Similarly,
Fu,ω  1
2pi
¸
s
» pi
pi
eiλs
 Au,λ bA:u,λF ελ dλ eiωs.
We can therefore write the left–hand side of (3.19) as» pi
pi
 12pi ¸
s
» pi
pi
eiλs
 ApT qtuTs{2u,λ bApT qtuT s{2u,λ Au,λ bAu,λF ελ dλ eiωs2
2
dω.
Consider the operator
G
pu,T q
s,λ 
 ApT qtuTs{2u,λ bApT qtuT s{2u,λ Au,λ bAu,λF ελ
and its continuous counterpart
G s
2T
,λ 
 Apu s
2T
q,λ bApu  s
2T
q,λ Au,λ bAu,λ
F ελ.
By Ho¨lder’s Inequality for operators (Proposition A.1.3), both are nuclear and hence
Hilbert–Schmidt. Another application of Ho¨lder’s Inequality together with condition
(ii) of Proposition 3.2.4 yields ApT qtuT	s{2u,λ b ApT qtuTs{2u,λ Au s2T ,λF ελ22
¤ ApT qtuT	s{2u,λ28 ApT qtuTs{2u,λ Au s2T ,λ28 F εω22  O 1T 2	. (3.20)
Minkowski’s Inequality then implies» pi
pi
F pT qu,ω  Fu,ω22 dω  » pipi G s2T ,ω22 dω   op1q.
It is therefore sufficient to derive a bound on» pi
pi
G s
2T
,ω
2
2
dω. (3.21)
A similar argument as in (3.20) shows thatApu s
2T
q,ω b
 Apu  s
2T
q,ω Au,ω
   Apu s
2T
q,ω Au,ω
bAu,ω	F εω
2
¤ C  s
2T
α
for some constant C ¡ 0. The operator–valued function Gu,ω is therefore Ho¨lder
continuous of order α ¡ 1{2 in u. Using the inversion formula (Theorem A.2.3)
consecutively, we can write (3.21) as
1
p2piq2
» pi
pi
¸
s,s1
eiωpss
1q@ » 2pi
0
G s
2T
,λ, e
isλ dλ,
» 2pi
0
G s1
2T
,λ1
eis
1λ1dλ1
D
HbH
dω
 1
2pi
¸
sPZ
~G˜ s
2T
~22
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where G˜s can be viewed as the s–th Fourier coefficient operator of G s
2T
,λ. Because of
Ho¨lder continuity, we have that these satisfy ~G˜s~2 ¤ }piα 1~Gu,ω~2 |s|α  Opsαq.
Hence,
8°
sn
~G˜ |s|
2T
~22  Opn12αq.
Concerning the partial sum
°n1
s0 |gˆspτ, σq|2, we proceed as in Dahlhaus (1996a) and
use summation by parts to obtain
n1¸
s0
~G˜s~22 
» 2pi
0
» 2pi
0
n1¸
s0
eispλλ
1q@G s
2T
,λ, G s1
2T
,λ1
D
HbH
dλdλ1  O n logpnq
Tα

which follow from the properties of G˜s and Lemma A.3.1. It is straightforward to
see that
°n1
s0 |G˜s|2 satisfies the same bound. Hence,» pi
pi
F pT qu,ω  Fu,ω22 dω  » pipi G s2T ,ω22 dω   op1q
 O

n12αq  O n logpnq
Tα
	
.
Choosing an appropriate value n ! T completes the proof.
It is well–known from the time series setting that a Crame´r representation as
given in Proposition 3.2.4 is in general not unique (e.g. Priestley, 1981). However,
Theorem 3.3.2 shows that the uniqueness property as proved by Dahlhaus (1996a)
generalizes to the functional setting. That is, if the family of functional processes
tXt,T : t  1, . . . , T uTPN taking values in H has a representation with common
transfer operator Au,ω that operates on this space and that is continuous in u, then
the time–varying spectral density operator will be uniquely determined from the
triangular array.
Intuitively, the value of n such that n logpnqTα Ñ 0 can be seen to deter-
mine the length of the data–segment over which the observations are approximately
stationary. To see this, observe that only those functional observations Xt,T from
the triangular array with t{T P u   n
T
, u  n
T

will effectively contribute to the
time–varying spectral density operator at u. As T increases, the width of this inter-
val shrinks and sampling becomes more dense. Because the array shares dynamics
through the operator–valued function Au,ω, which is smooth in u, the observations
belonging to this interval will thus become close to stationary as T Ñ 8. The the-
orem therefore implies that, if we would have infinitely many observations with the
same probabilistic structure around some fixed time point, the local second–order
dynamics of the family are uniquely characterized by the operator Fu,ω.
Remark 3.3.3. Note that in case Proposition 3.2.4 holds with p  2, we have by con-
tinuity of the inner product that the kernel au,ω P L2pr0, 1s2,Cq of Au,ω is uniformly
Ho¨lder continuous of order α ¡ 1{2 in both u and ω. If we thus additionally assume
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that the tεtutPZ are mean square continuous and the operator Au,ω is an element of
B2 of which the Hilbert–Schmidt component has a kernel that is continuous in its
functional arguments, the error holds in uniform norm.
3.4 Locally stationary functional autoregressive
processes
Autoregressive processes are of general interest as they have applications in a wide
range of disciplines such as economics and medicine and can especially be useful
for prediction purposes. Early work on prediction based on the functional autore-
gressive mode can for example be found in Damon and Guillas (1982), Besse and
Ramsay (1986) and Antoniadis and Sapatinas (2003). Linear processes in Hilbert
and Banach spaces and in particular functional autoregressive processes have also
been thoroughly investigated in the monograph of Bosq (2000). Although the model
of Bosq (2000) assumes only that the errors of the causal solution in an appropriate
Hilbert space sense are uncorrelated, nowadays most estimation techniques are still
based on the assumption of i.i.d. functional errors. In order to incorporate tem-
poral dependence among functional observations, Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010)
introduced a moment–based notion of dependence, Lpm–approximability, and inves-
tigated the properties of the functional AR(1) under the new set of conditions. We
will now show that time–varying functional autoregressive processes are locally sta-
tionary in the sense of Proposition 3.2.4 and that stationary functional AR(p) are a
special case. First, we will have to show that a causal solution exists for these type
of processes. This is done in the theorem stated below.
Theorem 3.4.1. Let tεtutPZ be a white noise process in HR. Then the locally sta-
tionary functional AR(p) process
Xt,T 
p°
j1
B t
T
,jpXtj,T q   εt,
will have a unique causal solution of the form
Xt,T pτq 
8°
l0
A
pT q
t,l pεtlqpτq (3.22)
with supt,T
°8
l0
ApT qt,l 8   8 if
(i) the operators Bu,j are continuous in u P r0, 1s for all j  1, . . . , p;
(ii) for all u P r0, 1s, the operators satisfy °pj1 ~Bu,j~8   1.
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In order to prove the theorem, note that we can represent the functional AR(p)
process in state space form
Xt,T
Xt1,T
...
Xtp 1,T
loooooomoooooon
Xt,T


B t
T
,1 B t
T
,2    B t
T
,p
IH OH
. . .
...
IH OH
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
Bt
T

Xt1,T
Xt2,T
...
Xtp,T
loooomoooon
Xt1,T
 

εt
OH
...
OH
loomoon
εt
. (3.23)
Here, Xt,T is a p–dimensional vector of functions taking values in H
p
R
. Together
with the inner product xx, yy  °pi1 xxi, yiy it forms a Hilbert space. The Bu
denotes a matrix of operators and we can write the functional AR(p) therefore more
compactly as
Xt,T  Bt
T
pXt1,T q   εt
with εt P L2pΩ, HpR,Pq. Before proving the theorem, we state a lemma that is
required in the proof.
Lemma 3.4.2. For u P r0, 1s, the assumption °pj1 ~Bu,j~8   1 implies that the
operator Bu satisfies ~Bkou ~8   1 for some ko ¥ 1 P Z.
Proof of Lemma 3.4.2. We follow the lines of Bosq (2000)[Theorem 5.2, Corollary
5.1]. To ease notation, we shall write I and O for the identity and zero operator on
H, respectively while we denote the identity operator on Hp by IHp . Consider the
bounded linear operator P pλqu on H
P pλqu  λpuI  λp1u Bu,1  ... λuBu,p1 Bu,p, λu P C.
It is straightforward to derive that, under the assumption
°p
j1 ~Bu,j~8   1, non–
invertibility of P pλqu implies that λu has modulus strictly less than 1. Define the
following invertible matrices on the complex extension Hp
R
Upλuq 

I λuI λ
2
uI    λp1u I
O I λuI    λp2u I
...
. . .
...
... I λuI
O . . . . . . O I

and
Mpλuq 

O I O    O
O O I    O
...
. . .
...
O . . . . . . O I
Pu,0pλq Pu,1pλq . . . . . . Pu,p1pλq
,
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where Pu,0pλq  O and Pu,jpλq  λuPu,j1pλq Bu,j for j  1, . . . , p. Then
Mpλuq

λuIp Bu

Upλuq 

I O . . . O O
O I . . .
...
...
... I O
O . . . . . . O P pλqu
,
from which it follows that pλuIHpBuq is not invertible when P pλqu is not invertible.
In other words, the spectrum Su of B

u over the complex extension of H
p, which is
a closed set, satisfies
Su  tλu : λuIHp Bu not invertibleu  tλu : P pλqu not invertibleu
 tλu : |λu|   1u.
Hence, the assumption that
°p
j1 ~Bu,j~8   1 for all u, implies the spectral radius
of Bu satisfies
rpBuq  sup
λpuqPSu
|λpuq|  lim
kÑ8
Bku 1{k8   11  δ (3.24)
for some δ ¡ 0. The equality is a well–known result for the spectral radius of
bounded linear operators1 and can for example be found in Dunford and Schwartz
(1958). From (3.24) it is now clear that there exists a k0 P Z, α P p0, 1q and a
constant c1 such that
~Bku ~8   c1αk, k ¥ k0. (3.25)
Finally, it has been shown in Bosq (2000)[p.74] that this is equivalent to the condition
~Bk0u ~8   1 for some integer k0 ¥ 1.
We note that this is a weaker assumption than ~Bu~8   1. Although ~Bk0u ~8  
1 is usually stated as the condition for a causal solution in the stationary case, the
condition
°p
j1 ~Bu,j~8   1 is easier to check in practice. We will now show that a
causal solution exists also in the locally stationary setting.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.1. First observe that by recursive substitution
Xt,T 
8¸
l0
 l1±
s0
Bts
T
	
εtl.
From (3.23), this implies a solution is given by
Xt,T 
8¸
l0
 l1±
s0
Bts
T

1,1
pεtlq, (3.26)
1Gelfand’s formula
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where rs1,1 refers to the upper left block element of the corresponding block matrix
of operators. In order to prove the theorem we will show in a similar manner as
Ku¨nsch (1995) that
sup
t,T
 l1¹
s0
Bts
T

1,1

8
  cρl.
for some constant c and ρ   1. The proof requires yet another lemma:
Lemma 3.4.3. Let BpHq be the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert
space. Then for each A P BpHq and each ε ¡ 0, there exists an invertible element
M of BpHq such that rpAq ¤ ~MAM1~8 ¤ rpAq   ε.
Since BpHq forms a unital C–algebra, this lemma is a direct consequence of a
result in Murphy (1990)[p.74]. From (3.24) and by lemma 3.4.3, we can specify for
fixed u a new operator Mpuq P BpHq such that
~MpuqBuM1puq~8  
1
1  δ{2 .
Because of the continuity of the autoregressive operators in u, we have that for all
u P r0, 1s, there exists a neighborhood Vpuq such that
~MpuqBvM1puq~8  
1
1  δ{3   1 for v P Vpuq, u P r0, 1s.
Define now the finite union
m
i1 Vpuiq with Vpuiq X Vpulq  ∅ for i  l. Due to
compactness and the fact that Bu  B0 for u ¤ 0 this union forms a cover of
p8, 1s. The preceding then implies that there exists a constant c such that
~Bv~8 ¤ C~MpuiqBvM1puiq~8 i  1, ..,m.
Now, fix t and T and define the set Ji,l  ts ¥ 0 : tsT P Vpuiqu X t0, 1, .., l  1u.
Then specify ρ  1
1 δ{3 to obtain  l1±
s0
Bts
T

1,1

8
¤
l1±
s0
Bts
T

8
¤
m±
i1
 ±
sPJi,l
Bts
T

8
¤ cm
m±
i1
±
sPJi,l
|MpuiqBts
T
M1puiq

8
¤ cm
m±
i1
ρ|Ji,l|  cmρl,
which gives the result.
Theorem 3.4.1 will be used to show that time–varying functional ARMA models
for which a functional spectral representation exists, fall under Proposition 3.2.4.
In order to do so, we first show that for time–varying functional autoregressive
processes there exists a common continuous transfer operator Au,ω that satisfies
condition (ii) of Proposition 3.2.4. This is then extended to general time–varying
functional ARMA models.
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Theorem 3.4.4. Let tεtutPZ be a white noise process in HR and consider the func-
tional autoregressive process given by
p¸
j0
B t
T
,j
 
Xtj,T
pτq  C t
T
 
εtpτ

, (3.27)
where the operators satisfy Bu,j  Bj,0 and Cpuq  Cp0q if u   0, and Bu,j  Bj,1
and Cpuq  C1 if u ¡ 1. If the process satisfies, for all u P r0, 1s and l  2 or l  8,
the conditions
(i) Cu is an invertible element of S8pHq;
(ii) Bu,j P SlpHq for j  1, . . . , p with
°p
j1 ~Bu,j~l   1 and B0,u  IH ;
(iii) the mappings u ÞÑ Bu,j for j  1, .., p and u ÞÑ Cu, are continuous in u P r0, 1s
and differentiable on u P p0, 1q with bounded derivatives,
then Proposition 3.2.4 holds in Schatten l–class norm with
ApT qt
T
,ω
 1?
2pi
 p¸
j0
eiωj B t
T
,j

1
C t
T
. (3.28)
As shown in Theorem 3.4.1, a sufficient condition for the difference equation
(3.27) to have a causal solution is
°p
j1 ~Bu,j~8   1 or ~Bk0u ~8   1 for some
k0 ¥ 1. The moving average operators will then satisfy
°8
l0 ~ApT qt,l ~8   8 and
Proposition 3.2.5 shows that Xt,T satisfies Proposition 3.2.4 with ApT qt,ω P B8. It
can be derived from (3.26) that time–varying functional AR(p) with causal solution
of which the moving average operators satisfy
°8
l0 ~ApT qt,l ~2   8 do not exist. We
would need at least ApT qt,0 to be an invertible element of S8pHq and
°p
j1 ~Bu,j~2   1.
By Proposition A.1.6, this case is covered by Proposition 3.2.4 with A t
T
,ω P S2pHq.
For stationary functional AR(p) this is straightforward to verify using backshift
operator notation and by solving for the inverse of the autoregressive lag operator.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, for operators of the formApT qt,ω P B2 uniform convergence
results can be obtained under slightly more restrictive assumptions. We will come
back to this in more detail in Section 3.5 where we consider estimation of the time–
varying spectral density operator.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.4. The moving average representation (3.22) and the differ-
ence equation (3.27) together imply that the process can be represented as
Xt,T pτq 
8¸
l0
A
pT q
t,l
 
C1tl
T
p¸
j0
B tl
T
,jpXtlj,T q
pτq.
Using the linearity of the operators and applying a change of variables l1  l   j,
this can be written as
Xt,T pτq 
8¸
l10
p¸
j0
A
pT q
t,l1jC
1
tl1 j
T
B tl1 j
T
,j
pXtl1,T q,
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where A
pT q
t,l1j  OH for l1   j. For a purely nondeterministic solution we require
p¸
j0
A
pT q
t,l1jC
1
tl1 j
T
B tl1 j
T
,j

#
IH if l
1  0,
OH if l
1  0. (3.29)
Because εt is white noise in L
2pr0, 1s,Rq, it has spectral representation
εt  p2piq1{2
» pi
pi
eiωtdZω, t P Z. (3.30)
Since a solution of the form (3.22) exists, we also have
Xt,T 
» pi
pi
eiωtApT qt,ω dZω,
where ApT qt,ω  1?2pi
°8
l0 A
pT q
t,l e
iωl. Substituting the spectral representations of Xt,T
and εt into (3.27), we get together with the linearity of the operators Bu,j and ApT qt,ω» pi
pi
p¸
j0
eiωptjqB t
T
,j ApT qtj,ω dZω  p2piq1{2
» pi
pi
eiωtC t
T
dZω,
Given the operator A t
T
,ω satisfies equation (3.28), the previous implies we can write
1?
2pi
C t
T

p¸
j0
eiωjB t
T
,jA t
T
,ω

p¸
j0
eiωjB t
T
,jA tj
T
,ω  
p¸
j0
eiωjB t
T
,j
 A t
T
,ω A tj
T
,ω

.
From the last equation, it follows that
p¸
j0
eiωptjqB t
T
,j
 ApT qtj,ω A tj
T
,ω
  p¸
j0
eiωptjqB t
T
,j
 A t
T
,ω A tj
T
,ω

 C t
T
Ω
pT q
t,ω , (3.31)
where Ω
pT q
t,ω  OH , t ¤ 0. We will show that this operator is of order Op 1T q in SlpHq.
Throughout the rest of the proof, we focus on the case l  2. By Proposition
A.1.6, the smooth transfer operator satisfies Au,ω P S2pHq. Under the conditions
of Theorem 3.4.4, we have that for any element ψ P L2pr0, 1s,Cq and fixed ω P
Π, the mapping u ÞÑ Au,ωpψqpτq is continuous and, from the properties of the
Bu,j, is differentiable and has bounded derivatives with respect to u. Therefore
Au,ωpψqpτq  xau,ω, ψy, which implies by continuity of the inner product that the
kernels au,ω P L2pr0, 1s2,Cq are Lipschitz continuous with respect to u. Letting K
denote the Lipschitz constant, we have
sup
t,ω
}a t
T
,ω  a tj
T
,ω}2 ¤ K
 j
T
, (3.32)
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for all ω P Π, uniformly in u. Hence,
sup
t,ω
A t
T
,ω A tj
T
,ω

2
 sup
t,ω
au, t
T
ω  au, tj
T
ω

2
 O  1
T

,
and it easily follows from (3.31) and Proposition A.1.3 that ~C t
T
Ω
pT q
t,ω ~2  Op 1T q
uniformly in t, ω. From (3.29), we additionally have
t¸
l0
A
pT q
t,l Ω
pT q
tl,ω 
t¸
l0
p¸
j0
A
pT q
t,lj C
1
tl j
T
B tl j
T
,j e
iωptlqApT qtl,ω A tl
T
,ω

 eiωtApT qt,ω A t
T
,ω

.
Since the moving average operators are either in S2pHq or in S8pHq, the above
together with another application of Ho¨lder’s Inequality for operators yields
sup
t,ω
~ApT qt,ω A t
T
,ω~2 ¤ sup
t,ω
ApT qt,0 8 ΩpT qt,ω 2   t°
l1
ApT qt,l 2 ΩpT qtl,ω2	 ¤ KT ,
for some constant K independent of T .
Remark 3.4.5 (Case l  8). In case it is only assumed that the moving average
operators are summable in operator norm and
°p
j1 ~B tT ,j~8   1 (or the weaker
assumption in (3.25)), condition (ii) of Proposition 3.2.4 does not hold in Hilbert–
Schmidt norm. Rather, the condition only holds in operator norm. In this case,
Theorem A.1.8 yields
sup
t,ω
A t
T
,ω A tj
T
,ω

8 ¤
 j
T
  BBuAu,ω8  O  1T ,
and by the equality in (3.31), we find
C t
T
Ω
pT q
t,ω

8  O
 
1
T

uniformly in t, ω.
It can now easily be shown that the time–varying functional ARMA processes
are locally stationary in the sense of Proposition 3.2.4. A time–varying functional
moving average process of order q will have transfer operator
ApT qt,ω 
1?
2pi
q¸
j0
Φ t
T
,j e
iωj,
where Φt{T,j P SlpHq are the moving average filter operators. This follows from the
spectral representation of the εt as given in (3.30). Taking A t
T
,ω  ApT qt,ω gives the
result. Finally, we can combine this with the above theorem to obtain that Propo-
sition 3.2.4 holds for time–varying functional ARMA(p,q) with common continuous
transfer operator given by
A t
T
,ω 
1?
2pi
C t
T
 p¸
j0
eiωj B t
T
,j

1 q¸
l0
Φ t
T
,l e
iωl. (3.33)
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Remark 3.4.6 (Crame´r representation stationary functional ARMA). It is straight-
forward to see that when the operators do not depend on t and T we obtain station-
ary functional ARMA(p,q) processes as discussed in Bosq (2000) or, as explained in
Remark 3.2.6, the model introduced in Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010). We therefore
showed that these models also have a well–defined functional Crame´r representation.
3.5 Estimation
The time–varying spectral density operator as defined in section 3.3.2 allows to
capture the second–order structure of a functional time series with possibly changing
dynamics. In order to consider inferential techniques such as dynamic functional
principal components for time–varying functional time series, we require a way to
consistently estimate the time–varying spectral density operator. In this section, we
present a nonparametric estimator of the time–varying spectral density operator.
First, a functional version of the segmented periodogram operator and its kernel
are introduced and the mean and covariance structure are obtained. We will then
consider a smoothed version of this operator and show it is consistent. Furthermore,
a central limit theorem is derived at the end of this section. For this, we need the
specify also the structure of our functional orthogonal increment process Zω as given
in Proposition 3.2.4. Using Theorem 3.2.2, we can assume its dependence structure
satisfies:
Assumption 3.5.1. For fixed ω, Zω is a random element of L
2pr0, 1s,Cq with
E}Zω}22 
³ω
pi ~F ελ~1 dλ, and the process ω ÞÑ Zω satisfies
ExZω1  Zω2 , Zω3  Zω4y  0 for ω1 ¡ ω2 ¥ ω3 ¡ ω4,
cumpZω1pτ1q, ..., Zωkpτkqq 
» ω1
pi
  
» ωk
pi
ηpλ1   ..  λkq
 f ελ1,..,λk1pτ1, .., τkqdλ1dλ2...dλk,
where f εω0pτq  Eε0pτq  0 and for k ¥ 2, supω1,...,ωk1 }f εω1,..,ωk1}p ¤ }k }p   8 with
k pτ1, .., τkq : r0, 1sk Ñ R and p  2 or p  8.
3.5.1 The functional segmented periodogram
The general idea underlying inference methods in the setting of locally stationary
processes is that the process Xt,T can be considered to be close to some stationary
process, say X
pu0q
t , on a reasonably small data–segment around u0. If this segment is
described by tt : | t
T
u0| ¤ bt{2u for some bandwidth bt, classical estimation methods
from the stationary framework can be applied on this stretch. The estimated value
is subsequently assigned to be the value of the parameter curve at the midpoint uo
of the segment. The entire parameter curve of interest in time direction can then be
obtained by shifting the segment. We will also apply this technique in the functional
setting.
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First, let the length of the stretch considered for estimation be denoted by NT ,
where NT is even and NT ! T . In the following, we will drop the explicit dependence
of N on T and simple write N  NT . Then the local version of the functional
Discrete Fourier Transform (fDFT) is defined as
DpT qu,ωpτq 
N1°
s0
hs,N XtuT uN{2 s 1,T pτq eiωs, (3.34)
where hs,N is a data taper of length N . It is clear that D
pT q
u,ω is a 2pi–periodic function
in ω that takes values in H. The data taper is used to improve the finite sample
properties of the estimator (Dahlhaus, 1988): firstly, it mitigates spectral leakage,
which is the transfer of frequency content from large peaks to surrounding areas and
is also a problem in the stationary setting. Secondly, it reduces the bias that stems
from the degree of nonstationarity of the process on the given data–segment, that is,
the fact that we use the observations Xt,T for estimation rather than the unknown
stationary process X
pu0q
t . We define the data taper by a function h : r0, 1s Ñ R
and setting hs,N  h
 
s
N

; the taper function h should decay smoothly to zero at the
endpoints of the interval while being essentially equal to 1 in the central part of the
interval. Thus the taper gives more weight to data points closer to the midpoint.
More particularly, we impose the following conditions of the taper function h.
Assumption 3.5.2 (Taper function). The taper function h : RÑ R  is symmetric
with compact support on r0, 1s and is of bounded variation.
As a basis for estimation of the time–varying spectral density operator, we con-
sider the normalized tensor product of the local functional Discrete Fourier Trans-
form. This leads to the concept of a segmented or localized periodogram tensor
IpT qu,ω  p2piH2,Np0qq1 DpT qu,ω bDpT qu,ω, (3.35)
where
Hk,Npωq 
N1°
s0
hks,N e
iωs (3.36)
is the finite Fourier transform of the k–th power of the data taper. Given the
moments are well–defined in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq, the operator (3.35) is induced by the
localized periodogram kernel
IpT qu,ω pτ, σq 
 
2piH2,Np0q
1
DpT qu,ωpτqDpT qu,ωpσq. (3.37)
We remark that, similar to the stationary case, sufficient conditions for the existence
of the higher order moments of the localized periodogram tensor are obtained from
}IpT qu,ω }ρ2  p2piH2,Np0qqρ
DpT qu,ω2ρ2 , (3.38)
which implies that E}IpT qu,ω }ρ2   8 if E
DpT qu,ω2ρ2   8 or, in terms of moments of X,
E
Xt,T 2ρ2   8.
To ease notation, we denote tu,r  tuT u  N{2   r   1 to be the r–th element
of the data–segment with midpoint u. For uj  j{T we also write tj,r  tuj ,r and
abbreviate uj,r  tj,r{T . The following result is used throughout the rest of the
chapter.
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Proposition 3.5.3. Let the conditions of Proposition 3.2.4 be satisfied with ApT qt,ω P
B8 and supω1,...,ωk1 ~F εω1,...,ωk1~2   8. Then
cum
 
Xtr1 ,T , . . . , Xtrk ,T
  »
Πk
eipλ1r1 ... λkrkq

ApT qtr1 ,λ1 b    bA
pT q
trk ,λk
	
 ηpλ1   . . .  λkqF ελ1,...,λk1dλ1    dλk, (3.39)
where the equality holds in the tensor product space H b    b H. Moreover, for
fixed t P t1, . . . , T u and T P N, the k–th order cumulant spectral tensor of the linear
functional process tXt,T u,
F pt,T qλ1,..,λk1 

ApT qtr1 ,λ1 b    bA
pT q
trk1 ,αk1
bApT qtrk ,λ 
	
F ελ1,..,λk1 ,
where λ   λ1   . . .   λk1 of the linear functional process tXt,T u is well–defined
in the tensor product space
Âk
i1 H with kernel f
pt,T q
λ1,...,λk1
pτ1, . . . , τkq. For k  1 the
corresponding operator F pt,T qω is an element of S1pHq.
The proof can be found in Section A.4.3 of the appendix. We remark that under
the stronger condition ApT qt,ω P B2, the tensor F pt,T qλ1,..,λk1 will be Trace–class for all
k ¥ 2. The above proposition implies that the higher order cumulant tensor of the
local fDFT can be written as
cum
 
DpT qu,ω1 , . . . , D
pT q
u,ωk


»
Πk

HN
 ApT qtu,,λ1 , ω1  λ1b    bHN ApT qtu,,λk , ωk  λk	
 ηpλ1   . . .  λkq F ελ1,...,λk1 dλ1    dλk. (3.40)
Here, the function HNpG, ωq and similarly Hk,NpG, ωq generalize the definitions of
HN and Hk,N to
Hk,NpG, ωq 
N1°
s0
hks,N Gs e
iωs (3.41)
with HNpG, ωq  H1,NpG, ωq, where in our setting Gs P B8 for all s P N0. For
G  IH , we get back the original definitions of HN and Hk,N . The convolution
property of HN straightforwardly generalizes to» pi
pi
Hk,NpA, α  γq bHl,NpB, β  γq dγ  2piHk l,NpA bB, α  βq, (3.42)
where pArqr0,...,N1 and pBrqr0,...,N1 are vectors of tensors or operators.
From the taper function h, we derive the smoothing kernel Kt in rescaled time
u by
Ktpxq  1
H2
h

x  1
2
	2
(3.43)
for x P r1
2
, 1
2
s and zero elsewhere; furthermore, we define the bandwidth bt,T  N{T
that corresponds to segments of length N , and set Kt,T pxq  1bt,T Kt
 
x
bt,T

. Finally,
we define the kernel–specific constants
κt 
»
R
x2Ktpxq dx and }Kt}22 
»
R
Ktpxq2 dx.
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The first order and second order properties of the segmented functional peri-
odogram can now be determined.
Theorem 3.5.4. Let tXt,T u be a locally stationary process in HR satisfying Propo-
sition 3.2.4 with ApT qt,ω P B8 and supω1,...,ωk1 ~F εω1,...,ωk1~2   8 for k  2, 4. Addi-
tionally, let the operator–valued function Au,ω be Ho¨lder continuous of order α ¡ 1{2
and twice continuously differentiable in both u and ω. Then the mean and covariance
structure of the local functional periodogram are given by
EIpT qu,ω pτ, σq  fu,ωpτ, σq  
1
2
κt b
2
t,T
B2fu,ωpτ, σq
Bu2   opb
2
t,T q  O
  logpbf,T T q
bf,T T

,
and
cov
 
IpT qu,ω1pτ1, σ1q, IpT qu,ω2pτ2, σ2q

 H2,N
 
f tu,
T
,ω1
pτ1, τ2q, ω1  ω2

H2,N
 
f tu,
T
,ω1pσ1, σ2q, ω2  ω1

 H2,N
 
f tu,
T
,ω1
pτ1, σ2q, ω1   ω2

H2,N
 
f tu,
T
,ω1pσ1, τ2q,ω1  ω2

 O  logpNq
N
 O  1
N

,
in L2.
The proof can be found in section A.4.3. In particular, it exploits condition (ii)
of Proposition 3.2.4 and uses the theory of L–functions (Dahlhaus, 1983) to provide
upper bound conditions on the data taper function. For details of the latter we
additionally refer to Section A.3 of the appendix.
3.5.2 Consistent estimation
Theorem 3.5.4 shows that the functional segmented periodogram is not a consis-
tent estimator. In order to obtain a consistent estimator we proceed by smoothing
the raw estimator over different frequencies. That is, we consider convolving the
segmented periodogram kernel with a window function in frequency direction
fˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σq 
1
bf,T
» pi
pi
Kf

ω  λ
bf,T
	
I
pT q
u,λ pτ, σq dλ, (3.44)
where bf,T denotes the bandwidth in frequency direction. We make the following
assumption about the kernel function.
Assumption 3.5.5 (Kernel function). The frequency kernel function Kf : RÑ R 
is symmetric, has bounded variation and compact support r1, 1s, and satisfies
(i)
»
R
Kfpωq dω  1;
(ii)
»
R
ωKfpωq dω  0.
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To ease notation, we also write Kf,T pωq  1bf,TKf
 
ω
bf,T

. Additionally we use
subsequently
κf 
»
R
ω2Kfpωq dω and }Kf}22 
»
R
K2f pωq dω
as an abbreviation for kernel–specific constants.
Theorem 3.5.6 (Properties of the spectral density estimator). Let tXt,T u be a
locally stationary process in HR satisying Proposition 3.2.4 with ApT qt,ω P B8 and
supω1,...,ωk1 ~F εω1,...,ωk1~2   8 for k  2, 4, and let the operator–valued functionAu,ω be Ho¨lder continuous of order α ¡ 1{2 and twice continuously differentiable
in both u and ω. Additionally, the kernel Kf satisfies Assumption 3.5.5. Then the
estimator
fˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σq 
» pi
pi
Kf,T pω  λq IpT qu,λ pτ, σq dλ (3.45)
has mean
Efˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σq  fu,ωpτ, σq  
1
2
b2t,T κt
B2fu,ωpτ, σq
Bu2  
1
2
b2f,T κf
B2fu,ωpτ, σq
Bω2
  opb2t,T q   opb2f,T q  O
  logpbt,T T q
bt,T T

,
(3.46)
and covariance structure
cov
 
fˆ pT qu,ω1pτ1, σ1q, fˆ pT qu,ω2pτ2, σ2q

 2pi }Kt}
2
2
bt,T T
» pi
pi
Kf,T pω1  λ1qKf,T pω2  λ1q fu,λ1pτ1, τ2q fu,λ1pσ1, σ2q dλ1
  2pi }Kt}
2
2
bf,T T
» pi
pi
Kf,T pω1  λ1qKf,T pω2   λ1q fu,λ1pτ1, σ2q fu,λ1pσ1, τ2q dλ1
 O  logpbt,T T q
bt,T T
 O bt,T
T
 O pbt,T bf,T T q2
(3.47)
in L2.
The proof follows from a multivariate Taylor expansion and an application of
Lemma P4.1 of Brillinger (1981) and is given in Section A.4.3 of the appendix. We
note that the covariance has greatest magnitude for ω1ω2  0pmod2piq, where the
weight is concentrated in a band of width Opbf,T q around ω1 and ω2 respectively.
The above theorem demonstrates that, in order for the error terms to disappear, we
need the bandwidths to decay at an appropriate rate.
Assumption 3.5.7 (bandwidths). As T tends to infinity, the bandwidths satisfy
bf,T Ñ 0 and bt,T Ñ 0 such that iq bf,T bt,TT Ñ 8, iiq bf,T logpbt,TT q Ñ 0 and
iiiq b2t,T bf,T Ñ 0.
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We then have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5.8. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.5.6 hold and that the
banwidths bt, bf satisfy Assumption 3.5.7 as T Ñ 8 . Then
lim
TÑ8
bt,T bf,T T cov
 
fˆ pT qu,ω1pτ1, σ1q, fˆ pT qu,ω2pτ2, σ2q
	
 2pi }Kt}22 }Kf}22 ηpω1  ω2q fu,ω1pτ1, τ2q fu,ω1pσ1, σ2q
  2pi }Kt}22 }Kf}22 ηpω1   ω2q fu,ω1pτ1, σ2q fu,ω1pσ1, τ2q, (3.48)
where the convergence is in L2 for fixed ω1, ω2. If ω1, ω2 depend on T then con-
vergence in L2 holds provided that lim infTÑ8 |pω1,T  ω2,T qmod 2pi| ¡ ε for some
ε ¡ 0.
Proof. A change of variables shows that (3.47) can be written as
bt,T bf,T T cov
 
fˆ pT qu,ω1pτ1, σ1q, fˆ pT qu,ω2pτ2, σ2q

 2pi bf,T }Kt}22
» pi
pi
Kf,T pω1  ω2  λqKf,T pλq fu,ω2λpτ1, τ2q fu,ω2λpσ1, σ2q dλ
  2pi bf,T }Kt}22
» pi
pi
Kf,T pω1   ω2  λqKf,T pλq fu,ω2 λpτ1, σ2q fu,ω2λpσ1, τ2q dλ
 O bf,T logpbt,T T q Opb2t,T bf,T q  O pbt,T bf,T T q1. (3.49)
The error terms will tend to zero under Assumption 3.5.7. Since the product of the
two kernels in the first integral is exactly zero whenever |λ  pω1  ω2q| ¡ bf,T or
λ ¡ bf,T , the first integral vanishes for large enough T unless ω1  ω2. For ω1  ω2,
the integral in the first term becomes» pi
pi
Kf,T pλqKf,T pλq fu,ω1 λpτ1, τ2q fu,ω1λpσ1, σ2q dλ
and further by symmetry of the kernel

» pi
pi
Kf,T pλq2 fu,ω1 λpτ1, τ2q fu,ω1λpσ1, σ2q dλ.
We note that }Kf}22 Kf,T pλq2 satisfies the properties of an approximate identity
(e.g., Edwards, 1967). Hence application of Lemma F.15 of Panaretos and Tavakoli
(2013b), which covers approximate identities in a functional setting, yields that the
integral converges to
}Kf}22 fu,ω1pτ1, τ2q fu,ω1pσ1, σ2q,
with respect to }  }2. Since the integral in the second term in 3.49 vanishes unless
ω1  ω2, we can apply a similar argument, which proves the proposition.
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Corollary 3.5.9. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.5.6 and Assumption 3.5.7, we
have cov Fˆ pT qu,ω1 , Fˆ pT qu,ω2
2
 O

1
bf,T bt,T T
	
uniformly in ω1, ω2 P rpi, pis and u P r0, 1s.
Proof. Since the frequency kernel satisfies }Kf,T }8  O
 
1
bf,T

and }Kf,T }1  1, it is
easy to see that
sup
ω
 » pi
pi
Kf,T pω   λqKf,T pλq dλ
  O 1
bf,T
	
.
Together with the fact that }Fu,ω}2 is uniformly bounded in u and ω, the result then
follows directly from (3.49).
Remark 3.5.10. If tεtu is mean square continuous, }f ελ1, ,λk1}8   8, and the
transfer operator satisfies ApT qt,ω P B2 with integral kernel that is continuous in its
functional arguments for k  2, 4 then Theorem 3.5.4, Theorem 3.5.6, Proposition
3.5.8, and Corollary 3.5.9 hold in uniform norm. For general transfer operators
ApT qt,ω P B8, the corresponding kernel apT qt,ω is not necessarily well–defined or at least
not bounded in L2. However, for transfer operators that are elements of B2, that
is, ApT qt,ω  c IH   Υωt,T , where c P C and Υωt,T P S2pHq, the result will also hold in
uniform norm given the kernel of the Hilbert–Schmidt component is continuous in
its functional arguments. In particular, for transfer operators ApT qt,ω P B2, we can still
use kernel notation if one takes as kernel of IH the Dirac delta function such that
IH xpτq 
³1
0
δpτ  σqxpσq dσ. To see this, consider for example the term 
c IH bΥωtuT s{2u,T
F εωpτ, σq
 c
»
r0,1s2
δpτ  µ1q f εωpµ1, µ2qΥωtuT s{2u,T pσ, µ2q dµ1 dµ2
 c F εω  ΥωtuT s{2u,T :pτ, σq  c ΥωtuT s{2u,T F εωpσ, τq,
where we used that the kernel of the conjugate operator is given by apτ, σq:  apσ, τq.
Note that this is consistent with the identity 3.59 in Definition A.1.2.
Theorem 3.5.11 (Convergence in integrated mean square). Under the conditions
of Theorem 3.5.6 and bandwidths that satisfy Assumption 3.5.7, the spectral density
operator is consistent in integrated mean square. More precisely, we have
IMSEpFˆ pT qu,ω q 
» pi
pi
E
Fˆ pT qu,ω  Fu,ω22 dω
 O pbt,T bf,T T q1  o b2t,T   b2f,T   pbt,T T q1 logpbt,T T q.
Since it is uniform in ω P Π, we have point–wise mean square convergence where
the error also satisfies E~Fˆ pT qu,ω  Fu,ω~22  Op 1btbfT q   o
 
b2t   b2f   log btTbtT

.
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Proof of Theorem 3.5.11. The proof follows straightforwardly from decomposing the
above in terms of its variance and its squared bias. That is,» pi
pi
E~Fˆ pT qu,ω EFˆ pT qu,ω  EFˆ pT qu,ω  Fu,ω~22 dω

» pi
pi
E~Fˆ pT qu,ω EFˆ pT qu,ω~22 dω  
» pi
pi
E~EFˆ pT qu,ω  Fu,ω~22 dω. (3.50)
The cross term cancels which is easily seen by noting that E
 Fˆ pT qu,ω EpFˆ pT qu,ω q  OH
and hence
E
@Fˆ pT qu,ω EpFˆ pT qu,ω q,EpFˆ pT qu,ω q  Fu,ωDHbH	  0
for all u P r0, 1s and ω P rpi, pis. Now, for the first term of (4.60), we have by the
properties of the Hilbert–Schmidt norm and, accordingly, by Corollary 3.5.9 that» pi
pi
E~Fˆ pT qu,ω EFˆ pT qu,ω~22 dω 
» pi
pi
»
r0,1s2
varpfˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σqq dτ dσ dω  O

1
btbfT
	
.
Considering the second term of (4.60), Theorem 3.5.6 yields» pi
pi
~Fu,ω EpFˆ pT qu,ω~22 dω 
» pi
pi
»
r0,1s2
Efˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σq  fu,ωpτ, σq2 dτ dσ dω
 O

b2t   b2f  
log btT
btT
	2
.
3.5.3 Weak convergence of the empirical process
The results of the previous section give rise to investigating the limiting distribution
of fˆ
pT q
u,ωj , the local estimator of the spectral density kernel and operator. We will show
that for appropriate decay rates of the bandwidths, joint convergence to complex
Gaussian elements in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq can be established.
In our setting, we consider the sequence of random elements
 
Eˆ
pT q
u,ω pτ, σq

TPN in
L2pr0, 1s2,Cq, where
EˆpT qu,ω pτ, σq 
a
bt,T bf,T T
 
fˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σq E

fˆ pT qu,ω pτ, σq

for τ, σ P r0, 1s and fixed ω P rpi, pis and u P r0, 1s. In order to establish conver-
gence in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq, it is more appropriate to consider the representation of EˆpT qu,ω
with respect to some orthonormal basis. For this, let tψmumPN be an orthonormal
basis of H. Then tψmnum,nPN with ψmn  ψm b ψn forms an orthonormal basis of
L2pr0, 1s2,Cq, and EˆpT qu,ω equals
EˆpT qu,ω 
°
m,nPN
xEˆpT qu,ω , ψmnyψmn.
Hence, the distribution of Eˆ
pT q
u,ω is fully characterized by the finite–dimensional distri-
bution of the coefficients of its basis representation. Furthermore, weak convergence
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of Eˆ
pT q
u,ω will follow from the weak convergence of
 xEˆpT qu,ω , ψmnym,nPN in the sequence
space `2
C
.
Subsequently, we identify Eˆ
pT q
u,ω with its dual pEˆpT qu,ω q P L2pr0, 1s2,Cq and write
EˆpT qu,ω pφq  xEˆpT qu,ω , φy
for all φ P L2pr0, 1s2,Cq.
To show convergence to a Gaussian functional process, we make use of the fol-
lowing result by Cremers and Kadelka (1986), which weakens the tightness condition
usually employed to prove weak convergence and generalizes earlier results by Grin-
blat (1976).
Lemma 3.5.12. Let pT,B, µq be a measure space, let pE, |  |q be a Banach space,
and let pXnqnPN be a sequence of random elements in LpEpT, µq such that
(i) the finite–dimensional distributions of Xn converge weakly to those of a random
element X0 in L
p
EpT, µq and
(ii) lim sup
nÑ8
E}Xn}pp ¤ E}X0}pp.
Then Xn converges weakly to X0 in L
p
EpT, µq.
In our setting, the weak convergence of the process Eˆ
pT q
u,ω in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq will
follow from the joint convergence of Eˆ
pT q
u,ω pψm1,n1q, . . . , EˆpT qu,ω pψmk,nkq for all k P N and
the condition
E
EˆpT qu,ω22  °
m,nPN
E
EˆpT qu,ω pψmnq2 Ñ °
m,nPN
E
Eu,ωpψmnq2  EEu,ω22 (3.51)
as T Ñ 8. In contrast, Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b) employ the slightly stronger
condition EˆpT qu,ω pψmnq2 ¤ φmn
for all T P N and m,n P N and some sequence pφmnq P `1. In fact, the condition
corresponds in our setting to the one given in Grinblat (1976). Finally, we note
that condition (3.51) is sufficient for our purposes, but recently it has been shown
(Bogachev and Miftakhov, 2015) that it can be further weakened to
sup
TPN
E
EˆpT qu,ω22   8.
For the convergence of the finite–dimensional distributions, we show convergence
of the cumulants of all orders to that of the limiting process. For the first and second
order cumulants of Eˆ
pT q
u,ω pψmnq, this follows from Theorem 3.5.6. It therefore remains
to show that all cumulants of higher order vanish asymptotically.
Proposition 3.5.13. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.5.6, we have for all u P
r0, 1s and for all ωi P rpi, pis and mi, ni P N for i  1, . . . , k, and for all k ¥ 3
cum
 
EˆpT qu,ω1pψm1n1q, . . . , EˆpT qu,ωkpψmknkq
  op1q (3.52)
as T Ñ 8.
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The proof of the proposition can be found in Section A.4.3 of the appendix. The
distributional properties of the functional process are then given in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5.14 (Weak convergence). Let tXt,T u be a locally stationary functional
process satisfying Proposition 3.2.4 with ApT qt,ω P B8 and supω1,...,ωk1 ~F εω1,...,ωk1~2  8 for k  2, 4. Additionally, let the operator–valued function Au,ω be Ho¨lder contin-
uous of order α ¡ 1{2 and twice continuously differentiable in both u and ω. Then
for bandwidths that satisfy Assumption 3.5.7 
EˆpT qu,ωj

j1,...,J
DÑ  Eu,ωjj1,...,J , (3.53)
where Eu,ωj , j  1, . . . , J , are jointly Gaussian elements in L2Cpr0, 1s2q with means
E
 
Eu,ωipψmnq
  0 and covariances
cov

Eu,ωipψmnq, Eu,ωjpψm1n1q
	
 2pi }Kt}22 }Kf}22

ηpωi  ωjq
@Fu,ωi ψm1 , ψmD @Fu,ωi ψn1 , ψnD
 ηpωi   ωjq
@Fu,ωi ψn1 , ψmD @Fu,ωi ψm1 , ψnD
(3.54)
for all i, j P 1, . . . , J and m,m1, n, n1 P N.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.14. For condition 3.51, we note that
E
EˆpT qu,ω22  »r0,1s2 var EˆpT qu,ω pτ, σq dτ dσ  bt,T bf,T T varpF pT qu,ω q22.
and it therefore is satisfied by Theorem 3.5.6. Together with the convergence of the
finite–dimensional distributions this proves the asserted weak convergence.
3.6 Numerical simulations
To illustrate the performance of the estimator in finite samples, we consider a time–
varying functional time series with representation
Xt,T  B t
T
,1pXt1,T q   εt, (3.55)
where B t
T
,1 P B8 for all t and T and where tεtu is a collection of independent
innovation functions. In order to generate the process, let tψiuiPN be an orthonormal
basis of H and denote the vector of the first k Fourier coefficients of Xt,T by X
pT q
t 
pxXt,T , ψ1y, . . . , xXt,T , ψkyq1 . Similar to Ho¨rmann et al. (2015), we exploit that the
linearity of the autoregressive operator implies the first k Fourier coefficients, for k
large, approximately satisfy a VAR(1) equation. That is,
X
pT q
t  B t
T
,1X
pT q
t1   εt @t, T, (3.56)
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where εt  pxεt, ψ1y, . . . , xεt, ψkyq1 and B t
T
,1  pxB t
T
,1pψiq, ψjy, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ kq. Corre-
spondingly, the local spectral density kernel will satisfy
f pT qu,ω pτ, σq  lim
kÑ8
k¸
i,j1
f
pT q
u,ω,i,jψipτqψjpσq,
where f
pT q
u,ω is the spectral density matrix of the Fourier coefficients in (3.56). Im-
plementation was done in R together with the fda package. For the simulations,
we chose the Fourier basis functions on r0, 1s. The construction of the estimator
in (3.44) requires specification of smoothing kernels and corresponding bandwidths
in time as well as frequency direction. Although the choice of the smoothing ker-
nels usually does not affect the performance significantly, bandwidth selection is a
well–known problem in nonparametric statistics. As seen from Theorem 3.5.6, both
bandwidths influence the bias–variance relation. Depending on the persistence of
the autoregressive process a smaller bandwidth in frequency direction is desirable
around the peak (at λ  0 for the above process), while slow changes in time di-
rection allow for tapering (i.e., smoothing in time direction) over more functional
observations. It would therefore be of interest to develop an adaptive procedure as
proposed in van Delft and Eichler (2015) to select the bandwidth parameters. Inves-
tigation of this is however beyond the scope of the current chapter. In the examples
below, the bandwidths were set fixed to bt,T  T1{6 and bf,T  2T1{5  bt,T . We
chose as smoothing kernels
Ktpxq  Kfpxq  6p1
4
 x2q x P r1
2
,
1
2
s,
which have been shown to be optimal in the time series setting (Dahlhaus, 1996b).
In order to construct the matrix B t
T
,1, we first generate a matrix Au with entries
that are mutually independent Gaussian where the pi, jq-th entry has variance
ui2c   p1 uqeij.
The entries will tend to zero as i, j Ñ 8 , because the operator B t
T
,1 is required
to be bounded. The matrix B t
T
,1 is consequently obtained as B t
T
,1  ηAu{~Au~8.
The value of η thus determines the persistence of the process. Additionally, the
collection of innovation functions tεtu is specified as a linear combination of the
Fourier basis functions with independent zero–mean Gaussian coefficients such that
the l-th coefficient xεt, ψly has variance 1{rpl  1.5qpis2. The parameters were set
to c  3 and η  0.4. To visualize the variability of the estimator, tables 3.1-3.2
depict the amplitude of the true spectral density kernel of the process for various
values of u and λ with 20 replications of the corresponding estimator superposed
for different sample sizes T . For each row, the same level curves were used where
each level curve has the same color–coding within that row. Table 3.1 gives the
different levels for the estimator around the peak in frequency direction, while table
3.2 provides contour plots further away from the peak. Increasing the sample size
leads to less variability, as can be seen from the better aligned contour lines. It can
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also be observed that the estimates become more stable as we move further away
from the peak. Nevertheless, the peaks and valleys are generally reasonably well
captured even for the contour plots in the area around the peak.
As a second example, we consider a FAR(2) with the location of the peak varying
with time. More specifically, the Fourier coefficients are now obtained by means of
a VAR(2)
X
pT q
t  B t
T
,1X
pT q
t1  B t
T
,2X
pT q
t2   εt,
where B t
T
,1  ηu,1Au,1{~Au,1~8 and B t
T
,2  ηu,2Au,2{~Au,2~8. The entries of
the matrices Au,1 and Au,2 are mutually independent and are generated such that
rAu,1si,j  N p0, epi3qpj3qq and rAu,2si,j  N p0, pi8{2   j2{2q
1q, respectively. The
norms are specified as
ηu,1  0.4 cosp1.5 cosppiuqq and ηu,2  0.5.
This will result in the peak to be located at λ  arccosp0.3 cosr1.5 cosppiuqsq. The
collection of innovation functions tεtu is chosen such that the l-th coefficient xεt, ψly
has variance 1{rpl  2.65qpis2. Table 3.3 provides the contour plots for different local
time values where the frequency was set to λ  1.5  cosppiuq, i.e., the direction in
which most change in time direction is visible in terms of amplitude. Overall, the
method seems to identify both the location and magnitude of the peaks and valleys
very well, where again the variability clearly reduces for T ¡ 512. This is promising
for the application to real data. For the value u  0.5, one is really close to the
location of a peak and observe wrongful detection of a small peak in the middle of
the contour plot. This is an indication some over–smoothing occurs which, to some
extent, is difficult to prevent for autoregressive models, even in the stationary time
series case.
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λ  0
true T  29 T  212 T  216
u

0
.2
5
u

0.
5
u

0.
75
λ  3{10pi
true T  29 T  212 T  216
u

0.
25
u

0.
5
u

0.
75
Table 3.1: Contour plots of the true and estimated spectral density of the FAR(1)
at different time points at frequencies λ  0 and λ  3
10
pi.
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λ  9{10pi
true T  29 T  212 T  216
u

0
.2
5
u

0.
5
u

0.
75
Table 3.2: Contour plots of the true and estimated spectral density of the FAR(1) at different
time points at frequency λ  910pi.
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true T  29 T  212 T  216
u

0
.1
u

0.
25
u

0.
37
5
u

0.
5
u

0.
62
5
u

0.
75
u

0.
9
Table 3.3: Contour plots of the true and estimated spectral density of the FAR(2) at different
time points for λ  1.5  cosppiuq.
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3.7 Conclusion
This chapter provided a theoretical framework for meaningful statistical inference of
functional time series of which the dynamics change slowly over time. For this, we
introduced the notion of local stationarity for time series that take values in infinite–
dimensional separable Hilbert spaces. Because it is often not clear what specific
model a functional time series follows, a well–defined spectral theory can especially
be important to capture the dependence structure. Particular attention is therefore
paid to a class of functional locally stationary processes for which a time–varying
functional spectral representation exists. The second–order characteristics of pro-
cesses belonging to this class are completely captured by the so–called time–varying
spectral density operator. Analogously, the higher order dependence structure in
terms of cumulant tensors can be given by the corresponding higher order cumulant
spectral operators. From the triangular array that constitutes the locally stationary
process, the time–varying spectral density operator has been demonstrated to be
uniquely defined. This is a useful property that will be further explored in future
research.
Time–varying functional ARMA processes were introduced and shown to have a
well–defined time–varying functional Crame´r representation. An important aspect
of this result has been the determination of the existence of a causal solution of time–
varying functional autoregressive processes. Weakly stationary functional (ARMA)
processes are comprised as a special case of the introduced class. The introduced
class can therefore be seen to provide a direct generalization of the Crame´r represen-
tation to nonstationary functional processes. More generally, the asymptotic theory
introduced reduces to classical asymptotic theory for functional time series in case
the second–order characteristics are temporally constant. This generalization makes
an easy comparison possible of the behavior of processes with changing character-
istics versus those for which these remain constant. Such information is crucial for
the correct use of statistical methods and tools and hence for correct inference. The
next chapter is devoted to the issue of determining whether the assumption of weak
stationarity is justifiable.
The last section of this chapter was concerned with the estimation of the time–
varying spectral density operator. To construct the estimator, we considered the
tensor product of tapered versions of the functional Discrete Fourier Transform.
The taper acts as a bandwidth in time direction. The properties of the resulting
segmented periodogram operator, a functional generalization of the segmented peri-
odogram matrix, were derived and the operator was shown to behave in corrobora-
tion to what one would expect based on the results available in the finite–dimensional
setting. To form consistent estimators, these operators were subsequently linearly
transformed by smoothing them with a window function in frequency direction.
Conditions on the bandwidths necessary for consistency were then studied and the
asymptotic distribution was derived. The latter was done using a weaker tightness
criterion than what is usually employed in the existing literature and allowed to
show convergence to a Gaussian functional process without imposing stronger con-
ditions on the Schatten p–class of the time-varying spectral density operator. Finite
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sample properties of the estimator were illustrated at the end of the chapter via a
simulation study.
This chapter can be seen to form the basis for the development of statistical
techniques and methods for the analysis of functional time series that require re-
laxation of the assumption of weak stationarity. Because the random elements are
intrinsically infinite–dimensional, of direct interest would be the development of
dimension reduction techniques. In particular, functional dynamic principal compo-
nent analysis for nonstationary functional time series as well as the investigation of
the validity and optimality of localized versions of the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion
will be investigated in future work.
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Appendix
A.1 Some operator theory
We start with a general characterization of a tensor product of a finite sequence of
vector spaces, which in particular holds for sequences of Hilbert spaces.
Definition A.1.1 (Algebraic tensor product of Banach spaces). Given a finite
sequence of vector spaces V1, . . . , Vk over an arbitrary field F, we define the al-
gebraic tensor product V1 b    b Vk as a vector space with a multi–linear map
V1      Vk Ñ W given by pf1, . . . , fkq Ñ pf1 b    b fkq such that, for every linear
map T : V1      Vk Ñ W , there is unique k-linear map T˜ : V1      Vk Ñ W
that satisfies
T pf1, . . . , fkq  T˜ pf1 b    b fkq.
Here, uniqueness is meant up to isomorphisms. The tensor product can be viewed
as a linearized version of the product space V1      Vk satisfying equivalence re-
lations of the form apv1, v2q  pav1, v2q  pv1, av2q where a P K and v1 P V1, v2 P V2,
which induce a quotient space. These relationships uniquely identify the points in
the product space V1  . . . Vk that yield multi–linear relationships. In a way, the
tensor product
Âk
j1 Vj can thus be viewed as the ’freest’ way to put the respective
different vector spaces V1, . . . , Vk together. We mention in particular that the alge-
braic tensor product satisfies the associative law, i.e., pV1bV2qbV3  V1bpV2bV3q,
and hence it will often be sufficient to restrict attention to k  2.
The algebraic tensor product of two Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 is itself not a
Hilbert space. We can however construct a Hilbert space by considering the inner
product acting on H1 bH2 given by
xxb y, x1 b y1yH1bH2  xx, x1yxy, y1y, x, x1 P H1, y, y1 P H2
and then taking the completion with respect to the induced norm }  }H1bH2 . The
completed space, denoted by H1pbH2, is identifiable with the Hilbert-Schmidt op-
erators and is referred to as the Hilbert Schmidt tensor product. Throughout this
chapter, when reference is made to the tensor product space of Hilbert spaces, we
mean the latter space. When no confusion can arise, we shall moreover abuse nota-
tion slightly and denote H1pbH2 simply by H1 bH2.
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Definition A.1.2. The tensor product pA b Bq P SP pHq b SppHq  SppSppHqq
between two operators A,B P SppHq is defined as
pAbBqpxb yq  AxbBy, (3.57)
for x, y P H. It follows straightforwardly from the property
pxb yqz  xz, yyx, z P H, (3.58)
that for any C P SppHq, we have the identity
pAbBqC  ACB:, (3.59)
where B: denote the adjoint operator of B.
Proposition A.1.3 (Ho¨lder’s Inequality for operators). Let H be a separable Hilbert
space and A,B P S8pHq. Then the composite operator AB also defines a bounded
linear operator over H, i.e., AB P S8pHq. This operation satisfies the associative
law. Moreover, let 1 ¤ p, q, r ¤ 8, such that 1
r
 1
q
  1
p
. If A P SqpHq and B P SppHq
then AB P SrpHq and
~AB~r ¤ ~A~q~B~p.
Proposition A.1.4. Let H  L2
C
pT, µq be a separable Hilbert space, where pT, µq is
a measure space. The functions a, b, c P L2
C
pT  T, µb µq induce operators A,B,C
on H such that for all x P H
Axpτq 
»
apτ, µ1qxpµ1qdµ1, (3.60)
and the composition operator AB has kernel
rABspτ, σq 
»
apτ, µ1qbpµ1, σqdµ1, (3.61)
for all τ P T µ-almost everywhere. The tensor product operator pAbBq P S2pS2pHqq
in composition with C has kernel
rpAbBqCspτ, σq 
»
D
»
D
apτ, µ1qbpσ, µ2qcpµ1, µ2qdµ1dµ2. (3.62)
Because pA b BqC has a well defined kernel in L2
C
pT  T, µ b µq, it can moreover
be viewed as an operator on H. Using identity (3.59), this is the operator ACB:,
where B: has kernel b:pµ2, σq  bpσ, µ2q.
Corollary A.1.5. Let Ai, i  1,    , k for k finite belong to SppHq and let
ψ  pψ1 b    b ψkq
be an element of
Âk
i1H. Then we have that the linear mapping
A   A1 b ...b Ak
satisfies iq }Aψ}2   8 and iiq ~A~p   8.
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Proof of Corollary A.1.5. For iq, we have by proposition A.1.3,
}Aψ}2  }
 
A1 b ...b Ak

ψ}2  ~
 
A1 b ...b Ak
~8}ψ}2
¤ ~ A2 b ...b Ak~8~A1~8}ψ}2
¤
k¹
i1
~Ai~8}ψ}2 ¤
k¹
i1
~Ai~p}ψ}2   8.
In case p  2, the latter equals ±ki1 }ai}2}ψ}2 by proposition A.1.7. Property
iiq holds since for any A1, A2 P SppHq, we have ~A1 b A2~p  ~A1~p~A2~p. To
illustrate the second property, observe that if p  2 we obtain
}A}22  }A1 b ...b Ak}22 
»
r0,1s2k
|a1pτ1, µ1q..akpτk, µkq|2dτ1..dτkdµ1..dµk

»
r0,1s2k
a1pτ1, µ1qa1pτ1, µ1q..akpτk, µkqakpτk, µkqdτ1..dτkdµ1..dµk

»
r0,1s2
a1pτ1, µ1qa1pτ1, µ1qdτ1, dµ1..
»
r0,1s2
akpτk, µkqakpτk, µkqdτkdµk
 }a1}22..}ak}22   8.
Proposition A.1.6 (Neumann series). Let A be a bounded linear operator on H
and IH be the identity operator. If ~A~8   1, the operator IH  A has a unique
bounded inverse on H given by
pIH  Aq1 
8¸
k0
Ak. (3.63)
If A P S2pHq with ~A~2   1, then this equality holds in Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
Proof. We only show the case A P S2pHq. Note that the space S2pHq is a Hilbert
space. Then for m   n, m°
k0
Ak 
n°
k0
Ak

2
¤
n°
km 1
Ak
2
¤ ~A~
m 1
2
1 ~A~2 ,
which shows that the partial sum forms a Cauchy sequence and hence has a limit
A in S2pHq. Furthermore, we have
pIH  AqA  lim
nÑ8
pIH  Aq
n°
k0
An  lim
nÑ8
 
IH  An 1q  IH
in S2pHq, which shows that A is the inverse of IH  A.
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Proposition A.1.7 (Hilbert-Schmidt operators as kernel operator). Let H  L2
C
pT, µq
be a separable Hilbert space, where pT, µq is a measure space, and let A be an oper-
ator on H. Then A P S2pHq if and only if it is an integral operator, that is, there
exists a function a P L2
C
pT  T, µb µq such that
Axpτq 
»
apτ, σqxpσq dµpτq dµpσq
for all τ P T µ-almost everywhere. Moreover, we have ~A~2  }a}2.
Proof. First, suppose A is an integral operator on H with kernel a P L2
C
pTT, µbµq.
Because H is separable, it has a countable orthonormal basis tψnunPN. For fixed
τ PM , the function aτ pσq  apτ, σq defines a measurable function on L2CpT, µq. We
can therefore write
Aψpτq 
»
apτ, σqψnpσqdσ  xaτ , ψny.
Observe that tψnun¥1 also forms a orthonormal basis of H. An application of the
Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality gives |xaτ , ψny|2 ¤ }aτ}2}ψn}2   8 and therefore
m¸
n1
|xaτ , ψny|2 ¤
8¸
n1
|xaτ , ψny|2  }aτ}22   8,
by Parseval’s Identity. Hence, as a corollary of the Monotone and Dominated Con-
vergence Theorem we find
~A~22 
8¸
n1
}Aψn}2  lim
mÑ8
m¸
n1
|xaτ , ψny|2dτ 
»
lim
mÑ8
m¸
n1
|xaτ , ψny|2dτ

»
}aτ}2dτ 
» »
|apτ, σq|2dσdτ  }a}22   8,
showing A is Hilbert Schmidt and ~A~2  }a}2. Now suppose A is Hilbert Schmidt.
In this case, we have by definition
°8
n1 }Aψn}2   8 and consequently the series°8
n1Aψn converges in L
2
C
pT, µq. Therefore the function
apτ, σq :
8¸
n1
Aψnpτqψnpσq
will be well-defined on L2
C
pT  T, µb µq. Hence, for any element x P L2
C
pT, µq, the
Dominated Convergence Theorem yields
Axpτq  A

lim
mÑ8
m¸
n1
xx, ψnyψn
	
pτq  lim
mÑ8
m¸
n1
xx, ψnyAψnpτq
 lim
mÑ8
m¸
n1
 »
xpσqψnpσqdσ
	
Aψnpτq  lim
mÑ8
 »
xpσq
m¸
n1
ψnpσqAψnpτqdσ
	
»
xpσq
¸
n¥1
ψnpσqAψnpτqdσ 
»
xpσqapτ, σqdσ.
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Theorem A.1.8 (Product Rule on Banach spaces). Let E,F1, F2, G be Banach
spaces and let U  E be open. Suppose that f : U Ñ F1, and G : U P F2 are Fre´chet
differentiable of order k. Let Zp, q : F1  F2 Ñ G be a continuous bilinear map.
Then, Zpf, gq : U Ñ G is Fre´chet differentiable of order k and
BZ
Bu pfpuq, gpuqq  Zp
Bfpuq
Bu , gpuqq   Zpfpuq,
Bgpuq
Bu q. (3.64)
For the proof, see for example Nelson (1969).
A.2 Higher order dependence
A.2.1 Moment tensors on separable Hilbert spaces
Let X be a random element of the probability space pΩ,A ,Pq that takes values
in a separable Hilbert space H. More precisely, we endow H with the topology
induced by the norm on H and assume that the mapping X : Ω Ñ H is Borel–
measurable. Because H is separable, it has a countable orthonormal basis tψiuiPN.
We can therefore define the mean of X by
EpXq 
¸
iPN
EpxX,ψiyqψi,
which exists in H provided Ep}X}22q   8. It is of interest to consider also higher
order moments. We shall introduce these as tensors in a tensor product space
H b    bH of appropriate dimension. That, is for random elements X1, . . . , Xk in
H, the moment tensor of order k can be defined as
E
 
X1 b    bXk
  ¸
i1,...ikPN
E
 k¹
j1
xXj, ψijy
	
pψi1 b    b ψikq, (3.65)
where the elementary tensors tψi1 b    b ψikuı1,...,ikPN form an orthonormal basis
in
Âk
j1H. The latter follows straightforwardly by the fact that tψiuiPN is an
orthonormal basis of the separable space H. Similarly, we can define the k–th order
cumulant tensor by
cum
 
X1 b    bXk
  ¸
i1,...ikN
cum
 k¹
j1
xXj, ψijy
	
pψi1 b    b ψikq, (3.66)
where the cumulants on the right–hand side are as usual given by
cum
 xX1, ψi1y, . . . , xXk, ψiky  ¸
νpν1,...,νpq
p1qp1 pp 1q!
p±
r1
E
 ±
jPνr
xXj, ψijy
	
.
where the summation extends over all unordered partitions ν of t1, . . . , ku.
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More generally, we also require the case where the Xi are themselves tensors.
That is, Xi  bJij1 Xij, i  1, . . . , k, for random elements Xij in H with j  1, . . . , Ji
and i  1, . . . , k. To do so, Let ν  tν1, . . . νpu be a partition of t1, . . . , ku. Define
the probability measure Pν on pH b    b H,BHbbHq such that the preimage of
the projection mappings pivl
1pÂjPνl Xj P Bjq are independent for all l  1, . . . , p.
Then, we can write Pν 
Âp
l1 Pl with
Pν
 
X1 b    bXp P B1 b    bBp
  p¹
l1
P
 â
jPνl
Xj P Bj

.
The joint cumulant tensor cumpX1, . . . , Xkq can then be given by an appropriate
generalization of the product theorem for cumulants (Brillinger, 1981, Theorem
2.3.2) to the tensor case,
cumpX1, . . . , Xkq 
¸
r11,...,rkJk
¸
νpν1,...,νpq
p±
n1
cum
 xXij, ψrijy|pi, jq P νnψr11b  bψrklk ,
where the summation extends over all indecomposable partitions ν  pν1, . . . , νpq of
the table
p1, 1q    p1, J1q
...
. . .
...
pk, 1q    pk, Jkq.
Formally, we also abbreviate this by
cumpX1, . . . , Xkq 
¸
νpν1,...,νpq
Sν
 pb
n1
cum
 
Xij|pi, jq P νn
	
, (3.67)
where Sν is the permutation that maps the components of the tensor back into the
original order, that is, Sν
 bpr1 bpi,jqPνrXij  X11 b    bXkJk .
A.2.2 Linear transformations of elementary tensors
As in Appendix A.1, let A1, . . . , Ak be a sequence of bounded linear operators on H
let A1 b    b Ak be the operator on H b    bH given by
pA1 b    b Akqpx1 b    b xkq  pA1 x1q b    b pAk xkq
for all x1, . . . , xk P H. The next proposition states that moment tensors – and hence
also cumulant tensors by the above definitions – transform linearly.
Proposition A.2.1. Let A1, . . . , Ak be bounded linear operators on H and X1, . . . , Xk
be random elements in H. Define the mapping A  pA1 b    b Akq :
Âk
l1H ÑÂk
l1H. Then this map commutes with the moment tensor E, i.e.,
AE X1 b    bXk  EA X1 b    bXk
 E pA1X1q b    b pAkXkq.
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Proof. Let tψiuiPN be an orthonormal basis of H and henceforth let tψiuiPN 
tψi1 b    b ψikui1,...,ikPN be an orthonormal basis of H b    bH. By definition of
the moment tensor, we find
AE X1 b    bXk  A ¸
i1,...ikPN
E
  k¹
j1
xXj, ψijy
pψi1 b    b ψikq

¸
i1,...ikPN
E
  k¹
j1
xXj, ψijy
Apψiq
and by exanding Apψiq with respect to the chosen orthornormal basis tψnunPN

¸
i1,...ikPN
¸
nPN
E
  k¹
j1
xXj, ψijy
xApψiq,ψnyψn

¸
nPN
E
 k¹
j1
A
A
 ¸
i1,...ikPN
xXj, ψijy
	
ψi,ψn
E
ψn

¸
nPN
ExApX1 b    bXkq,ψnyψn
 E A1X1 b    b AkXk,
where we used the linearity of the operator A, of the inner product and the ordinary
mean.
The cumulant operation can be viewed as a linear combination of expectation
operations. The linearity of the cumulant tensors are therefore a direct consequence
of the above proposition. That is, we have
Corollary A.2.2. Let Aij; j  1, . . . , Ji; i  1, . . . , I be an array of bounded linear
operators on H. Then the cumulant tensor defined in 4.24 satisfies
Iâ
i1
p
Jiâ
j1
AijqcumpX1, . . . , XIq  cumpp
Jiâ
j1
A1jqX1, . . . , p
JIâ
j1
AIjqXIq. (3.68)
Finally, the next theorem formally states the inversion formula for higher order
cumulant spectral tensors introduced in Section 2.
Theorem A.2.3 (Inversion formula). Let tXtutPZ be a stationary sequence taking
values in HR such that the cumulant kernel function satisfies
8¸
t1,...,tk18
}ct1,...,tk1}p   8,
for p  2 or p  8. Then, for all ω  pω1, . . . , ωkq P Rk, the Fourier transform of
ct1,...,tk1 given by
fω1,...,ωkpτ1, . . . , τkq 
1
p2piqk1
8¸
t1,..,tk18
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . τkqei
°k1
j1 ωjtj , (3.69)
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converges uniformly in ω with respect to }}p. In the manifold
°k
j1 ωj  0 mod 2pi,
it is uniformly continuous with respect to the Lp–norm. The inverse Fourier trans-
form
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . τkq 
»
Πk
ei
°k1
j1 αjtjfα1,...,αk1pτ1, . . . , τkqηp
k¸
j1
αjqdα1    dαk (3.70)
holds in }  }p for all pt1, . . . , tk1q P Zk1 and τ  pτ1, . . . , τkq P r0, 1sk.
Proof of Proposition A.2.3. The convergence in }  }p of (3.69) follows straightfor-
wardly from the triangle inequality. For the inversion formula, subsitution of (3.70)
into (3.69) yields»
Πk1
ei
°k1
j1 αjtj
1
p2piqk1
8¸
s1,...,sk18
cs1,...,sk1pτ1, . . . , τkqei
°k1
j1 αjsjαjqdα1    dαk1

8¸
s1,...,sk8
1
p2piqk1 cs1,...,sk1pτ1, . . . , τkq
»
Πk1
ei
°k1
j1 αjptjsjqdα1    dαk1
 ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . , τkq.
The permutation of the sum and integrals in case p  8 is justified by the Dominated
Convergence Theorem since N°
s1,...,sk1N
cs1,...,sk1pτ1, . . . , τkqei
°k
j1 αjptjsjq

¤ sup
τ
8°
s1,...,sk18
|cs1,...,sk1pτ1, . . . , τkq|   8,
Consider then the case p  2. Because the space L2 is isomorphic to the sequence
space `2, it will be sufficient to show equality of the projectionsA»
Πk1
ei
°k1
j1 αjtjfα1,...,αk1dα1    dαk1,ψi
E
 xct1,...,tk1 ,ψiy
where tψiuiPN  tψi1 b    b ψikui1,...,ikPN is an orthonormal basis of H b    b H.
Using the Cauchy Schwarz Inequality, the right–hand side of (3.70) can be bounded
by
1
p2piqk1
»
r0,1sk
 »
Πk1
ei
°k1
j1 αjptjsjq
8¸
s1,...,sk18
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . τkq
 ψi1pτ1q   ψikpτkqdα1    dαk1
dτ1    dτk
¤ }
8°
s1,...,sk18
cs1,...,sk1}2
k±
j1
}ψij}2   8.
The Dominated Convergence Theorem therefore justifies again the permutation of
sums and integrals, which completes the proof.
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In order to show convergence of the higher order cumulants of the estimator in
(3.44), we will make use of two lemmas from Dahlhaus (1993) (Lemma A.4 and A.5
resp.). Both rely on the function LT : R Ñ R, T P R , which is the 2pi–periodic
extension of
LT pλq 
#
T if |λ| ¤ 1{T,
1{|λ| if 1{T ¤ |λ| ¤ pi. (3.71)
The function LT satisfies some nice properties. The following lemma lists those
required in the current chapter:
Lemma A.3.1. Let k, l, T P N, λ, α, ω, µ, γ P R and Π : ppi, pis. The following
inequalities then hold with a constant C independent of T .
(i) LT pλq is monotone increasing in T and decreasing in λ P r0, pis;
(ii) |λ|LT pλq ¤ C for all |λ| ¤ pi;
(iii)
»
Π
LT pλqdλ ¤ C log T ;
(iv)
»
Π
LT pλqk dλ ¤ C T k1 for k ¡ 1;
(v)
»
Π
LT pα  λqLT pλ  γq dλ ¤ C LT pα   γq log T .
In addition, we also make use of Lemma 2 from Eichler (2007).
Lemma A.3.2. Let tP1, . . . , Pmu be an indecomposable partition of the table
α1 α1
...
...
αn αn
with n ¥ 3. For Pj  tγj1, . . . , γjdju, let γ¯j  γj1   . . .  γjdj .
(i) If m  n then for any n 2 variables αi1 , . . . , αin2 we have»
Πk2
n±
j1
LT pγ¯jq dαi1    dαin2 ¤ C LNpαin1  αinq2 logpT qn2.
(ii) If m   n then there exists n 2 variables αi1 , . . . , αin2 such that»
Πk2
n±
j1
LT pγ¯jq dαi1    dαin2 ¤ C T logpT qn2.
The usefulness of the LT function stems from the fact that it gives an upperbound
for the function Hk,N which was defined in Section 3.5. Namely, we have
|Hpλqk,N | ¤ LNpλq, @k P N. (3.72)
We also require an adjusted version of Lemma A.5 of Dahlhaus (1993):
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Lemma A.3.3. Let N, T P N. Suppose h is a data taper of bounded variation and
let the operator–valued function Gu : r0, 1s Ñ SppHq be continuously differentiable
in u such that
BGu
Bu

p
  8 uniformly in u. Then we have for 0 ¤ t ¤ N,
HNpG 
T
, ωq  HNpωqG t
T
 O

sup
u
 BBuGupNT LNpωq	
 O

sup
u¤N{T
~Gu~pN
T
LNpωq   sup
u
 BBuGupNT LNpωq	, (3.73)
where HNpG, ωq is as in (3.41) The same holds if G 
T
on the left–hand side is
replaced by operators G
pT q
 for which sups ~GpT q G T ~p  Op 1T q.
Proof. Summation by parts gives
HNpG 
T
, ωq HNpωqG t
T

N1¸
s0
rG s
T
G t
T
shs,Neiωs
 
N1¸
s0
rG s
T
G s1
T
sHsph,N , ωq   rGN1
T
G t
T
sHNpωq.
It has been shown in Dahlhaus (1988) that |Hsph,N , ωq| ¤ KLspωq ¤ KLNpωq. The
result in 3.73 then follows since
~Gb Ga~p ¤ sup
a ξ b
 BBuGuuξp|b a|, a, bR,
by the Mean Value Theorem. The lemma holds additionally for operators G
pT q
 that
satisfy sups ~GpT q G T ~p  Op 1T q. This is a consequence of Minkowski’s Inequality
since HNpGpT q G T , ωq  HNpG T , ωqp
 HNpGpT q G T , ωqp   ~HNpG T , ωq~p
 O N
T
  LNpλq
  OpLNpλqq. (3.74)
Hence, the replacement error is negligible compared to the error of 3.73.
If p  2, the above implies that the kernel function gu P H2C of Gu satisfies
}HNpg 
T
, ωq HNpωqg t
T
}2  R1,N ,
}HNpg 
T
, ωq}  R2,N  R1,N ,
where
}R1,N}2  O

sup
u
} BBugu}p
N
T
LNpωq
	
,
}R2,N}2  O

sup
u¤N{T
}gu}pN
T
LNpωq. (3.75)
Similarly if g 
T
on the left–hand side is replaced by the kernel function g
pT q
 P H2C of
G
pT q
 . If the kernels are bounded uniformly in their functional arguments, Lemma
A.5 of Dahlhaus (1993) is point–wise applicable.
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A.4.1 Proofs of section 3.2
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2. Let µ be the measure on the interval rpi, pis given by
µpAq 
»
A
~Fω~1 dω,
for all Borel sets A  rpi, pis. Similar to the time series setting, it has been shown
(Panaretos and Tavakoli, 2013a) that there is a unique isomorphism T of sptXtutPZ
onto L2
C
prpi, pis, µq such that
T Xt  eit
for all t P Z. The process defined by Zω  T 1
 
1ppi,ωspq

is then a functional
orthogonal increment process of which the second order properties are completely
determined by the spectral density operator F . We have
T pZω  Zνq  1pν,ωspq, pi   ν   ω   pi,
and for bj P C, j  1, . . . , N
T
 N°
j1
bjXtj
	

N°
j1
bje
itjpq.
For the first part of the proof, we shall use that the function 1ppi,ωspq can be
approximated by the N -th order Fourier series approximation
bNpλq 
°
|t|¤N
b˜ω,t e
itλ,
where the Fourier coefficients are given by
b˜ω,t  1
2pi
» pi
pi
1ppi,ωspλq eitλ dλ. (3.76)
The approximation satisfies the properties listed in the following proposition (Brock-
well and Davis, 1991, Proposition 4.11.2).
Proposition A.4.1. Let tbNuN¥1 be the sequence of functions defined in (3.76).
Then for pi   ν   ω   pi,
(i) sup
λPrpi,piszE
|bNpλq  1pν,ωspλq
 Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8, where E is an open subset of
rpi, pis containing both ν and ω;
(ii) sup
λPrpi,pis
|bNpλq| ¤ C   8 for all N ¥ 1.
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Note then that we can write
ZpNqω 
1
2pi
¸
|t|¤N
Xt
» pi
pi
1ppi,ωspλq eitλ dλ 
¸
|t|¤N
b˜ω,tXt,
where tb˜ω,tutPN are the Fourier coefficients of the indicator function 1ppi,ωs. There-
fore,
cum
 
ZpNqω1 , . . . , Z
pNq
ωk


¸
|t1|,...,|tk|¤N
b˜ω1,t1    b˜ωk,tk cum
 
Xt1 . . . , Xtk

and by stationarity of the process Xt

¸
|t1|,...,|tk|¤N
b˜ω1,t1    b˜ωk,tk
»
Πk
eipα1t1 ... αktkqη
 k°
j1
αj
	
Fα1...αk1 dα1    dαk

»
Πk
η
 k°
j1
αj
	
Fα1...αk1
k¹
i1
¸
|ti| N
»
Πk
1ppi,ωispλiqeitiλidλi


eiαitidα1    dαk

»
Πk
η
 k°
j1
αj
	
Fα1...αk1 bω1,Npα1q    bωk,Npαkq dα1    dαk.
To show convergence, recall that the kernel function Fα1...αk1 is bounded and uni-
formly continuous in the manifold
°k
j1 αj  0 mod p2piq with respect to }  }2. An
application of Ho¨lder’s inequality yields »
Πk
ηp
k°
j1
αjqFα1...αk1

bω1,Npα1q    bωk,Npαkq  1ppi,ω1spα1q    1ppi,ωkspαkq

dα1    dαk

2
¤ sup
α1,...,αk1
}Fα1...αk1}2
»
Πk
bω1,Npα1q    bωk,Npαkq  1ppi,ω1spα1q    1ppi,ωkspαkqdα1    dαk
A standard telescoping argument together with Proposition A.4.1 gives
¤ K
»
Πk
k¸
j1
j1±
l1
bωl,Npαlq k±
lj 1
1ppi,ω1spαlq bωj ,Npαjq  1ppi,ωjspαjq dα1    dαk
¤ K k   sup
1¤j¤k
sup
α
|bωj ,Npαq|
k1
sup
ω
»
Π
bω,Npαq  1ppi,ωspαqdαÑ 0
as N Ñ 8. Hence, the dominated convergence theorem implies
lim
NÑ8
cum
 
ZpNqω1 , . . . , Z
pNq
ωk

 1p2piqk
»
Πk
1ppi,ω1spα1q    1ppi,ωkspαkqFα1...αk1η
 k°
j1
αj
	
dα1    dαk
 1p2piqk
» ω1
pi
  
» ωk
pi
η
 k°
j1
λj
	
Fα1...αk1dλ1    dλk,
 cum Zω1 , . . . , Zωk (3.77)
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which establishes the L2 convergence in (3.7). The almost everywhere convergence
is proved similarly by replacing F by fpτ1, . . . , τkq. In order to show that Xt ³pi
pi e
iωtdZω with probability 1, it remains to show that
E
Xt  » pi
pi
eiωtdZω
2
2
 0. (3.78)
We refer to Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013a) for a proof.
Finally, to suggested differential notation follows since
cum
 
Zω1 , . . . , Zωk
  » ω1
pi
  
» ωk
pi
ηp
k°
j1
λjqFλ1,...,λk1dλ1    dλk,
we can view cum
 
Zω1 , . . . , Zωk

as a measure on rpi, pisk and write
dcum
 
Zλ1 , . . . , Zλk
  ηp k¸
j1
λjqFλ1,...,λk1dλ1    dλk.
By a similar argument as above, we have the projections satisfy
lim
hÓ0
xcum Zω1 h  Zω1 , . . . , Zωk h  Zωk, ψi1 b    b ψiky
 xlim
hÓ0
» ω1 h
ω1
  
» ωk h
ωk
ηp
k¸
j1
λjqfλ1,...,λk1dλ1    dλk, ψi1 b    b ψiky
 xηp
k°
j1
ωjqfω1,...,ωk1dω1    dωk, ψi1 b    b ψiky  0.
Without loss of generality we can therefore write in differential notation
cum
 
dZω1pτ1q, . . . , dZωkpτkq
  ηpω1   . . .  ωkq fω1,...,ωk1pτ1, . . . , τkq dω1    dωk.
A.4.2 Proofs section 3.3
Proposition A.4.2. Let tεtutPZ be a functional i.i.d. process in HR with E}ε0}k2  
8, k P N and let tApT qt,s usPZ be a sequence of operators in S8pHq satisfying
°
s ~ApT qt,s ~8  
8 for all t  1, . . . , T and T P N. Then the process XpNqt,T 
°
|s|¤N A
pT q
t,s εts has the
following properties:
(i) X
pNq
t,T
LkpPqÝÑ Xt,T : XpNqt,T converges to a process Xt,T P LkpPq.
(ii) cumpXt1,T , . . . , Xtk,T q 
  ¸
s1PZ
A
pT q
t1,s1 b    b
¸
skPZ
A
pT q
tk,sk

cumpεt1s1 , ..., εtkskq,
where the convergence is with respect to }  }2.
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Proof of Proposition A.4.2. For the first equality, we need to show that
lim
NÑ8
E}XpNqt,T Xt,T }k2  0.
We will do this by demonstrating that the the tail series X
pNq
t,T 
°M
sN 1 A
pT q
t,s εts
converges. Since }ApT qt,s εt}2 ¤ ~ApT qt,s ~8}εt}2, an application of the generalized Ho¨lder’s
Inequality yields
E}XpNqt1,T }k2 ¤
M¸
s1,...,skN 1
~ApT qt1,s1~8    ~ApT qtk,sk~8E
}εt1s1}2    }εtksk}2
¤
¸
|s1|,...,|sk|¡N
~ApT qt1,s1~8    ~ApT qtk,sk~8

E}εt1s1}k2   E}εtksk}k2
1{k
¤   ¸
|s|¡N
~ApT qt,s ~8
	k
E}ε0}k2   8,
uniformly in M . Hence, limNÑ8pE}XpNqt,T }k2q1{k Ñ 0.
We now prove 2. By Corollary A.2.2 and 1, we have
cumpApT qt1,s1εt1s1 , . . . , ApT qtk,skεtkskq 

A
pT q
t1,s1 b    b ApT qtk,sk
	
cumpεt1s1 , . . . , εtkskq.
It is therefore sufficient to show that
cump
¸
s1PZ
A
pT q
t1,s1εt1s1 , . . . ,
¸
skPZ
A
pT q
tk,sk
εtkskq 
¸
s1,...,skPZ
cumpApT qt1,s1εt1s1 , . . . , Ask,tk,T εtkskq.
Let tψlulPN be an orthonormal basis of H. Then tψl1 b    b ψlkul1,...,lk¥1 forms an
orthonormal basis
Âk
j1 H. For the partial sums
N¸
sj1
A
pT q
tj ,sjεtjsj , j  1,    , k,
we obtain by virtue of the triangle inequality, the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality and
generalized Ho¨lder Inequality
E}
k¹
j1
N¸
sj1
A
pT q
tj ,sjεtjsjψl}1 ¤
k¹
j1
E}
N¸
sj1
A
pT q
tj ,sjεtjsjψl}1 
sup
t,T
¸
sPZ
~ApT qt,s ~8
k
E}ε0}k2   8.
The result now follows by the Dominated Convergence Theorem.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3.1. For fixed t and T , we have by Minkowski’s Inequality¸
s
~cumpXtuTs{2u,T , XtuT s{2u,T q~2

¸
s
~ 1
2pi
»
Π
 ApT qtuTs{2u,λ1 bApT qtuT s{2u,λ1F ελ1eiλ1sdλ1~2

¸
s:tp1¤tuTs{2u¤T qY
p1¤tuT s{2u¤T qu
~CpT qu,s ~2  
¸
s:tp1¤tuTs{2u¤T qY
p1¤tuT s{2u¤T quA
~CpT qu,s ~2
where tuA denotes the complement event. Now since ApT qt,ω  A0,ω for t   1 and
ApT qt,ω  A0,ω for t ¡ T , we can write

¸
s:B
~ 1
2pi
»
Π
 ApT qtuTs{2u,λ1 bApT qtuT s{2u,λ1F ελ1eiλ1sdλ1~2
 
¸
s:BA
~ 1
2pi
»
Π
 A0,λ1 bA1,λ1F ελ1eiλ1sdλ1~2, (3.79)
where B  tp1 ¤ tuT  s{2u ¤ T q Y p1 ¤ tuT   s{2u ¤ T qu. Because the first sum
is finite, an application of proposition A.1.3 implies it can be bounded by
K sup
t,T,ω
~ApT qt,ω ~28~F ε~2   8,
for some constant K. For the second term, we note that
1
2pi
»
Π
 A0,λ1 bA1,λ1F ελ1eiλ1sdλ1  cumpXp0qt s, Xp1qt q.
It thus corresponds to the cross–covariance operator of the two stationary processes
X
p0q
t and X
p1q
t at lag s, which we can alternatively express as
cumpXp0qs , Xp1q0 q 
¸
l,k
pA0,l b A1,kqcumpεt sl, εtkq.
Using then that εt is functional white noise, we find for the second term in 3.79¸
s:BC
~CpT qu,s ~2 ¤ ~
¸
l,kPZ
pA0,l b A1,kqcumpε0, ε0q~2
¤
¸
lPZ
~A0,l~8
¸
kPZ
~A1,k~8~cumpε0, ε0q~2   8.
The result now follows.
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A.4.3 Proofs of Section 3.5
Proof of Proposition 3.5.3. We have by Theorem 3.2.2 and by Corollary A.2.2,
cum
  »
Π
eiλ1r1A
pT q
tr1 ,λ1
dZλ1 , . . . ,
»
Π
eiλkrkA
pT q
trk ,λk
dZλk


»
Π
  
»
Π
cum
 
eiλ1r1A
pT q
tr1 ,λ1
dZλ1 , . . . , e
iλkrkA
pT q
trk ,λk
dZλk


»
Π
  
»
Π
 
eiλ1r1A
pT q
tr1 ,λ1
b    b eiλkrkApT qtrk ,λk

cum
 
dZλ1 , . . . , dZλk


»
Πk
eipλ1r1 ... λkrkq
 ApT qtr1 ,λ1 b    bApT qtrk ,λkηpλ1   . . .  λkqF ελ1,...,λk1dλ1    dλk,
where the equality holds in the tensor product space H b    b H. Note that the
last line corresponds to the inversion formula of the cumulant tensor of order k. For
fixed t P t1, . . . , T u and T P N, the k–th order cumulant spectral tensor of the linear
functional process tXt,T u can thus be given by
F pt,T qλ1,...,λk1 

ApT qtr1 ,λ1 b    bA
pT q
trk1 ,αk1
bApT qtrk ,λ 
	
F ελ1,...,λk1 , (3.80)
and is well–defined in the tensor product space
Âk
i1H. In particular, Proposition
A.1.3 implies the corresponding operator is Hilbert–Schmidt for k ¥ 2
~Fλ1,...,λ2k1~2 ¤ ~ApT qtr1 ,λ1 b    bA
pT q
trk1 ,αk1
bApT qtrk ,λ ~8~F
ε
λ1,...,λ2k1
~2
   sup
trj ,λj
}ApT qtrj ,λj}8
2k~F ελ1,...,λ2k1~2   8.
We therefore have that the kernel function f
pt,T q
λ1,...,λk1
pτ1, . . . , τkq is a properly de-
fined element in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq. In case k  2, we moreover have that Fλ1 P
S1pHq. This follows by the fact that the εt are white noise and thus ~F ελ1~1 ¤°
t ~cumpεt, ε0q~1  ~Cε0~1  E}ε0}22   8.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.4. Under Proposition 3.2.4 we have for all t  1, .., T and
T P N that Xt,T are random elements in HR and hence by Proposition 3.5.3 and
(3.40),
EpIpT quj ,ωq 
1
2piH2,N p0q cum
 
DpT quj ,ω, D
pT q
uj ,ω

 1
2piH2,N p0q
»
Π

HN
 ApT qtj,,λ, ω  λbHN ApT qtj,,λ, λ ω	F ελ dλ.
In order to replace the transfer function kernels with their continuous approxima-
tions, we write
ApT qtj,r,λ bA
pT q
tj,s,λ Auj,r,ω bAuj,s,ω
  ApT qtj,r,λ Auj,r,ωbApT qtj,s,λ  Auj,r,ω b  ApT qtj,s,λ Auj,s,ω. (3.81)
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We focus on finding a bound on the first term as the second term can be bounded
similarly. Since HNp, q is linear in its first argument, we have by the triangle
inequalityHN ApT qtj,r,λ Auj,r,ω, ω  λ8
¤ HN ApT qtj,,λ Auj,,λ, ω  λ8   HN Auj,,λ Auj,,ω, ω  λ8.
For the first term of this expression, condition (ii) of Proposition 3.2.4 and Lemma
A.3.3 imply N1°
r0
hr,N
 ApT qtj,r,λ Auj,r,λ eirpωλq8 ¤ C NT (3.82)
for some generic constant C independent of T . Next, we consider the second term.
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma A.3.3, we have
HN
 Auj,,λ Auj,,ω, ω  λ
 HNpω  λq
 Auj ,λ Auj ,ω HNpω  λq  Auj,N1,λ Auj,N1,ω

N1°
r0

Auj,r,λ Auj,r1,λ
	


Auj,r,ω Auj,r1,ω
	
Hspω  λq.
Since the transfer function operator is twice continuously differentiable in u and ω,
we find by two applications of the mean value theoremAuj,r,λ Auj,r1,λ	 Auj,r,ω Auj,r1,ω	8 ¤ supuPr0,1s,ωPΠ
B2Au,ωBuBω  |λ ω|T .
Hence we obtain the upper boundHN Auj,,λ Auj,,ω, ω  λ8 ¤ C LNpω  λq |ω  λ|   C NT LNpω  λq |ω  λ|.
Moreover, Lemma A.3.3 impliesHN ApT qtj,,λ, ω  λ8 ¤ C LNpω  λq.
With these bounds and Proposition A.1.3 and Lemma A.3.1, we now obtain»
Π
HN Auj,,λ Auj,,ω, ω  λbHN ApT qtj,,λ, ω  λ	F ελ2 dλ
¤
»
Π
HN Auj,,λ Auj,,ω, ω  λ8 HN ApT qtj,,λ, ω  λ8 F ελ2 dλ
¤ C
»
Π
LNpω  λq2 dλ ¤ C logpNq.
The second term of (3.81) is similar and thus the error from replacing ApT qtj,r,λ and
ApT qtj,s,λ by Auj,r,ω and Auj,s,ω, respectively, is of order O
 
logpNq
N
q in L2.
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The expectation of the periodogram tensor can therefore be written as
EpIpT quj ,ωq 
1
2piH2,N p0q
»
Π

HN
 ApT qtj,,λ, ω  λbHN ApT qtj,,λ, λ ω	F ελ dλ
 1
2piH2,N p0q
»
Π

HN
 Auj,,ω, ω  λbHN Auj,,ω, λ ω	F ελ dλ RT
 1
H2,N p0qH2,N
 Auj,,ω bAuj,,ω, 0F εω  RT
 1
H2,N p0qH2,N
 Fuj,,ω, 0 RT
where the remainder term RT is of order O
 
logpNq
N

. Correspondingly, the local
periodogram kernel is given by
EpIpT quj ,ωpτ, σq 
1
H2,N p0q
N°
r1
h2r,N fuj,r,ωpτ, σq  O

logpNq
N
	
.
Since by the conditions of the theorem, the operator–valued function Au,ω is twice
continuously differentiable with respect to u, Theorem A.1.8 implies that the spec-
tral density tensor Fu,ωpτ, σq is also twice continuously differentiable in u P p0, 1q.
Hence, by a Taylor approximation of Fuj,r,ω about uj, we find for the mean of the
periodogram tensor
EpIpT quj ,ωq  Fuj ,ω   b2t,T κt
B2Fu,ω
Bu2

uuj
 O
 logpNq
N
	
 O
N
T
	
,
where we have used the definition in (3.43) of the smoothing kernel Kt in time
direction. As by the assumption on the taper function this kernel is symmetric
about zero, the first order term in the Taylor approximation is zero.
This proves the first part of from Theorem 3.5.4. For the covariance, we note
that the product theorem for cumulants (Theorem 3.67) and the fact that the means
are zero imply
cov
 
IpT quj ,ω1 , I
pT q
uj ,ω2

 1
4pi2H2,N p0q2

cum
 
DpT quj ,ω1 , D
pT q
uj ,ω1 , D
pT q
uj ,ω2 , D
pT q
uj ,ω2

  S1423

cum
 
DpT quj ,ω1 , D
pT q
uj ,ω2
b cum DpT quj ,ω1 , DpT quj ,ω2	
  S1324

cum
 
DpT quj ,ω1 , D
pT q
uj ,ω2
b cum DpT quj ,ω1 , DpT quj ,ω2	,
(3.83)
where Sijkl denotes the permutation operator on b4i1L2Cpr0, 1sq that permutes the
components of a tensor according to the permutation p1, 2, 3, 4q ÞÑ pi, j, k, lq, that
is, Sijklpx1 b    b x4q  xi b    b xl.
We first show that the first term of this expression is of lower order than the
other two. By (3.40), the cumulant is equal to»
Π4
HN
 ApT qtj,,λ1 , ω1  λ1bHN ApT qtj,,λ2 ,ω1  λ2bHN ApT qtj,,λ3 ,ω2  λ3
bHN
 ApT qtj,,λ4 , ω2  λ4 ηpλ1   . . .  λ4qF ελ1,λ2,λ3 dλ1    dλ4
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and hence, by Lemma A.3.3, is bounded in L2–norm by
C
»
Π3
LNpω1  λ1qLNpω1  λ2qLNpω2  λ3qLNpλ1   λ2   λ3   ω2q dλ1 dλ2 dλ3
¤ C logpNq2
»
Π3
LNpω2   λ3q2 dλ3 ¤ C N logpNq2.
Next we consider the second term of (4.63). A similar derivation as for the
expectation of the periodogram tensor shows that the term equals»
Π2
HN
 ApT qtj,,λ1 , ω1  λ1bHN ApT qtj,,λ1 , ω2   λ1bHN ApT qtj,,λ2 ,ω1  λ2
bHN
 ApT qtj,,λ2 , λ2  ω2F ελ1 b F ελ2 dλ1 dλ2

»
Π2
HN
 Auj,,λ1 , ω1  λ1bHN Auj,,λ1 , ω2   λ1bHN Auj,,λ2 ,ω1  λ2
bHN
 Auj,,λ2 , λ2  ω2F ελ1 b F ελ2 dλ1 dλ2  RT
 H2,N
 Auj,,ω1 bAuj,,ω1 , ω1  ω2bH2,N Auj,,ω1 bAuj,,ω1 , ω2  ω1
 F εω1 b F εω1
 H2,N
 Fuj,,ω1 , ω1  ω2bH2,N Fuj,,ω1 , ω2  ω1
Proceeding in an analogous matter for the third term of (4.63), we obtain the stated
result.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.6. Recall that by Theorem 3.5.4, the expectation of the peri-
odogram tensor can be written as
EpIpT quj ,ωq  H2,N
 Fuj,,ω, 0 RT  1H2,N p0q N°r1h2r,N Fuj,r,ω  O

logpNq
N
	
.
where the remainder term RT is of order O
 
logpNq
N

. Because the operator–valued
function Au,ω is twice differentiable with respect to both u and ω, it follows from
Theorem A.1.8 that the tensor Fu,ω is twice continuously differentiable in both u,
and ω. We can therefore apply a Taylor expansion of Fuj,r,ω about to the point
x  puj, ωoq to obtain
Fuj,r,ω  Fuj ,ωo  
r N{2
T
	 B
BuFu,ω

pu,ωqx
  pω  λq BBωFu,ω

pu,ωqx
 1
2
r N{2
T
	2 B2
Bu2Fu,ω

pu,ωqx
  1
2
pω  λq2 B
2
Bω2Fu,ω

pu,ωqx
 
r N{2
T
	
pω  λq
 B2
BuBωFu,ω

pu,ωqx
  B
2
BωBuFu,ω

pu,ωqx
	
 RT,p, (3.84)
where the remainder can generally be bounded by
RT,p 
¸
i1,i2PN:i1 i2¡p
bi1t,T |ω  α|i2
pi1q!pi2q! supu,ω
 Bi1 i2Bui1Bωi2 fu,ω2
 °
i1,i2PN:i1 i2p
opbi1t,T |ω  α|i2q p ¥ 2. (3.85)
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In order to derive the mean of the estimator, we set vbt,T  rN{2T and recall that
the taper function relates to a smoothing kernel Kt in time direction by
Ktpvq  1
H2
h2

v   1
2
	
(3.86)
for v P r1
2
, 1
2
s with bandwidth bt,T  N{T . It then follows from (3.84) that a Taylor
expansion about to the point x  puj, ωoq yields
EpFˆ pT quj ,ωoq  Fuj ,ωo  
2¸
i1
1
i!
bit,T
»
viKtpvqdv
»
Π
Kfpαqdα B
i
BuiFu,ω

pu,ωqx
 
2¸
i1
1
i!
bif,T
»
Π
αiKfpαqdα
»
Ktpvqdv B
i
BωiFuω

pu,ωqx
  1
2
bt,T bf,T
»
vKtpvqdv
»
Π
αKfpαqdα
 B2
BuBωFu,ω

pu,ωqx
  B
2
BωBuFu,ω

pu,ωqx
	
 RT,p.
Because the smoothing kernels are symmetric around 0, we obtain
EpFˆ pT quj ,ωoq  Fuj ,ωo  
1
2
b2t,Tκtt
B2
Bu2Fu,ω

pu,ωqx
  1
2
b2f,Tκf2, 1
B2
Bω2Fuω

pu,ωqx
  opb2t,T q   opb2f,T q  O
  logpbt,T T q
bt,T T

, (3.87)
where the error terms follow from (3.85) and Theorem 3.5.4, respectively. This es-
tablishes Result iq of Theorem 3.5.6.
For the proof of the covariance structure, we note that
cov
 Fˆ pT qu,ω1 , Fˆ pT qu,ω2  »
Π2
Kf,T pω1  λ1qKf,T pω2  λ2q cov
 
I
pT q
u,λ1
, I
pT q
u,λ2

dλ1 dλ2.
where by Theorem 3.5.4
cov
 
I
pT q
u,λ1
, I
pT q
u,λ2

 1
4pi2H4,N p0q2

S1423

H2,N
 Fu,λ1 , λ1  λ2bH2,N Fu,λ1 , λ2  λ1	
  S1324

H2,N
 Fu,λ1 , λ1   λ2bH2,N Fu,λ1 ,λ1  λ2	 O logpNqN 	.
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We treat the two terms of the covariance tensor separately. Starting with the first
term, we have »
Π2
Kf,T pω1  λ1q

Kf,T pω2  λ2q

H2,N
 
Fu,λ1 , λ1  λ2
 bH2,N Fu,λ1 , λ2  λ1
Kf,T pω2  λ1q
H2,Npλ1  λ2q2  Fu,λ1 b Fu,λ1 dλ1 dλ2
2
¤
 »
Π2
Kf,T pω1  λ1qKf,T pω2  λ2q

H2,N
 
Fu,λ1 , λ1  λ2
 bH2,N Fu,λ1 , λ2  λ1
 H2,Npλ1  λ2q2  Fu,λ1 b Fu,λ1 dλ1 dλ2
2
 
 »
Π2
Kf,T pω1  λ1q

Kf,T pω2  λ2q Kf,T pω2  λ1q

 H2,Npλ1  λ2q2  Fu,λ1 b Fu,λ1 dλ1 dλ2
2
.
Since Fu,λ is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in u, we have ~Fur,λ  Fu,λ~2 ¤ C NT
and hence the first term on the right–hand side is bounded by
C
»
Π2
b2f,T L 1
bf,T
pω1  λ1q2 L 1
bf,T
pω2  λ2q2 LNpλ1  λ2q2 N
T
dλ1 dλ2 ¤ C N
2
bf,T T
For the second term, we exploit uniform Lipschitz continuity of the kernel function
Kf to get the upper bound
C
»
Π2
Kf,T pω1  λ1q2 b2f,T |λ1  λ2|LNpλ1  λ2q2 dλ1 dλ2 ¤ C
logpNq
b2f,T
.
In total we obtaincov Fˆ pT qu,ω1 , Fˆ pT qu,ω22  O logpNqb2f,T N2
	
 O

1
bf,T T
	
 O

logpNq
N
	
uniformly in ω1, ω2 P rpi, pis and u P r0, 1s.
Proof of Proposition 3.5.13. We have
cum
 
EˆpT qu,ω1pψm1n1q, . . . , EˆpT qu,ωkpψmknkq
  pbt,T bf,TT qk{2
H2,N p0qk
»
Πk
k±
j1
Kf,T pωj  λjq
 cum

DpT qu,ω1pψm1qDpT qu,ω1pψn1q, . . . , DpT qu,ωkpψmkqD
pT q
u,ωkpψnkq
	
dλ1    dλk,
(3.88)
where D
pT q
u,ωpφq 
@
D
pT q
u,ω , φ
D
for φ P L2
C
pr0, 1sq. Application of the product theorem
for cumulants (Theorem 3.67) yields for the cumulant
cum
 
DpT qu,ω1pψm1qDpT qu,ω1pψn1q, . . . , DpT qu,ωkpψmkqD
pT q
u,ωkpψnkq
	

¸
i.p.
M±
l1
cum
 
DpT qu,γppψrpq, p P Pl

,
(3.89)
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where the summation extends over all indecomposable partitions P  tP1, ..., PMu
of the table
p1, 0q p1, 1q
...
...
pk, 0q pk, 1q
,
and, for p  pi, jq, γp  γij  p1qj λi as well as rp  rij  m1ji nji for i  1, . . . , k
and j P t0, 1u. For the next steps, we further denote the elements of Pl with |Pl|  dl
by pl1, . . . , pldl . Then, by (3.40), we obtain further for the above cumulant¸
i.p.
M±
l1
»
Πdl1
»
r0,1sdl
 dlb
s1
HN
 ApT qtu,,αs , γpls  αsF εα1,...,αdl1pτ1, . . . , τdlq

dl±
s1
ψrpls pτsq dτ1    dτdl ηpα1   . . .  αdlq dα1    dαdl .
(3.90)
Noting that the inner integral is a inner product in the tensor product space, we getA dlb
s1
HN
 ApT qtu,,αs , γpls  αsF εα1,...,αdl1 ,bdls1ψrplsE
¤
 dlb
s1
HN
 ApT qtu,,αs , γpls  αsF εα1,...,αdl12  dlbs1ψrpls 2
¤
 dlb
s1
HN
 ApT qtu,,αs , γpls  αs8 F εα1,...,αdl12 dl±s1 ψrpls 2.
Noting that by Lemma A.3.3HN ApT qtu,,αs , γpls  αs8 ¤ K LNpγpls  αsq
for some constant K, we get together with ~F εα1,...,αdl1~2 ¤ K
1 as an upper bound
for (3.90)
K
¸
i.p.
M±
l1
»
Πdl
dl±
s1
LNpγpls  αsq ηpα1   . . .  αdlq dα1    dαdl
and further by repeated use of Lemma A.3.1(v)
¤ K
¸
i.p.
M±
l1
LNpγ¯lq logpNqdl1 ¤ K logpNq2kM
¸
i.p.
M±
l1
LNpγ¯lq.
Substituting the upper bound for the cumulant in (3.88) and noting that 1
N
H2,Np0q Ñ
}h}22 as N Ñ 8,we findcumpEˆpT qu,ω1pψm1n1q, . . . , EˆpT qu,ωkpψmknkq
¤ C b
k{2
f,T logpNq2kM
Nk{2
¸
i.p.
»
Πk
k±
j1
Kf,T pωj  λjq
M±
l1
LNpγ¯lq dλ1    dλk.
(3.91)
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It is sufficient to show that for each indecomposable partition tP1, . . . , PMu the
corresponding term in the above sum tends to zero. First, suppose that M  k.
Bounding the factors Kf,T pωi  λiq by }Kf}8{bf,T for i  2, . . . , k and integrating
over λ3, . . . , λk, we obtain by Lemma A.3.2(i) as an upper bound
C logpNq2kM
b
k{21
f,T N
k{2
»
Π2
Kf,T pω1  λ1qLNpλ1  λ2q2 dλ1 dλ2
¤ C logpNq
2k2
b
k{22
f,T N
k{2
»
Π2
Lb1f,T
pω1  λ1q2 LNpλ1  λ2q2 dλ2 dλ1
¤ C logpNq
2k2
b
k{22
f,T N
k{2
»
Π
N Lb1f,T
pω1  λ1q2 dλ1 ¤ C logpNq
2k2
pbf,TNqk{21
,
where we have Kf,T pωq ¤ bf,T Lb1f,T pωq and repeatedly Lemma A.3.1(iv). Next, if
M   k we select variables λi1 , . . . , λik2 according to Lemma A.3.2(ii) and bound
all corresponding factors Kf,T pωij  λijq for j  1, . . . , k  2 by }Kf}8{bf,T . Then
integration over the k  2 selected variables yields the upper bound
C logpNq3kM2
b
k{22
f,T N
k{21
»
Π2
Kf,T pωik1  λik1qKf,T pωik  λikq dλik1 dλik
¤ C bf,T logpNq
3kM2
b
k{21
f,T N
k{21
,
since }Kf,T }1  1. Since bf,T N  bf,T bt,T T Ñ 8 and k{21 ¡ 0, the upper bounds
tend to zero as T Ñ 8, which completes the proof.
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Chapter 4
Testing for stationarity of
functional time series in the
frequency domain
4.1 Introduction
The aim of the current chapter is to provide a new stationarity test for functional
time series based on frequency domain methods. Particular attention is given to
taking into account alternatives allowing for smooth variation as a source of nonsta-
tionarity, even though non–smooth alternatives can be covered as well. Functional
data analysis has seen an upsurge in research contributions for at least one decade.
This is reflected in the growing number of monographs in the area. Readers in-
terested in the current state of statistical inference procedures may consult Bosq
(2000), Ferraty and Vieu (2006), Horva´th and Kokoszka (2012), Hsing and Eubank
(2015) and Ramsay and Silverman (2005).
Papers on functional time series have come into the focus more recently and
constitute now an active area of research. Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010) introduced
a general weak dependence concept for stationary functional time series, while van
Delft and Eichler (2016) provided a framework for locally stationary functional time
series. Antoniadis and Sapatinas (2003), Aue et al. (2015) and Besse et al. (2000)
constructed prediction methodology that may find application across many areas
of science, economics and finance. With the exception of van Delft and Eichler
(2016), the above contributions are concerned with procedures in the time domain.
Other methodology in the frequency domain has been developed in parallel. One
should mention Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b), who provided results concerning
the Fourier analysis of time series in function spaces, and Ho¨rmann et al. (2015),
who addressed the problem of dimension reduction for functional time series using
dynamic principal components.
The methodology proposed in this chapter provides a new frequency domain
inference procedure for functional time series. More precisely, a test for second–
order stationarity is developed. In the univariate case, such tests have a long history,
going back at least to the seminal paper Priestley and Rao (1969), who based their
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method on the evaluation of evolutionary spectra of a given time series. Other
contributions building on this work include von Sachs and Neumann (1999), who
used local periodograms and wavelet analysis, and Paparoditis (2009), whose test
is based on comparing a local estimate of the spectral density to a global estimate.
In all three papers, interest is in smoothly varying alternatives. The same tests,
however, also have power against non–smooth alternatives such as structural breaks
or change–points. A recent review discussing methodology for structural breaks in
time series is Aue et al. (2013).
The proposed test for second–order stationarity of functional time series uses the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Its construction seeks to exploit that the DFTs of
a functional time series evaluated at distinct Fourier frequencies are asymptotically
uncorrelated if and only if the series is second–order stationary. The proposed
method is therefore related to the work of Dwivedi and Subba Rao (2011), who put
forth a similar test in a univariate framework. A different version of stationarity
tests, based on time domain methodology involving cumulative sum statistics is
given in Horva´th and Rice (2014).
The proposed test is the first of its kind in the frequency domain analysis of
functional time series. A delicate understanding of the functional DFT is needed
in order to derive the asymptotic theory given here. In particular, results on the
large sample behavior of a quadratic form test statistic are provided both under the
null hypothesis of a stationary functional time series and the alternative of a locally
stationary functional time series. For this, a weak convergence result is established
that might be of interest in its own right, as it is verified using a simplified tightness
criterion going back to work of Cremers and Kadelka (1986).
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 provides the
background, gives the requisite notations and introduces the functional version of
the DFT. The exact form of the hypothesis test, model assumptions and the test
statistic are introduced in Section 4.3. The large sample behavior under the null
hypothesis of second–order stationarity and the alternative of local stationarity is
established in Section 4.4. Empirical aspects are highlighted in Section 4.5. Finally,
all technical details are relegated to the Appendix.
4.2 Notation and setup
4.2.1 The function space
A functional time series pXt : t P Zq will be viewed as a sequence of random elements
on a probability space pΩ,A ,Pq taking values in the separable Hilbert space of real–
valued, square integrable functions on the unit interval r0, 1s. This Hilbert space
will be denoted by HR  L2pr0, 1s,Rq. The functional DFT of pXt : t P Zq, to be
introduced in Section 4.2.3, can then be viewed as an element of HC  L2pr0, 1s,Cq,
the complex counterpart of HR. While the interval r0, 1s provides a convenient
parametrization for the functions, the results of this chapter continue to hold for
any separable Hilbert space.
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The complex conjugate of z P C is denoted by z and the imaginary number by
i. The inner product and the induced norm on HC are given by
xf, gy 
» 1
0
fpτqgpτqdτ and }f}2 
a
xf, fy, (4.1)
respectively, for f, g P HC. Two elements of HC are tacitly understood to be equal if
their difference has vanishing L2–norm. More generally, for functions g : r0, 1sk Ñ C,
the supremum norm is denoted by
}g}8  sup
τ1,...,τkPr0,1s
|gpτ1, . . . , τkq|
and the Lp–norm by
}g}p 
»
r0,1sk
|gpτ1, . . . , τkq|p dτ1    dτk

1{p
.
In all of the above, the obvious modifications apply to HR, the canonical Hilbert
space in the functional data analysis setting.
Let H stand for either HR or HC. An operator A on H is said to be compact if its
pre–image is compact. A compact operator admits a singular value decomposition
A 
8¸
n1
snpAqψn b φn, (4.2)
where psnpAq : n P Nq, are the singular values of A, pφn : n P Nq and pψn : n P Nq
orthonormal bases of H and b denoting the tensor product. The singular values
are ordered to form a monotonically decreasing sequence of non–negative numbers.
Based on the convergence rate to zero, operators on H can be classified into particu-
lar Schatten p–classes. That is, for p ¥ 1, the Schatten p–class SppHq is the subspace
of all compact operators A on H such that the sequence spAq  psnpAq : n P Nq of
singular values of A belongs to the sequence space `p, that is,
A P SppHq if and only if ~A~p 
 8¸
n1
spnpAq

1{p
  8,
where ~A~p is referred to as the Schatten p–norm. The space SppHq together with
the norm ~A~p forms a Banach space and a Hilbert space in case p  2. By con-
vention, the space S8pHq indicates the space of bounded linear operators equipped
with the standard operator norm. For 1 ¤ p ¤ q, the inclusion SppHq  SqpHq
is valid. Two important classes are the nuclear or Trace–class operators and the
Hilbert–Schmidt operators on H, which are given by S1pHq and S2pHq, respectively.
More properties of Schatten class operators, in particular of Hilbert–Schmidt oper-
ators, are provided in van Delft and Eichler (2016). The adjoint of A is denoted by
A:. Finally, we mention that the identity and zero operator on H are denoted by
IH and OH , respectively.
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4.2.2 Dependence structure on the function space
A functional time series X  pXt : t P Zq is called strictly stationary if, for all finite
sets of indices J  Z, the joint distribution of pXt j : j P Jq does not depend on
t P Z. Similarly, X is weakly stationary if its first– and second–order moments exist
and are invariant under translation in time. In the case that they exist, define the
mean function m of X point–wise by setting mpτq  ErXtpτqs, τ P r0, 1s, and the
autocovariance kernel ch at lag h P Z by
chpτ, τ 1q  covpXt hpτq, Xtpτ 1qq, τ, τ 1 P r0, 1s. (4.3)
Both m and ch are well defined in the L
2 sense if Er}X0}22s   8. Each kernel ch
induces a corresponding autocovariance operator Ch on HR by
Ch gpτq 
» 1
0
chpτ, τ 1q gpτ 1q dτ 1  E
xg,X0yXhpτq, (4.4)
for all g P HR. In analogy to weakly stationary multivariate time series, where
the covariance matrix and spectral density matrix form a Fourier pair, the spectral
density operator Fω is given by the Fourier transform of Ch,
Fω  1
2pi
¸
hPZ
Ch eiωh. (4.5)
A sufficient condition for the existence of Fω in SppHCq is
°
hPZ ~Ch~p   8.
In the current chapter, no structural modeling conditions, for example along the
lines of the weak dependence notion in Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010) are imposed.
Rather, as in Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b), higher order dependence among the
functional observations is defined through cumulant mixing conditions (Brillinger,
1981; Brillinger and Rosenblatt, 1967). For this, the notion of higher order cumulant
tensors is required; see Appendix B.1 for a discussion on their properties. Point-wise,
the k–th order cumulant function of the process X can be defined by
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . , τkq 
¸
νpν1,...,νpq
p1qp1 pp 1q!
p¹
l1
E
¹
jPνl
Xtjpτjq
ﬀ
, (4.6)
where the summation is over all unordered partitions of t1, . . . , ku. The quantity in
(4.6) will be referred to as the k–th order cumulant kernel if it is properly defined
in the L2 sense. A sufficient condition for this to be satisfied is Er}X0}k2s   8.
The cumulant kernel ct1,...,t2k1pτ1, . . . , τ2kq induces a 2k–th order cumulant operator
Ct1,...,t2k1 through right integration:
Ct1,...,t2k1gpτ1, .., τkq 
»
r0,1sk
ct1,...,t2k1pτ1, . . . , τ2kqgpτk 1, . . . , τ2kq dτk 1    dτ2k,
which maps from L2pr0, 1sk,Rq to L2pr0, 1sk,Rq. Similar to the case k  2, this
operator will form a Fourier pair with a 2k–th order cumulant spectral operator
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given summability with respect to ~~p is satisfied. The 2k–th order cumulant
spectral operator is specified as
Fω1,...,ω2k1  p2piq12k
¸
t1,...,t2k1PZ
Ct1,...,t2k1 exp

 i
2k1¸
j1
ωj tj


, (4.7)
where the convergence is in ~~p. Under suitable regularity conditions, the corre-
sponding kernels also form a Fourier pair.
4.2.3 The functional Discrete Fourier Transform
Let pXt : t P Zq be a zero–mean, HR–valued stochastic process of which the stretch
X1, . . . , XT is observed. In a similar way as one defines the DFT for univariate time
series, the functional Discrete Fourier Transform (fDFT) operator D
pT q
ω at frequency
ω is set up point–wise by letting
DpT qω pτq 
1?
2piT
T¸
t1
Xtpτqeiωt, τ P r0, 1s. (4.8)
If Er}X}22s   8, the periodogram operator at frequency ω is then defined as the
tensor product of D
pT q
ω in (4.8) on HC with its adjoint rDpT qω s:, that is,
IpT qω  rDpT qω s b rDpT qω s:.
Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b) gave a generalization of Theorem 4.4.1 in Brillinger
(1981) on periodogram matrices to the operator setting. Their Theorem 2.2 is the
starting point for the considerations of this chapter. It states that, under weak de-
pendence conditions expressed through higher order cumulants, the fDFTs evaluated
at distinct frequencies yield asymptotically independent Gaussian random elements
in HC. It shows therefore that the fDFT sequence of a Hilbert space stationary pro-
cess is asymptotically uncorrelated at the canonical frequencies ωj  2pij{T . This
fundamental result will be extended to locally stationary functional time series in the
current chapter. In particular, a representation of the cumulant kernel of the fDFT
sequence in terms of the (time–varying) spectral density kernel is given. For weakly
stationary processes, it will turn out in particular that, for j  j1 or j  T  j1, the
covariance of the fDFT satisfies covpDpT qωj , DpT qωj1 q  Op1{T q. The reverse argument
(uncorrelatedness of the functional DFT sequence implies weak stationarity) can be
shown by means of the inverse fDFT
Xtpτq 
c
2pi
T
T1¸
j0
DpT qωj pτqeiωjt, τ P r0, 1s. (4.9)
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Using this expression, the point–wise covariance kernel of Xt and Xt1 in terms of the
fDFT sequence can be written as
ct,t1pτ, τ 1q  ErXtpτqXt1pτ 1qs
 2pi
T
T1¸
j,j10
ErDpT qωj pτq, DpT qωj1 pτ 1qseitωjit
1ωj1
 2pi
T
T1¸
j0
ErIpT qωj pτ, τ 1qseiωjptt
1q (4.10)
 ctt1pτ, τ 1q,
where the equality in (4.10) holds when ErDpT qωj pτqDpT qωj1 pτ 1qs  0 with j  j1 or
j  T  j1. This demonstrates that the autocovariance kernel of a second–order
stationary functional time series is obtained and, hence, that an uncorrelated DFT
sequence implies second–order stationarity up to lag T . Below, the behavior of the
fDFT under the smooth alternative of locally stationary functional time series is
derived. Our findings thus extend the results of Dwivedi and Subba Rao (2011) to
the functional time series setting.
4.3 The functional stationarity testing framework
This section gives precise formulations of the hypotheses of interest, states the main
assumptions used throughout the chapter and introduces the test statistic. Through-
out, interest is in testing the null hypothesis
H0 : pXt : t P Zq is a stationary functional time series
versus the alternative
HA : pXt : t P Zq is a locally stationary functional time series.
The definition of locally stationary functional time series is taken from van Delft
and Eichler (2016).
Definition 4.3.1. A stochastic process pXt : t P Zq taking values in HR is said to
be locally stationary if
(1) Xt  XpT qt for t  1, . . . , T and T P N; and
(2) for any rescaled time u  t
T
P r0, 1s, there is a strictly stationary process
pXpuqt : t P Zq such thatXpT qt Xpuqt 2 ¤  tT  u  1T 	P puqt,T a.s.,
where P
puq
t,T is a positive, real–valued triangular array of random variables such
that, for some ρ ¡ 0 and C   8, Er|P puqt,T |ρs   8 for all t and T , uniformly in
u P r0, 1s.
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Note that, under HA, the process constitutes a triangular array of functions.
Inference methods are then based on infill asymptotics as popularized in Dahlhaus
(1997) for univariate time series. The process is therefore observed on a finer grid as
T increases and more observations are available at a local level. A rigorous statistical
framework for locally stationary functional time series was recently provided in
van Delft and Eichler (2016). These authors established in particular that linear
functional time series can be defined by means of a time–varying functional Crame´r
representation and provided sufficient conditions in the frequency domain for the
above definition to be satisfied.
Based on the observations in Section 4.2.3, a test for weak stationarity can
be set up exploiting the uncorrelatedness of the elements in the sequence pDpT qωj q.
Standardizing these quantities is a non–trivial task as the spectral density operators
F pT qωj are not only unknown but generally not globally invertible. Here, a statistic
based on projections is considered. Let pψl : l P Nq be an orthonormal basis of HC.
Then, pψl b ψl1 : l, l1 P Nq is an orthonormal basis of L2pr0, 1s2,Cq and, by definition
of the Hilbert Schmidt inner product on the algebraic tensor product space HbalgH,
xE DpT qωj1 bDpT qωj2, ψl b ψl1yHbH  ErxDpT qωj1 , ψlyxDpT qωj2 , ψl1ys
 cov xDpT qωj1 , ψly, xDpT qωj2 , ψl1y.
This motivates to set up a test statistics based on the quantities
γ
pT q
h pl, l1q 
1
T
T¸
j1
xDpT qωj , ψlyxDpT qωj h , ψl1yb
xFωjpψlq, ψlyxF :ωj hpψl1q, ψl1y
, h  1, . . . , T  1. (4.11)
In practice, the unknown spectral density operators Fωj and Fωj h are to be replaced
with consistent estimators Fˆ pT qωj and Fˆ pT qωj h . The corresponding estimated quantity
will be denoted by γˆ
pT q
h . As an estimator of F pT qω , take
Fˆ pT qω 
2pi
T
T¸
j1
Kbpω  ωjq
 rDTωj s b rDTωj s:, (4.12)
where Kbpq  1bKp bq is a window function satisfying the following conditions.
Assumption 4.3.2. Let K : r1
2
, 1
2
s Ñ R be a positive, symmetric window function
with
³
Kpxqdx  1 and ³Kpxq2dx   8 that is periodically extended, i.e., Kbpxq 
1
b
Kpx2pi
b
q.
The periodic extension is to include estimates for frequencies around pi. Further
conditions on the bandwidth b are imposed below to determine the large sample
behavior of γˆ
pT q
h under both the null and the alternative; see Section 4.4 below
for details. The replacement of the unknown operators with consistent estimators
requires to derive the order of the difference
?
T
γpT qh  γˆpT qh . (4.13)
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It will be shown in the next section that, for appropriate choices of the bandwidth
b, this term is negligible under both null and alternative hypothesis.
To set up the test statistic, it now appears reasonable to extract information
across a range of directions l, l1  1, . . . , L and a selection of lags h  1, . . . , h¯,
where h¯ denotes an upper limit. Build therefore first the L  L matrix ΓˆpT qh 
pγˆpT qh pl, l1q : l, l1  1, . . . , Lq and construct the vector
γˆ
pT q
h  vecpΓˆpT qh q
by vectorizing Γˆ
pT q
h via stacking of its columns. Define a scaled version of γˆ
pT q
h by
βˆ
pT q
h  eJγˆpT qh , (4.14)
where e is a vector of dimension L2 whose elements are all equal to one and J
denotes transposition. Choose now a collection h1, . . . , hM of lags each of which is
upper bounded by h¯ to pool information across a number of autocovariances and
build the vectors
?
T bˆ
pT q
M 
?
T
 <βˆpT qh1 , . . . ,=βˆpT qhM ,=βˆpT qh1 , . . . ,=βˆpT qhM J,
where < and = denote real and imaginary part, respectively. Finally, set up the
quadratic form
Qˆ
pT q
M  pbˆpT qM qJΣˆ1M bˆpT qM , (4.15)
where ΣˆM is an estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the vectors b
pT q
M
which are defined by replacing γˆ
pT q
h with γ
pT q
h in the definition of bˆ
pT q
M . The statistic
Qˆ
pT q
M will be used to test the null of stationarity against the alternative of local
stationarity. Note that this quadratic form depends on the tuning parameters L
and M .
4.4 Large sample results
4.4.1 Properties under the null of stationarity
The following gives the main requirements under stationarity of the functional time
series that are needed to establish the asymptotic behavior of the test statistic under
the null hypothesis.
Assumption 4.4.1 (Stationary functional time series). Let pXt : t P Zq be a
stationary functional time series with values in HR such that
(i) Er}X0}k2s   8,
(ii)
°8
t1,...,tk18p1  |tj|`q}ct1,...,tk1}2   8 for all 1 ¤ j ¤ k  1,
for some fixed values of k, ` P N.
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The conditions of Assumption 4.4.1 ensure that the k–th order cumulant spectral
density kernel
fω1,...,ωk1pτ1, . . . , τkq 
1
p2piqk1
8¸
t1,...,tk18
ct1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . , τkqeip
°k
j1 ωjtjq (4.16)
is well–defined in L2 and is uniformly continuous in ω with respect to }  }2. Ad-
ditionally, the parameter ` controls the smoothness of fω in the sense that, for all
i ¤ `,
sup
ω
 BiBωifω2   8. (4.17)
A proof of these facts can be found in Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b); van Delft
and Eichler (2016). As in Section 4.2.2, through right–integration (4.16) induces a
k–th order cumulant spectral density operator Fω1,...,ωk1 which is Hilbert–Schmidt.
The following theorem establishes that the scaled difference between γ
pT q
h and γˆ
pT q
h
is negligible in large samples.
Theorem 4.4.2. Let Assumptions 4.3.2 and 4.4.1 be satisfied with k  8 and `  2
and assume further that infωxFpψq, ψy ¡ 0 for all ψ P H. Then, for any fixed h,
?
T
γpT qh  γˆpT qh   Op 1?
bT
  b2


pT Ñ 8q.
The proof is given in Appendix B.2. Theorem 4.4.2 shows that the distributional
properties of γ
pT q
r are asymptotically the same as those of γˆ
pT q
h , provided that the
following extra condition on the bandwidth hold.
Assumption 4.4.3. The bandwidth b satisfies bÑ 0 such that bT Ñ 8 as T Ñ 8.
We note that these are in fact the rates necessary for the estimator (4.12) to be
consistent (Panaretos and Tavakoli, 2013b) and therefore do not impose an addi-
tional constraint under H0. The next theorem derives the second–order structure of
γ
pT q
h . It shows that the asymptotic variance is uncorrelated for all lags h and that
there is no correlation between the real and imaginary parts. For any z P C denote
by <z and =z its real and imaginary part, respectively.
Theorem 4.4.4. Let Assumption 4.4.1 be satisfied with k  t2, 4u. Then,
T cov

<γpT qh1 pl1, l11q,<γ
pT q
h2
pl2, l12q
	
 T cov

=γpT qh1 pl1, l11q,=γ
pT q
h2
pl2, l12q
	

$''''''''&''''''''%
1
4pi
» F pl1,l2qω F pl11,l12qωωhb
F pl1,l1qω F pl2,l2qω F pl
1
1,l
1
1qωωhF
pl12,l12q
ω ωh
dω  
» F pl1,l12qω F pl11,l2qωωhb
F pl1,l1qω F pl
1
2,l
1
2qω F pl
1
1,l
1
1qωωhF pl2,l2qω ωh
dω
 
» » F pl1 l11,l2 l12qω,ωωh,ω1b
F pl1,l1qω F pl
1
1,l
1
1qωωhF pl2,l2qω1 F
pl12,l12q
ω1 ωh
dωdω1


, if h1  h2  h.
Op 1
T
q, if h1  h2.
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where F pl,l1qω  xFωpψl1q, ψly, F pl1l
1
1,l2l
1
2q
ω1,ω2,ω3  xFω1,ω2,ω3pψl2l12q, ψl1l11y and ψll1  ψl b ψl1.
Furthermore,
T covp<γpT qh1 pl1, l11q,=γ
pT q
h2
pl2, l12qq  OpT1q
uniformly in h1, h2 P Z.
The proof of Theorem 4.4.4 is given in Appendix B.5. Note that the results
in the theorem use at various places the fact that the k–th order spectral density
operator evaluated at λ  pλ1, . . . , λkqJ P Rk equals the k–th order spectral density
operator evaluated at λ in the manifold °kj1 λj  0 mod 2pi.
With the previous results in place, the large sample behavior of the quadratic
form statistics Qˆ
pT q
M defined in (4.15) can be derived. This is done in the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.4.5. Let Assumptions 4.3.2 and 4.4.3 be satisfied. Let Assumption
4.4.1 be satisfied with k  8 and `  2 and assume that infωxFωpψq, ψy ¡ 0 for all
ψ P HC. Then,
(a) For any collection h1, . . . , hM bounded by h¯,
?
Tb
pT q
M
DÑ N2Mp0,Σ0q pT Ñ 8q,
where
DÑ denotes convergence in distribution and N2Mp0,Σ0q a 2M–dimensional
normal distribution with mean 0 and diagonal covariance matrix Σ0  diagpσ20,m :
m  1, . . . , 2Mq whose elements are
σ20,m  lim
TÑ8
L¸
li,l1i,l2,l
1
21
T cov
 <γpT qhm pl1, l11q,<γpT qhm pl2, l12q, m  1, . . . ,M,
and σ20,M m  σ20,m. The explicit form of the limit is given by Theorem 4.4.4.
(b) Using the result in (a), it follows that
Qˆ
pT q
M
DÑ χ22M pT Ñ 8q,
where χ22M a χ
2–distributed random variable with 2M degrees of freedom.
The proof of Theorem 4.4.5 is given in Appendix B.4. Part (b) of the theorem
can now be used to construct tests with asymptotic level α. To better understand
the power of the test, the next section investigates the behavior under the alternative
of local stationarity.
4.4.2 Properties under the alternative
This section contains the counterparts of the results in Section 4.4.1 for locally
stationary functional time series. The following conditions are essential for the large
sample results to be established here.
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Assumption 4.4.6. Assume pXpT qt : t ¤ T, T P Nq and pXpuqt : t P Zq are as in
Definition 4.3.1 and let κk;t1,...,tk1 be a positive sequence in L
2pr0, 1sk,Rq independent
of T such that, for all j  1, . . . , k  1 and some ` P N,¸
t1,...,tk1PZ
p1  |tj|`q}κk;t1,...,tk1}2   8. (4.18)
Suppose furthermore that there exist representations
X
pT q
t Xpt{T qt  Y pT qt and Xpuqt Xpvqt  pu vqY pu,vqt , (4.19)
for some processes pY pT qt : t ¤ T, T P Nq and pY pu,vqt : t P Zq taking values in HR
whose k–th order joint cumulants satisfy
(i) }cumpXpT qt1 , . . . , XpT qtk1 , Y pT qtk q}2 ¤ 1T }κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2,
(ii) }cumpXpu1qt1 , . . . , Xpuk1qtk1 , Y puk,vqtk q}2 ¤ }κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2,
(iii) supu }cumpXpuqt1 , . . . , Xpuqtk1 , Xpuqtk q}2 ¤ }κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2,
(iv) supu } B
`
Bu` cumpXpuqt1 , . . . , Xpuqtk1 , Xpuqtk q}2 ¤ }κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2.
Note that these assumptions are generalizations of the ones in Lee and Subba Rao
(2016), who investigated the properties of quadratic forms of stochastic processes in
a finite–dimensional setting. For fixed u0, the process pXpu0qt : t P Zq is stationary
and thus the results of van Delft and Eichler (2016) imply that the local k–th order
cumulant spectral kernel
fu0;ω1,...,ωk1pτ1, . . . , τkq 
1
p2piqk1
¸
t1,...,tk1PZ
cu0;t1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . , τkqei
°k1
l1 ωltl (4.20)
exists, where ω1, . . . , ωk1 P rpi, pis and
cu0;t1,...,tk1pτ1, . . . , τkq  cum
 
X
pu0q
t1 pτ1q, . . . , Xpu0qtk1pτk1q, Xpu0qt0 pτkq

(4.21)
is the corresponding local cumulant kernel of order k at time u0. The quantity
fu,ω will be referred to as the time–varying spectral density kernel of the stochastic
process pXpT qt : t ¤ T, T P Nq. This expression is formally justified by Lemma B.1.4.
Because of the standardization necessary in γˆpT q, it is of importance to consider
the properties of the estimator (4.12) in case the process is locally stationary. The
next theorem shows that it is a consistent estimator of the integrated time–varying
spectral density operator
Gω 
» 1
0
Fu,ωdu,
where the convergence is uniform in ω P rpi, pis with respect to ~~2.
Theorem 4.4.7 (Consistency and uniform convergence). Suppose pXpT qt : t ¤
T, T P Nq satisfies Assumption 4.4.6 for `  2 and consider the estimator Fˆ pT qω in
(4.12) with bandwidth fulfilling Assumption 4.3.2. Then,
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(i) Er~Fˆ pT qω Gω~22s  OppbT q1   b4q;
(ii) supωPrpi,pis ~Fˆ pT qω Gω~2 pÑ 0,
uniformly in ω P rpi, pis.
The proof of Theorem 4.4.7 is given in Section B.6 of the Appendix.
To obtain the distributional properties of γˆpT q, it is again necessary to replace
the denominator with its deterministic limit. In analogy with Theorem 4.4.1, the
theorem below gives conditions on the bandwidth for which this is justified under
the alternative.
Theorem 4.4.8. Let Assumption 4.4.6 be satisfied with k  8 and `  2 and assume
that infωxGωpψq, ψy ¡ 0 for all ψ P HC. Then,
?
T |γpT qh  γˆpT qh |  Op

1?
bT
  b2   1
b
?
T


pT Ñ 8q.
The proof of Theorem 4.4.8 is given in Section B.2 of the Appendix. The the-
orem shows that for γˆ
pT q
h to have the same asymptotic sampling properties as γ
pT q
h ,
additional requirements on the bandwidth b are needed. These are stated next.
Assumption 4.4.9. The bandwidth b satisfies b Ñ 0 such that b?T Ñ 8 as
T Ñ 8.
The conditions imply that the bandwidth should tend to zero at a slower rate
than in the stationary case. The conditions on the bandwidth imposed in this
chapter are in particular weaker than the ones used by Dwivedi and Subba Rao
(2011) in the finite–dimensional context.
The dependence structure of γ
pT q
h under the alternative is more involved than
under the null of stationarity because the mean is nonzero for h  0 mod T . Addi-
tionally, the real and imaginary component of the covariance structure are correlated.
Theorem 4.4.10. Let Assumption 4.4.6 be satisfied with k  t2, 4u. Then, for
h  1, . . . , T  1,
E

γ
pT q
h pl, l1q
  1
2pi
» 2pi
0
» 1
0
F pl,l1qu,ω ei2piuh
pGpl,lqω Gpl1,l1qω ωhq1{2
dudω  O

1
T


 O

1
h2


 O

1
T


.
(4.22)
The covariance structure satisfies
1. T covp<γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,<γ
pT q
h2
pl3, l4qq 
1
4

Σ
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q   Σ´pT qh1,h2pl4q   Σ`
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q   Σ¯pT qh1,h2pl4q
 RT ,
2. T covp<γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γ
pT q
h2
pl3, l4qq 
1
4i

Σ
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  Σ´pT qh1,h2pl4q   Σ`
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  Σ¯pT qh1,h2pl4q
 RT ,
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3. T covp=γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γ
pT q
h2
pl3, l4qq 
1
4

Σ
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  Σ´pT qh1,h2pl4q  Σ`
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q   Σ¯pT qh1,h2pl4q
 RT ,
where Σ
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q, Σ´pT qh1,h2pl4q, Σ`
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q, Σ¯pT qh1,h2pl4q are defined in (4.67)–(4.70) and }RT }2 
OpT1q.
The proof of Theorem 4.4.10 is given in Section B.6 of the Appendix. The last
result in this section concerns the asymptotic properties of Qˆ
pT q
M in (4.15) under the
alternative of local stationarity. Before we state the result, observe that the previous
theorem shows that a non–centrality parameter will have to enter since the mean
of γ
pT q
h pl, l1q is nonzero. Henceforth, the limit of (4.22) shall be denoted by µhpl, l1q,
i.e.,
µhpl, l1q  1
2pi
» 2pi
0
» 1
0
F pl,l1qu,ω ei2piuh
pGpl,lqω Gpl1,l1qω ωhq1{2
dudω
and its corresponding vectorization by µh. There is a nice intuitive interpretation
of the degree of nonstationarity that can be detected by these functions1. For fixed
l, l1 and for small h, they can be seen to approximate the Fourier coefficients of
the function F pl,l1qu,ω {pF pl,lqω F pl1,l1qω q1{2. More specifically, for h small and T Ñ 8, they
approximate
ϑh,jpl, l1q  1
2pi
» 2pi
0
» 1
0
F pl,lqu,ω
pGpl,lqω Gpl1,l1qω q1{2
ei2piuhijωdudω,
and thus µhpl, l1q  ϑh,0pl, l1q. Clearly, if the process is weakly stationary then the
integrand of these coefficients do not depend on u and we find F pl,lu,ω{Gpl,lqω  1. All
Fourier coefficients are thus zero except for ϑ0,0pl, lq. For off–diagonal elements, we
find coherencies and all coefficients are zero except for ϑ0,jpl, l1q. The mean functions
therefore can be seen to reveal long–term nonstationary behavior. Unlike testing
methods that are based on segments in the time domain, our test should therefore
be able to detect smooth changing behavior in the temporal dependence structure.
A precise formulation of the asymptotic properties of the test statistic under HA is
given in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.4.11. Let Assumptions 4.3.2 and 4.4.9 be satisfied. Let Assumption
4.4.6 be satisfied with k  8 and `  2 and assume that infωxFωpψq, ψy ¡ 0 for all
ψ P HC. Then,
(a) For any collection h1, . . . , hM bounded by h¯,
?
Tb
pT q
M
DÑ N2Mpµ,ΣAq pT Ñ 8q,
where N2Mpµ,ΣAq denotes a 2M–dimensional normal distribution with mean
µ   <eJµh1 , . . . ,<eJµhM ,=eJµh1 , . . . ,=eJµhM J and block covariance
matrix
ΣA 

Σ
p11q
A Σ
p12q
A
Σ
p21q
A Σ
p22q
A .

1See also Paparoditis (2009); Dwivedi and Subba Rao (2011).
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whose M M blocks are, for m,m1  1, . . . ,M , given by
Σ
p11q
A pm,m1q  lim
TÑ8
L¸
l1,l2,l3,l41
1
4

Σ
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q   Σ´pT qhm,hm1 pl4q   Σ`
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q   Σ¯pT qhm,hm1 pl4q

,
Σ
p12q
A pm,m1q  lim
TÑ8
L¸
l1,l2,l3,l41
1
4i

Σ
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q  Σ´pT qhm,hm1 pl4q   Σ`
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q  Σ¯pT qhm,hm1 pl4q

,
Σ
p22q
A pm,m1q  lim
TÑ8
L¸
l1,l2,l3,l41
1
4

Σ
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q  Σ´pT qhm,hm1 pl4q  Σ`
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q   Σ¯pT qhm,hm1 pl4q

,
where Σ
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q, Σ´pT qhm,hm1 pl4q, Σ`
pT q
hm,hm1
pl4q, Σ¯pT qhm,hm1 pl4q are as in Theorem 4.4.10.
(b) Using the result in (a), it follows that
Qˆ
pT q
M
DÑ χ2µ,2M , pT Ñ 8q,
where χ2µ,2M denotes a generalized noncentral χ
2 random variable with non–
centrality parameter µ  }µ}22 and 2M degrees of freedom.
The proof of Theorem 4.4.11 is given in Appendix B.4.
4.5 Empirical results
This section reports the results of an illustrative simulation study designed to verify
that the large sample theory is useful for applications to finite samples. The findings
provide guidelines for a further fine–tuning of the test procedure, but this will be
investigated in detail in future research.
4.5.1 Simulation setting
To generate functional time series, the general strategy applied, for example in the
papers by Aue et al. (2015) and Ho¨rmann et al. (2015), is utilized. For this simulation
study, all processes are build on a Fourier basis representation on the unit interval
r0, 1s with basis functions ψ1, . . . , ψ15. Note that the l–th Fourier coefficient of a
p–th order functional autoregressive, FAR(p), process pXt : t P Zq satisfies
xXt, ψly 
8¸
l11
p¸
t11
xXtt1 , ψlyxAt1pψlq, ψl1y   xεt, ψly

Lmax¸
l11
p¸
t11
xXtt1 , ψlyxAt1pψlq, ψl1y   xεt, ψly, (4.23)
the quality of the approximation depending on the choice of Lmax. The vector
of the first Lmax Fourier coefficients Xt  pxXt, ψ1y, . . . , xXt, ψLmaxyqJ can thus be
generated using the p–th order vector autoregressive, VAR(p), equations
Xt 
p¸
t11
At1Xtt1   εt,
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where the pl, l1q element of At1 is given by xAt1pψlq, ψl1y and εt  pxεt, ψ1y, . . . , xεt, ψLmaxyqJ.
The entries of the matrices At1 are generated as N p0, νpt
1q
l,l1 q random variables, with
the specifications of νl,l1 given below. To ensure stationarity or the existence of a
causal solution (see Bosq, 2000; van Delft and Eichler, 2016, for the stationary and
locally stationary case, respectively), the norms κt1 of At1 are required to satisfy cer-
tain conditions, for example,
°p
t11 ~At1~8   1. The functional white noise, FWN,
process is included in (4.23) setting p  0.
All simulation experiments were implemented by means of the fda package in R
and any result reported in the remainder of this section is based on 1000 simulation
runs.
4.5.2 Finite sample performance under the null
Under the null hypothesis of stationarity, the following data generating processes,
DGPs, were studied:
(a) The FWN variables ε1, . . . , εT with coefficient variances Varpxεt, ψlyq  expppl
1q{10q;
(b) The FAR(2) variables X1, . . . , XT with operators specified through the respec-
tive variances ν
p1q
l,l1  exppl  l1q and νp2ql,l1  1{pl   l13{2q and norms κ1  0.75
and κ2  0.4, and innovations ε1, . . . , εT as in (a);
(c) The FAR(2) variables X1, . . . , XT as in (b) but with κ1  0.4 and κ2  0.45.
The sample sizes under consideration are T  2n for n  6, . . . , 11, so that the
smallest sample size consists of 64 functions and the largest of 2048. The test
statistic Qˆ
pT q
M in (4.15) is then set up with L  Lmax and hm  m for m  1, . . . ,M
with M  1, 5 and 10. A rejection is reported if the simulated test statistic value
exceeds the critical level prescribed in part (b) of Theorem 4.4.5. The processes in
(a)–(c) comprise a range of stationary scenarios. DGP (a) is the most simple model,
specifying an independent FWN process. DGPs (b) and (c) exhibit second-order
autoregressive dynamics of different persistence, with the process in (c) possessing
the stronger temporal dependence.
The empirical rejection levels for the processes (a)–(c) can be found in Table
4.1. It can be seen that the empirical levels for the statistics Qˆ
pT q
1 are generally well
adjusted with the notable exception of the larger samples sizes for DGP (c). Here
the performance is somewhat conservative, perhaps owing to the high persistence in
the underlying DGP. The performance for Qˆ
pT q
5 and Qˆ
pT q
10 shows additional features.
First, rejection levels tend to be too high for smaller sample sizes and too low for
larger sample sizes. The former has to do with the degrees of freedom available for
the estimation, the latter points to a fact discussed further in Section 4.5.4 below,
namely that pooling across too many fDFTs (that is, too large a value of M) does
not aggregate additional information. Some evidence on closeness between empirical
and limit densities is provided in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Blue: Empirical density of Qˆ
pT q
5 for T  64 (left panel) and T  512
(right panel) for DGPs (a)–(c) (top to bottom). Red: The corresponding chi–
squared densities predicted under the null.
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% level % level % level
T Qˆ
pT q
1 5 1 Qˆ
pT q
5 5 1 Qˆ
pT q
10 5 1
(a) 64 1.90 4.60 0.60 9.75 8.10 2.90 19.43 11.20 6.00
128 2.05 6.40 1.60 9.85 7.30 2.70 19.95 10.40 3.80
256 1.98 4.70 1.30 10.11 7.20 2.20 19.97 7.80 2.80
512 2.06 5.50 1.00 10.03 6.40 1.20 20.07 6.80 2.20
1024 2.00 6.00 1.00 9.98 4.40 1.40 19.75 5.20 1.70
2048 2.04 5.50 1.20 10.07 5.60 0.70 20.23 4.30 1.00
(b) 64 1.78 4.00 0.90 8.94 6.10 2.00 17.73 8.40 4.70
128 1.93 5.00 1.70 9.01 4.90 1.70 18.01 6.00 2.00
256 1.83 4.10 1.20 9.26 5.40 0.70 18.10 5.10 1.70
512 1.88 4.00 0.70 9.19 3.70 0.90 18.31 3.40 0.40
1024 1.83 4.20 0.60 9.15 3.30 0.60 18.08 3.00 1.40
2048 1.87 5.00 0.60 9.21 3.20 0.20 18.49 1.90 0.40
(c) 64 2.10 5.80 0.80 11.17 8.80 3.40 23.64 16.10 8.10
128 1.75 4.00 0.80 8.84 4.00 0.50 17.60 4.30 1.40
256 1.94 5.10 1.20 9.41 5.90 1.60 19.79 7.90 3.10
512 1.73 3.30 0.60 8.36 2.20 0.20 16.80 2.30 0.10
1024 1.62 2.70 0.20 8.19 1.40 0.20 16.22 1.90 0.40
2048 1.66 3.00 0.40 8.23 1.70 0.10 16.49 0.70 0.20
Table 4.1: Averaged test statistic values and rejection rates of Qˆ
pT q
M at the 1% and
5% asymptotic level for the processes (a)–(c) for various choices of M and T . All
table entries are generated from 1000 repetitions.
4.5.3 Finite sample performance under the alternative
Under the alternative, the following data generating processes are considered:
(d) The tvFAR(1) variables X1, . . . , XT with operator specified through the vari-
ances ν
p1q
l,l1  exppl  l1q and norm κ1  0.8, and innovations given by (a)
with added multiplicative time–varying variance
σ2ptq  1
2
  cos

2pit
2048


  0.3 sin

2pit
2048


;
(e) The tvFAR(2) variables X1, . . . , XT with both operators as in (d) but with
time–varying norm
κ1,t  1.8 cos

1.5 cos

4pit
T



,
constant norm κ2  0.81, and innovations as in (a);
(f) The structural break FAR(2) variables X1, . . . , XT given in the following way.
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– For t ¤ 3T {8, the operators are as in (b) but with norms κ1  0.7 and
κ2  0.2, and innovations as in (a);
– For t ¡ 3T {8, the operators are as in (b) but with norms κ1  0 and
κ2  0.2, and innovations as in (a) but with variances Varpxεt, ψlyq 
2 expppl  1q{10q.
All other aspects of the simulations are as in Section 4.5.1. The processes studied
under the alternative provide intuition for the behavior of the proposed test un-
der different deviations from the null hypothesis. DGP (d) is time–varying only
through the innovation structure, in the form of a slowly varying variance compo-
nent. The first–order autoregressive structure is independent of time. DGP (e) is
a time–varying second–order FAR process for which the first autoregressive opera-
tor varies with time. The final DGP in (f) models a structural break, a different
type of alternative. Here, the process is not locally stationary as prescribed under
the alternative in this chapter, but piecewise stationary with the two pieces being
specified as two distinct FAR(2) processes.
% level % level % level
T Qˆ
pT q
1 5 1 Qˆ
pT q
5 5 1 Qˆ
pT q
10 5 1
(d) 64 2.3 8.1 2.2 9.9 9.9 5.2 18.9 11.8 6.3
128 5.7 36.7 18.0 15.4 28.7 17.0 25.9 24.8 14.1
256 42.1 100.0 99.9 70.7 100.0 99.4 87.5 99.2 97.8
512 275.3 100.0 100.0 442.9 100.0 100.0 495.7 100.0 100.0
1028 559.7 100.0 100.0 722.8 100.0 100.0 756.5 100.0 100.0
2048 391.3 100.0 100.0 497.9 100.0 100.0 512.8 100.0 100.0
(e) 64 2.0 5.6 2.0 9.3 8.5 5.0 18.1 9.5 5.9
128 2.2 7.2 2.1 10.5 10.4 5.5 20.1 11.2 5.9
256 2.6 9.9 2.6 10.9 10.1 4.6 21.2 11.7 6.1
512 3.0 12.4 3.7 11.6 10.6 3.8 21.9 11.5 5.1
1024 4.6 26.9 11.6 13.3 17.3 7.1 24.2 16.5 7.8
2048 6.7 45.3 25.5 15.4 29.8 14.7 26.3 25.2 12.8
(f) 64 6.7 44.1 23.3 16.6 32.5 20.9 27.7 30.5 21.7
128 12.4 81.8 60.5 24.6 65.8 46.2 36.3 52.7 38.0
256 23.3 99.3 96.8 37.7 97.0 88.4 50.1 88.2 77.2
512 44.7 100.0 100.0 64.8 100.0 100.0 78.6 100.0 99.6
1024 87.1 100.0 100.0 117.7 100.0 100.0 133.7 100.0 100.0
2048 174.6 100.0 100.0 225.8 100.0 100.0 247.2 100.0 100.0
Table 4.2: Averaged test statistic values and rejection rates of Qˆ
pT q
M at the 1% and
5% asymptotic level for the processes (d)–(f) for various choices of M and T . All
table entries are generated from 1000 repetitions.
The empirical power of the various test statistics for the processes in (d)–(f) are
in Table 4.2. Power results are roughly similar across the selected values of M . For
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DGP (d), power is low for the small sample sizes T  64 and 128 and is at 100%
for the all larger T . The low power is explained by the form of the time–varying
variance which takes 2048 observations to complete a full cycle of the sine and cosine
components. In the situation of the two smallest sample sizes, this slowly varying
variance appears close to stationary and therefore rejections of the null are rare.
Closeness of the distributions under the null hypothesis and the alternative can be
measured in part by the size of the non–centrality parameter µ. Table 4.4 collects
information on the size. It can be seen from the top two panels that for DGP (d),
the corresponding real and imaginary parts, and the squared norm are small for the
small sample size T  6. If the sample size is increased to T  512, these values are
much larger, in particular for small choices of h.
DGP (e) shows low power throughout. Again, the reason for this is that the
form of local stationarity under consideration here resembles too closely stationary
behavior expected under the null hypothesis. This is corroborated in Figure 4.2,
where the empirical version of the non–central generalized chi–squared limit under
the alternative is closely aligned with the standard chi–squared limit expected under
the null hypothesis. The corresponding estimates of µ remain small even for T  512
as shown in the third panel of Table 4.4.
The results for DGP (f) indicate that the proposed statistics has power against
structural break alternatives. This statement is supported by Figure 4.2 and the
estimated non–centrality parameter size given in Table 4.4.
4.5.4 Toward an automated test procedure
As indicated in Section 4.5.2, a further analysis of the simulation results may provide
the seed for the development of a selection procedure for M . Some ideas are put
forward in this section, but details will be left to future research. A crucial ingredi-
ent for the selection of M and the corresponding frequencies hm (in the simulations
hm  m but other choices can be entertained) is the size of the various βˆpT qhm in
(4.14) whose real and imaginary part make up the vector bˆ
pT q
M in the test statistics
Qˆ
pT q
M . Computing the values |βˆpT qhm |2 over m  1, . . . ,M shows that these values are
uniformly small across both m and sample sizes T under the null of stationarity
of the underlying functional time series. Under the alternative of local stationarity
(as well as in the structural break scenario), several |βˆpT qhm |2 are comparatively large.
These m should be chosen by a selection procedure, for example through a thresh-
olding approach to be developed. For illustration purposes, Table 4.3 shows the
size of |βˆpT qhm |2 across a range of options considered in the simulations. The general
observation deduced from running a multitude of simulations under both null and
alternative scenarios is that the βˆ
pT q
hm
appear to decay faster for the nonstationary
processes under considerations, and that they are rather constant under stationarity.
Figure 4.3 provides contour plots of the modulus of γˆ
pT q
1 for model (b) under
the null and for models (d)–(f) under the alternative. The contours are obtained
from averaging (over the simulation runs) the aggregated contributions γˆ
pT q
1 pl, l1q
and evaluating these contributions in the direction of ψl b ψl1 for l, l1  1, . . . , L. It
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can be seen that the magnitude of the contours provides another indicator for how
easy or hard it may be to reject the null hypothesis. The top row in the figure is
for the stationary DGP (b). For any of the sample sizes considered, the magnitudes
across r0, 1s2 remains small, as expected under the null. The behavior under the
alternative is markedly different, but the specifics depend on the type of alternative.
For the time–varying noise process (d), the contribution of nonstationarity is at
the diagonal, with the magnitude along this ridge increasing significantly with the
sample size. For DGP (e), the form of nonstationarity creates very different contours.
The structural break process (f) induces nonstationarity in the contours in a similar
way as DGP (d), with strong concentration occurring at the diagonal for all sample
sizes. Any future refinement of the test will have to take these features into account.
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Figure 4.2: Blue: Empirical density of Qˆ
pT q
5 for T  64 (left panel) and T  512
(right panel) for DGPs (d)–(f) (top to bottom). Red: The corresponding chi–squared
densities predicted under the null.
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Figure 4.3: Contour plots of γˆ
pT q
1 for various sample sizes T and DGPs (b) and
(d)–(f) (top to bottom).
4.6 Conclusion
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter was concerned with the development of methodology for testing the
stationarity of a functional time series. The proposed method is frequency domain–
based and exploits that the functional Discrete Fourier Transforms evaluated at
distinct canonical frequencies are uncorrelated if and only if the underlying func-
tional time series are weakly stationary. The testing procedure is based on the
empirical covariance operator of the functional Discrete Fourier Transforms. The
sampling properties of this operator were investigated in detail. No structural mod-
eling assumptions are imposed except for some weak mixing conditions in the form
of functional generalizations of classical cumulant mixing conditions. To make the
test feasible in practice, some form of dimension reduction is necessary and projected
versions were considered. The final test statistic has a quadratic form and its limit
distribution was derived to be chi–square under both the null hypothesis of weak
stationarity as well as under the alternative of local stationarity.
There is one very important aspect which allows for a thorough investigation of
the properties of the test under the alternative of local stationarity. Namely, the
inverse Fourier transform of the time–varying spectral density operator evaluated at
the canonical frequencies constitutes a sequence of Fourier coefficients of the time–
varying spectral density operator. The rate at which these coefficients decay, in an
L2 sense, is inversely proportional to their absolute distance from the 0–th Fourier
coefficient. The 0–th Fourier coefficient corresponds to the integrated time–varying
spectral density operator over all time. A smoothing window applied to the tensor
product of the functional Discrete Fourier transform was shown to yield a consistent
estimator of the integrated time–varying spectral density operator.
Under the alternative of local stationarity, the asymptotic distribution is a non–
central generalized chi–square random variable. Knowledge on the sampling prop-
erties under the alternative of local stationarity promises to be especially useful in
further understanding how different ‘degrees’ of nonstationarity affect both the lo-
calization and skewness of the distribution. The expression of the mean function,
which largely affects the non–centrality parameter, provides meaningful intuition on
the degree of nonstationarity and can be seen as a measure of long–term nonstation-
ary behavior. It is this interesting feature that allows the test statistic to detect very
slow and gradual changes. The test is therefore expected to perform better under
smooth alternatives than time domain–based testing procedures that rely on divid-
ing the data into segments. One would moreover expect that this feature enables our
test to be more robust when the observation frequency low. Smooth functions con-
tain mainly low frequency information, while high frequency fluctuations are more
common for non–smooth functions. Intuitively, when the spectral characteristics
change very gradually, relatively more observations will be necessary to capture the
nonstationary behavior. The precise implications of sparse observations and the
degree of nonstationarity that can be detected and a possible quantification of this
relationship are left for future research.
Finite sample properties were highlighted in simulation experiments with various
data generating processes, including processes that were subject to structural breaks.
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The empirical results show promise for applications to real data. Future research
will be devoted to a more in–depth analysis of practical relevance and to actual data
analysis.
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B.1 Properties of functional cumulants
For random elements X1, . . . , Xk in a Hilbert space H, the moment tensor of order
k can be defined as
E

X1 b    bXk
  ¸
l1,...lkPN
E
 k¹
t1
xXt, ψlty

pψl1 b    b ψlkq,
where the elementary tensors pψl1 b    b ψlk : l1, . . . , lk P Nq form an orthonormal
basis in the tensor product space
Âk
j1 H. The latter follows since pψl : l P Nq is an
orthonormal basis of the separable Hilbert space H. Similarly, define the k–th order
cumulant tensor by
cum
 
X1 b    bXk
  ¸
l1,...lkPN
cum
 k¹
t1
xXt, ψlty
	
pψl1 b    b ψlkq, (4.24)
where the cumulants on the right–hand side are as usual given by
cum
 xX1, ψl1y, . . . , xXk, ψlky  ¸
νpν1,...,νpq
p1qp1 pp 1q!
p¹
r1
E
 ±
tPνr
xXt, ψlty

.
where the summation extends over all unordered partitions ν of t1, . . . , ku. The
following is a generalization of the product theorem for cumulants (Brillinger, 1981,
Theorem 2.3.2).
Theorem B.1.1. Consider the tensor Xt  bJtj1Xtj for random elements Xtj in H
with j  1, . . . , Jt and t  1, . . . , k. Let ν  tν1, . . . νpu be a partition of t1, . . . , ku.
The joint cumulant tensor cumpX1, . . . , Xkq is given by
cumpX1, . . . , Xkq 
¸
r11,...,rkJt
¸
νpν1,...,νpq
p±
n1
cum
 xXtj, ψrtjy|pt, jq P νnψr11b  bψrkJt ,
where the summation extends over all indecomposable partitions ν  pν1, . . . , νpq of
the table
p1, 1q    p1, J1q
...
. . .
...
pk, 1q    pk, Jtq.
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Formally, abbreviate this by
cumpX1, . . . , Xkq 
¸
νpν1,...,νpq
Sν

bpn1 cum
 
Xtj|pt, jq P νn
	
,
where Sν is the permutation that maps the components of the tensor back into the
original order, i.e., Sνpbpr1 bpt,jqPνr Xtjq  X11 b    bXkJt .
Next, results for cumulants of the fDFT are stated under both stationarity and
local stationarity regimes.
Lemma B.1.2 (Cumulants of the fDFT under stationarity). Let pXt : t P Zq
be a k–th order stationary sequence taking values in HR that satisfies Assumption
4.4.1. The cumulant operator of the fDFT then satisfies
cum
 
DpT qωj1 , . . . , D
pT q
ωjk
  p2piqk{21
T k{2
∆
p°kl1 ωjl q
T Fωj1 ,...,ωjk1  RT,k, (4.25)
where the function ∆
pωq
T  T for ω  0 mod 2pi, ∆pωkqT  0 for k  0 mod T and
the remainder satisfies }RT,k}2  OpTk{2q.
The proof of this lemma can be found in Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b). To
give the analog of Lemma B.1.2 in the locally stationary case, a number of auxiliary
statements will be made first.
Lemma B.1.3. Let Assumption 4.4.6 be satisfied and cu;t1,...,tk1 as given in (4.21).
Then, cum XpT qt1 , . . . , XpT qtk1 , XpT qtk  ct1{T ;t1tk,...,tk1tk
2
¤

k
T
 
k1¸
j1
tj  tk
T

}κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2.
Proof. By linearity of the cumulant operation, consecutively taking differences leads
by (4.19) and the triangle inequality tocum XpT qt1 , . . . , XpT qtk  cum Xpt1{T qt1 , . . . , Xptk{T qtk 
2

 k°
j1
cum
 
X
pT q
t1 , . . . , Y
pT q
tj , . . . , X
pT q
tk

2
¤ K k
T
}κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2,
where we used part (i) of Assumption 4.4.6. By (4.19),
X
ptj{T q
tj Xptk{T qtj 
ptj  tkq
T
Y
ptj{T,tk{T q
tj . (4.26)
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Similarly, cum Xpt1{T qt1 , . . . , Xptk{T qtk q  ct1{T ;t1tk,...,tk1tk
2
¤
k1¸
j1
|tj  tk|
T
}κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2,
which follows from part (iii) of Assumption 4.4.6. Minkowski’s Inequality then
implies the lemma.
Lemma B.1.4. Consider a sequence of functional processes pXpT qt : t ¤ T, T P Nq
satisfying Assumption 4.4.6 with k  2 and `  2. Then the triangular array
uniquely characterizes the time–varying local spectral density operator
Fu,ω  1
2pi
¸
hPZ
Cu,heiωh, (4.27)
which belongs to S2pHq and its kernel satisfies
(i) supu,ω } B
i
Buifu,ω}2   8 for i  1, 2,
(ii) supu,ω } B
i
Biωfu,ω}2   8 for i  1, 2,
(iii) supu,ω } B
2
BωBufu,ω}2   8.
Proof. Using Lemma B.1.3, it is straightforward to show that the triangular array
pXTt : t ¤ T, T P Nq uniquely determines the time–varying spectral density operator,
that is, » pi
pi
}F pT qu,ω  Fu,ω}22 dω  op1q pT Ñ 8q.
Existence of the derivatives follow from the Dominated Convergence Theorem and
the product rule for differentiation in Banach spaces (Nelson, 1969).
The cumulants of the local fDFT can be expressed in terms of the time–varying
spectral operator. At the Fourier Frequencies, the time–varying spectral operator
can be shown to possess a well–defined Fourier transform. The properties of the
resulting Fourier coefficients make apparent that the dependence structure of the
local fDFT behaves in a very specific manner that is based on the distance of the
frequencies. The coefficients additionally provide an upper bound on the norm of
the cumulant operator. This is summarized in the next lemma.
Lemma B.1.5. Suppose Assumption 4.4.6 holds true. Then the cumulant tensor
of the local fDFT satisfies
cum
 
DpT qωj1 , . . . , D
pT q
ωjk
  p2piqk{21
T k{2
T1¸
t0
Ft{T ;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1ei
°k
l1 tωjl  Rk,T (4.28)
 p2piq
k{21
T k{21
F˜j1 ... jk;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1  Rk,T ,
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where }Rk,T }2  OpTk{2q and the operator
F˜s;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 
» 1
0
Fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1ei2pisudu (4.29)
denotes the s–th Fourier coefficient of Fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 and is Hilbert–Schmidt. Fur-
thermore,
~cumpDpT qωj1 , . . . , D
pT q
ωjk
q~2 ¤ C
T k{21|j1        jk|l  O

1
T k{2


(4.30)
for some constant C ¡ 0.
In case the process does not depend on u, we have F˜s;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1  OH for s  0.
That is, the operator F˜s;ωj1 ,...,ωj2k1 maps any φ P L2pr0, 1sk,Cq to the origin for
s  0.
Proof. The first line of (4.28) follows from replacing cumpXpT qt1 , . . . , XpT qtk1 , XpT qtk q with
ctk{T ;t1tk,...,tk1tk and Lemma B.1.3. The second line follows because the discretiza-
tion of the integral is an operation of order OpT2q.
By Assumption 4.4.6 (iv), the kernel of BBuFu;ω1 ,...,ωk1 satisfies sup
u
B
Bufu;ω1,...,ωk1

2
¤ 1p2piqk1
¸
t1,...,tk
}κk;t1tk,...,tk1tk}2   8.
The Dominated Convergence Theorem therefore yields
sup
u,ω1,...,ωk1
 BBufu,ω1,...,ωk12   8. (4.31)
Finally, integration by parts for a periodic function in L2pr0, 1sk,Cq with existing
n–th directional derivative in u, yields
}f˜s;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 }22

»
r0,1sk
 B
n1
Bun1fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 pτ q
pi2pisqn1 e
is2piu
1
0

» 1
0
eis2piu
pi2pisqn
Bn
Bunfu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 pτ qdu
2dτ

»
r0,1sk 2
1
p2pisq2n e
i2pispuvq B2
Bu2fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 pτ q
B2
Bv2fv;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 pτ qdτdudv
¤ 1p2pisq2n
»
r0,1sk 2
 B2Bu2fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 pτ q B2Bv2fv;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 pτ q
dτdudv
¤ 1p2pisq2n
»
r0,1s2
 B2Bu2fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1

2
 B2Bv2fv;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1

2
dudv
¤ 1p2pisq2n

sup
u
 B2Bu2fu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1

2

2
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where the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality was applied in the second–to–last equality.
The interchange of integrals is justified by Fubini’s Theorem. Thus,
sup
ω1,..,ωk1
}f˜s;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1 }2 ¤
1
p2piq2n supu,ω1,...,ωn
 BnBunfu;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1

2
|s|n. (4.32)
and (4.30) follows from Assumption 4.4.6 (iv).
Lemma B.1.6 (Cumulants of the fDFT under local stationarity). Let pXt,T : t ¤
T, T P Nq be a k–th order locally stationary process in H satisfying Assumption 4.4.6.
The cumulant operator of the local fDFT satisfies
cumpDpT qωj1 , . . . , D
pT q
ωjk
q  p2piq
k{21
T k{2
T1¸
t0
F t
T
;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1
ei
°k
l1 tωjl  RT,k
 p2piq
k{21
T k{21
F˜j1 ... jk;ωj1 ,...,ωjk1  RT,k, (4.33)
where the remainder satisfies }RT,k}2  OpTk{2q.
This lemma is a slight reformulation of the first part of Lemma B.1.5 and provides
the locally stationary version of Lemma B.1.2. Both (4.25) and (4.33) belong to the
class of Hilbert–Schmidt operators for k ¥ 2. In particular, the operators (4.25)
and (4.33) belong to S1pHq for k  2 if the process is driven by a functional white
noise process, which can be shown using Parseval’s Identity (Panaretos and Tavakoli,
2013b; van Delft and Eichler, 2016, respectively). The corollary below is a direct
consequence of Lemma B.1.5.
Corollary B.1.1. If Assumption 4.4.6 holds with `  2, then
(i) ~cumpDpT qωj1 , . . . , D
pT q
ωjk
q~2 ¤ C
T k{21|j1        jk|2  O

1
T k{2


;
(ii) sup
ω
¸
sPZ
~F˜s;ω~2 ¤ 8.
Proof. For completeness, we elaborate on part (ii) of Corollary B.1.2. Note that
~F˜0:ω~2 ¤ sup
ω,u
~Fu,ω~2  
¸
h
}κ2,h}2   8.
The p–harmonic series for p  2 then yields
sup
ω
¸
sPZ
~F˜s;ω~2 ¤
¸
h
}κ2,h}2

1  1p2piq4
pi2
3


  8, (4.34)
where the constant p2piq4 follows from (4.32).
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statistic
A bound needs to be obtained on the error resulting from the replacement of the un-
known spectral operators with consistent estimators. It will be sufficient to consider
a bound on
?
T |γpT qh pl1, l2q  γˆpT qh pl1, l2q|
for all l1, l2 P N, where γpT q is defined in (4.11). Consider the function gpxq  x1{2,
x ¡ 0 and notice that
γ
pT q
h pl1, l2q  γˆpT qh pl1, l2q 
1
T
T¸
j1
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h

gpF pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h q  gpFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ l2,l2qωj h q

.
Given the assumption infωxFωpψq, ψy ¡ 0 for all ψ P H is satisfied, continuity of the
inner product implies that for fixed l1, l2 the mean value theorem may be applied to
find
γ
pT q
h pl1, l2q  γˆpT qh pl1, l2q
 1
T
T¸
j1
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h

Bgpxq
Bx

xF˘pl1,l1qωj F˘
pl2,l2q
ωj h
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h  F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h 
ﬀ
,
where F˘ pl1,l1qωj F˘ pl2,l2qωj h lies in between Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h and F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h . Because of uni-
form convergence of Fˆωj P S2pHq with respect to ω, it follows that
?
T |γpT qh pl1, l2q  γˆpT qh pl1, l2q| 
Opp1q
 1T
T¸
j1
D
pl1q
ωj D
pl2q
ωj h
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h q3{2
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h  F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h . (4.35)
Proof of Theorem 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.4.8. In order to prove both theorems, par-
tition (4.35) as follows
J1pl, l2q  1?
T
T¸
j1
D
pl1q
ωj D
pl2q
ωj h ErDpl1qωj Dpl2qωj hs
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h q3{2
Fˆ pl1,l1qωj
 Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h  F pl2,l2qωj h , (4.36)
J2pl, l2q  1?
T
T¸
j1
D
pl1q
ωj D
pl2q
ωj h ErDpl1qωj Dpl2qωj hs
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h q3{2
F pl2,l2qωj h
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj  F pl1,l1qωj , (4.37)
J3pl, l2q  1?
T
T¸
j1
ErDpl1qωj Dpl2qωj hs
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h q3{2
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h ErFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h s, (4.38)
J4pl, l2q  1?
T
T¸
j1
ErDpl1qωj Dpl2qωj hs
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h q3{2
 
ErFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h s  F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h

. (4.39)
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The proof of both theorems are based on Corollary B.2.1 and Lemmas B.2.1-B.2.4
below. These results together with an application of the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality
yield
(i) |J1|  Op

1?
bT
  b2


,
(ii) |J2| 
$'''&'''%
Op

1?
bT
  b
2
?
T


under Assumption 4.4.1,
Op

1?
bT
  b2


under Assumption 4.4.6,
(iii) |J3| 
$'''&'''%
Op

1?
bT


under Assumption 4.4.1,
Op

1?
bT


under Assumption 4.4.6,
(iv) |J4| 
$'''&'''%
O

b2   1
bT


under Assumption 4.4.1.
O
?
Tb2   1
b
?
T


under Assumption 4.4.6.
Minkowski’s Inequality then gives the result.
Corollary B.2.1. Under Assumption 4.4.1,
E
~Fˆ pT qω  Fω~22  O 1bT   b4


pT Ñ 8q, (4.40)
while, under Assumption 4.4.6,
E
~Fˆ pT qω Gω~22  O 1bT   b4


pT Ñ 8q. (4.41)
Proof. See Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013b, Theorem 3.6) and Theorem 4.4.7, re-
spectively.
Lemma B.2.1. Let pgpl1,l2qj : j P Zq be a bounded sequence in C for all l1, l2 P N
such that infj g
pl1,l2q
j ¡ 0. Under Assumption 4.4.1 and under Assumption 4.4.6,
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j
 
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
Fˆ pl1,l1qωj 2  Op1q.
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Proof. Observe that
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j
 
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
Fˆ pl1,l1qωj 2
 E
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j
 
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h  E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
2pi
bT
T¸
j11
K

ωj1
b


Dpl1qωjj1D
pl1q
ωj1j
2
 1
T

2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
g
pl1,l2q
j1,j2
T¸
j11,j
1
21
K

ωj11
b


K

ωj12
b


E
  
Dpl1qωj1D
pl2q
ωj1 h E

Dpl1qωj1D
pl2q
ωj1 h

Dpl1qωj1j11D
pl1q
ωj11j1
(  
D
pl1q
ωj2D
pl2q
ωj2 h
EDpl1qωj2Dpl2qωj2 hDpl1qωj12j2Dpl1qωj2j12(.
Expanding the expectation in terms of cumulants, one obtains the structure
ErpX EXqY srpW  EW qZs
 ErXYWZs  ErW sErXY Zs  ErYWZrErXs   ErW sErXsErY Zs
 cumpX, Y,W,Zq   cumpX, Y,W qcumpZq   cumpX,W,ZqcumpY q
  cumpX, Y qcumpW,Zq   cumpX,W qcumpY, Zq   cumpX,ZqcumpY,W q,
where X, Y,W,Z are products of random elements of H. Hence, by the product
theorem for cumulants, only those products of cumulants have to be considered that
lead to indecomposable partitions of the matrix below or of any sub–matrix (with
the same column structure) with the exception that pY q or pZq is allowed to be
decomposable but not within the same partition.
pXq Dpl1qωj1 D
pl2q
ωj1 h
pY q Dpl1qωj1j11 D
pl1q
ωj11j1
pW q Dpl1qωj2 D
pl2q
ωj2 h
pZq Dpl1qωj12j2 D
pl1q
ωj2j12
(4.42)
That is, the order of the error belonging to those partitions has to be investigated for
which the cumulant terms that contain an element of the sets tDpl1qωj1 , D
pl2q
ωj1 hu and
of tDpl1qωj2D
pl2q
ωj2 h
u also contain at least one element from another set. Because the
process has zero–mean, it suffices consider partitions for which mi ¥ 2. By Lemma
B.1.2, a cumulant of order k upscaled by order T will be of order OpTk{2 1q under
H0 and OpTk{2 2q under the alternative. This directly implies that only terms of
the following form have to be investigated:
1
T

2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
T¸
j11,j
1
21
K

ωj11
b


K

ωj12
b


cum4cum2cum2, (4.43)
1
T

2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
T¸
j11,j
1
21
K

ωj11
b


K

ωj12
b


cum3cum3cum2, (4.44)
1
T

2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
T¸
j11,j
1
21
K

ωj11
b


K

ωj12
b


cum2cum2cum2cum2. (4.45)
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However, for a fixed partition P  tP1, . . . , PMu,
T
M¹
j1
O

1
Tmj{21


,
from which it is also clear that (4.43) and (4.44) are at most going to be of order
Op1q under the alternative and of lower order under H0. The term (4.45) could
possibly of order OpT q. Further analysis can therefore be restricted to partitions
of this form. As mentioned above, partitions in which a term contains an element
of the sets tDpl1qωj1 , D
pl2q
ωj1 hu and of tD
pl1q
ωj2D
pl2q
ωj2 h
u must contain at least one element
from another set. It follows that partitions in which mi  2 for all i P t1, . . . ,Mu,
without any restrictions on the summations, are decomposable. We find the term
of highest order is thus of the type
1
T
T¸
j1,j21
g
pl1,l2q
j1,j2

2pi
bT

2 T¸
j11,j
1
21
K

ωj11
b


K

ωj12
b


cum
 
D
pl2q
ωj1 h , D
pl2q
ωj2 h

cum
 
D
pl1q
ωj2 , D
pl1q
ωj1

 cum Dpl1qωj1j11Dpl1qωj1j11cum Dpl1qωj12j2Dpl1qωj2j12  supj h2pl1,l2qj OpTT1q  Op1q,
under the null of stationarity and under the alternative, where the error is uniform
in ω. The bound in case of the alternative follows from Corollary B.1.1. The
result follows since by the positive definiteness of the spectral density operators
supj |gpl1,l2qj |   8 for all l1, l2 P N.
Lemma B.2.2. Let pgpl1,l2qj : j P Zq be a bounded sequence in C for all l1, l2 P N
such that inf l1,l2 g
pl1,l2q
j ¡ 0. Then,
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j
 
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
2 
$'&'%O

1
T


under H0.
Op1q under H1.
Proof. Notice that
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j
 
Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
2
 1
T
T¸
j1,j21

g
pl1,l2q
j1,j2
E

Dpl1qωj1D
pl2q
ωj1 hD
pl1q
ωj2D
pl2q
ωj2 h
EDpl1qωj1Dpl2qωj1 hsErDpl1qωj2Dpl2qωj2 hs


 1
T
T¸
j1,j21

g
pl1,l2q
j1,j2
cum
 
Dpl1qωj1 , D
pl2q
ωj1 h , D
pl1q
ωj2D
pl2q
ωj2 h
 
cum
 
Dpl1qωj1 , D
pl1q
ωj2

cum
 
D
pl2q
ωj1 h , D
pl2q
ωj2 h
  cum Dpl1qωj1 , Dpl2qωj2 hcum Dpl2qωj1 h , Dpl1qωj2	.
Under the null, this is therefore of the order OpT {T 2   1{T q  Op1{T q, where is
uniform over ω. Under the alternative, by Corrolary B.1.1, the last term can be
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estimated by
1
T
T¸
j1,j21
g
pl1,l2q
j1,j2

1
T
G
pl1 l2,l1 l2q
ωj1 ,ωj1 h,ωj2   F˜
pl1,l1q
j1j2;ωj1 F˜
pl2,l2q
j1 j2;ωj1 h
  F˜ pl1,l2qj1 j2 h;ωj1 F˜
pl2,l1q
j1j2h;ωj1 h  O

1
T



¤ sup
j
|gpl1,l2qj |2
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

1
T
G
pl1 l2,l1 l2q
ωj1 ,ωj1 h,ωj2   F˜
pl1,l1q
j1j2;ωj1 F˜
pl2,l2q
j1 j2;ωj1 h
  F˜ pl1,l2qj1 j2 h;ωj1 F˜
pl2,l1q
j1j2h;ωj1 h  O

1
T



¤ sup
j
|gpl1,l2qj |2
 ¸
t1,t2,t3
}κ4;t1,t2,t3}2}ψl1}22|ψl2}22   C
¸
t
}κ2;t}2


 Op1q,
for some constant C.
Lemma B.2.3. Let pgpl1,l2qj : j P Zq be a bounded sequence in C for all l1, l2 P N
such that inf l1,l2 g
pl1,l2q
j ¡ 0. Then,
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h EFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h 	

$'''&'''%
O

1?
bT


under Assumption 4.4.1.
O

1?
bT


under Assumption 4.4.6.
Proof. Observe first that by the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality,
Er|J3pl1, l2q|s ¤ sup
j
gpl1,l2qj EDpl1qωj Dpl2qωj h


E
 1?T
T¸
j1
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h EFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h 2
1{2,
which follows because the term over which the supremum is taken is deterministic.
In particular, it is of order OpT1q under the null and Oph2q under the alternative.
To find a bound on
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h EFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h 2,
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we proceed similarly as in the proof of Lemma B.2.1. Observe that,
E
 1?T
T¸
j1
 Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h EFˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h 2
 1
T

2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
T¸
j11,j
1
2,j
1
3,j
1
41
4¹
i1
K

ωj1i
b


E
 
Dpl1qωj1j11
Dpl1qωj11j1
Dpl2qωj1 hj12
Dpl2qωj12j1h
 ErDpl1qωj1j11D
pl1q
ωj11j1
Dpl2qωj1 hj12
Dpl2qωj12j1h
s
  Dpl1qωj13j2Dpl1qωj2j13Dpl2qωj14j2hDpl2qωj2 hj14 ErDpl1qωj13j2Dpl1qωj2j13Dpl2qωj14j2hDpl2qωj2 hj14 s

.
Write
ErpX EXqsrpY  EY qs  cumpX, Y q  cumpXqcumpY q
for products X,W of random elements of H. When expanding this in terms of
cumulants, we only have to consider those products of cumulants that lead to inde-
composable partitions of the rows of the matrix below
pXq Dpl1qωj1j11 D
pl1q
ωj11j1
D
pl2q
ωj1 hj12
D
pl2q
ωj12j1h
pY q Dpl1qωj13j2 D
pl1q
ωj2j13
D
pl2q
ωj14j2h
D
pl2q
ωj2 hj14
(4.46)
In order to satisfy this, in every partition there must be at least one term that
contains both an element of X and of Y . A similar reasoning as in the proof of
B.2.1 indicates we will only have to consider partitions where 2 ¤ mi ¤ 4 for
i  1, . . . ,M . In case of stationarity we only have to consider those with mi  2 for
all i  1, . . . ,M . In both cases at least one restriction in terms of the summation
must occur in order for the partition to be decomposable. In particular, it can be
verified that the partition of highest order is of the form
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

2pi
bT

4 T¸
j11,j
1
2,j
1
3,j
1
41
4¹
i1
K

ωj1i
b


cumpDpl2qωj14j2hD
pl2q
ωj2 hj14
qcumpDpl2qωj1 hj12D
pl2q
ωj12j1h
q
 cumpDpl1qωj1j11 , D
pl1q
ωj13j2
qcumpDpl1qωj11j1 , D
pl1q
ωj2j13
q
 1
T
T¸
j1,j21

2pi
bT

4 T¸
j11,j
1
2,j
1
3,j
1
41
4¹
i1
K

ωj1i
b


F˜ pl2,l2q0;ωj2 hj14  O

1
T


F˜ pl2,l2q0;ωj1j12 hO

1
T




F˜ pl1,l1qj1j2j11 j13;ωj1j11  O

1
T


F˜ pl1,l1qj2j1j13 j11;ωj11j1  O

1
T


¤ C 1
bT
sup
ω
|G2pl2,l2qω |
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

F˜ pl1,l1qj1j2;ωj1j11  O

1
T


F˜ pl1,l1qj2j1;ωj11j1  O

1
T


 O

1
bT


,
since }F˜j1j2j11 j13;ωj1j11 }2 ¤ C|j1  j2  j
1
1   j13|2 and }Kpx{bq}8  Op1q, where
the bandwidth leads to only bT nonzero terms in the summation over j1. The same
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bound can be shown to hold under stationarity. As before, the error is uniform with
respect to ω which follows again from Corollary B.1.1.
Lemma B.2.4. Let pgpl1,l2qj : j P Zq be a bounded sequence in C for all l1, l2 P N
such that inf l1,l2 g
pl1,l2q
j ¡ 0. Then, 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
 
E
Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h  F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h 

$'''&'''%
O

b2   1
bT


under Assumption 4.4.1.
O
?
Tb2   1
b
?
T


under Assumption 4.4.6.
Proof. First note that
 1?T
T¸
j1
g
pl1,l2q
j E

Dpl1qωj D
pl2q
ωj h
 
$'&'%
O

1?
T


under Assumption 4.4.1.
Op
?
T q under Assumption 4.4.6.
Observe next that
E
Fˆ pl1,l1qωj Fˆ pl2,l2qωj h  F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h


2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
K

ωj1
b


K

ωj2
b


E

Dpl1qωjj1D
pl1q
ωj1j
Dpl2qωj hj2D
pl2q
ωj2jh
 F pl1,l1qωj F pl2,l2qωj h


2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
K

ωj1
b


K

ωj2
b


cumpDpl1qωjj1 , D
pl2q
ωj hj2
qcumpDpl1qωj1j , D
pl2q
ωj2jh
q
  cumpDpl1qωjj1 , D
pl2q
ωj2jh
qcumpDpl1qωj1j , D
pl2q
ωj hj2
q
	
 O

b2   1
bT


.
Here, it was used that Er|Fˆ pl1,l1qωj F pl1,l1qωj |s ¤ Er~Fˆωj  Fωj~2s}ψl1}2}ψl1}2  Opb2 
1{bT q under H0. The same bound holds under the alternative, where Fω is replaced
with the integrated spectrum Gω. Under the alternative, write
2pi
bT

2 T¸
j1,j21
K

ωj1
b


K

ωj2
b

 F˜ pl1,l2qj2j1h;ωjj1 F˜ pl1,l2qj1 hj2;ωj1j   F˜ pl1,l2qhj1j2;ωjj1 F˜ pl1,l2qj1 j2h;ωj1j
 O

1
T


 O

b2   1
bT


 O

b2   1
bT


where Corollary B.1.1 was applied and where we used that the bandwidth leads to
only bT nonzero terms in the summation. Under H0, a similar argument shows that
the term is of order Opb2   1{bT q. The result now follows.
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B.3 Convergence of finite–dimensional distribu-
tions
Theorem B.3.1. Let Lemma B.1.2 be satisfied for some finite k ¥ 3. Then, for all
li, li
1 P N and hi P Z with i  1, . . . , k,
1
T k{2
cum

w
pT q
h1
pψl1l11q, . . . , wpT qhk pψlklk 1q
	
 op1q pT Ñ 8q, (4.47)
where w
pT q
h pψll1q  xwpT qh , ψll1y and pψll1 : l, l1 P Nq an orthonormal basis of L2pr0, 1s2,Cq
Proof. The proof is given in three parts, the first of which provides the outset, the
second gives the arguments for the stationary case, while the third deals with the
locally stationary situation.
(1) Preliminaries. Fix τ1, τ2 P r0, 1s and h  1, . . . , T  1. It will be shown that
the finite–dimensional distributions of pwpT qh pτ1, τ2q : T P Nq converge to a Gaussian
distribution by proving that the higher order cumulants of the terms
?
Tw
pT q
h pψll1q ?
T xwpT qh , ψll1y vanish asymptotically. To formulate this, consider an array of the
form
p1, 1q p1, 2q
...
...
pk, 1q pk, 2q
(4.48)
and let the value s  ii1 correspond to entry pi, i1q. For a partition P  tP1, . . . , PQu,
the elements of a set Pq will be denoted by sq1, . . . , sqmq where |Pq|  mq is the
corresponding number of elements in Pq. Associate with entry s the frequency
index js  jii1  p1qi11pji   hi11i q, Fourier frequency λjs  2pijsT and the basis
function index vs  vii1  l2i1i l1ii
11 for i  1, . . . , k and i1  1, 2. An application of
the product theorem for cumulants yields
cum
 T¸
j11
Dpl1qωj1D
pl11qωj1 h1 , . . . ,
T¸
jk1
DplkqωjkD
ppl1kqωjk hk
	

¸
j1,...,jk
¸
i.p.
cumpDpvsqλjs : s P P1q    cumpD
pvsq
λjs
: s P PQq,
where the summation extends over all indecomposable partitions P  tP1, . . . , PQu
of (4.48). Because Xt has zero–mean, the number of elements within each set must
satisfy mq ¥ 2. To ease notation, write Dplqωjk  xD
pT q
ωjk
, ψly and
pF pvsqt{T ;λjs : s P Pqq  xft{T ;λjq1 ,...,λjqmq1 ,b
mq
i11ψvsqi1 y,
noting that the latter quantity is well–defined. An application of Lemma B.1.2 yields¸
i.p.
Q¹
q1
cum
 
D
pvsq
λjs
: s P Pq

(4.49)

¸
i.p.
Q¹
q1
p2piqmq{21
Tmq{2
 T1¸
t0
F pvsqt{T ;λjse
i°s tλjs : s P Pq


 O

1
Tmq{2


,
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where under the null F pvsqt{T ;λjs  F
pvsq
λjs
. In the following, the proof is separated into
the cases where the true process is stationary and where it is locally stationary.
(2) Proof under stationarity. Recall that supω ~Fωj1 ,...,ωjk11~2   8 for all k1 ¤
k, and thus by the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality supω |F pvsqλjs |   8 for s P Pq and
q  1, . . . , Q. Therefore,
¸
i.p.
Q¹
q1
cumpDpvsqλjs : s P Pqq
¤
¸
i.p.
Q¹
q1
p2piqmq{21Kq
Tmq{2
∆pT q
 ¸
sPPq
λjsq  O

1
Tmq{2


for some constants K1, . . . , KQ independent of T . Due to the functions ∆
pT q, there
are Q constraints if Q   k or if Q  k and there exists hi1 and hi2 such that hi1  hi2
for i1, i2 P t1, . . . , ku. On the other hand, if the size of the partition is equal to k
and hi1  hi2 for all i1, i2 P t1, . . . , ku, there are Q1 constraints. This implies that
1
T n{2
cum
 T¸
j11
Dpl1qωj1D
pl11qωj1 h1 , . . . ,
T¸
jn1
DplkqωjkD
pl1kqωjk hk


 OpTn{2T npM1qT2n{2TMq
 OpTn{2 1q.
The cumulants of order k ¥ 3 will therefore tend to 0 as T Ñ 8.
(3) Proof under local stationarity. Write (4.49) in terms of the Fourier coefficients
as
1
T n{2
T¸
j1,...,jk1
¸
i.p.
Q¹
q1
cum
 
D
pvsq
λks
: s P Pq

 1
T n{2
T¸
j1,...,jk1
¸
i.p.
Q¹
q1
p2piqmq{21
Tmq{21
 F˜ pvsq°
s js;λjs
: s P Pq
 O 1
Tmq{2


.
Note that, by Corollary B.1.1 and the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality,
T¸
j1
F˜ pvsq°
s js;λjs
 ¤ sup
ω
¸
jPZ
}F˜j;ω}2
mq¹
i1
}ψvqi}2   8, s P Pq,
for all q  1, . . . , Q. If Q   k or if Q  k and there are hi1 and hi2 such that
hi1  hi2 for i1, i2 P t1, . . . , ku within the same set, then there is dependence on Q
of the k sums j1, . . . , jn. On the other hand, if the size of the partition is equal to k
and hi1  hi2 for all i1, i2  1, . . . , k, then there are Q 1 constraints on j1, . . . , jn.
Thus, similar to the stationary case, it follows that the order is
OpTk{2T kQ 1T2k{2 Qq  OpTk{2 1q,
hence giving the result.
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B.4 Weak convergence
In this section, the asymptotic properties of the statistic γˆpT q are derived. Theorems
4.4.2 and 4.4.8 imply that for appropriate choices of the bandwidths the analysis of
distributional properties may be restricted to γpT q under both hypotheses. Because
the denominator of γpT q is deterministic, the analysis may be further simplified by
focusing on the properties of the numerator
w
pT q
h pτ1, τ2q 
1
T
T¸
j1
DpT qωj pτ1qDpT qωj hpτ2q.
To demonstrate weak convergence, it is useful to apply a result from Cremers and
Kadelka (1986) as it considerably weakens the verification of the usual tightness
condition often invoked in weak convergence proofs. In particular, the following
lemma indicates that weak convergence of the functional process will almost directly
follow from the weak convergence of the finite dimensional distributions once it is
weakly tight in a certain sense.
Lemma B.4.1. Let pT,B, µq be a measure space, let pE, |  |q be a Banach space,
and let X  pXn : n P Nq be a sequence of random elements in LpEpT, µq such that
(i) the finite–dimensional distributions of X converge weakly to those of a random
element X0 in L
p
EpT, µq;
(ii) lim sup
nÑ8
Er}Xn}pps ¤ Er}X0}pps.
Then, X converges weakly to X0 in L
p
EpT, µq.
To apply the lemma in the present context, consider the sequence pEˆpT qr pτ1, τ2q : T P
Nq of random elements in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq, for τ, τ 1 P r0, 1s and h  1, . . . , T1 defined
through
Eˆ
pT q
h pτ1, τ2q 
?
T

w
pT q
h pτ1, τ2q E

w
pT q
h pτ1, τ2q
	
.
Let pψl : l P Nq be an orthonormal basis of HC and denote the elementary tensor
product by ψll1  ψl b ψ1l. Then pψll1 : l, l1 P Nq forms an orthonormal basis of
L2pr0, 1s2,Cq and a basis expansion yields
Eˆ
pT q
h 
8¸
l,l11
xEˆpT qh , ψll1yψll1 .
It can therefore be seen that the finite–dimensional distributions of the basis coef-
ficients provide a complete characterization of the distributional properties of Eˆ
pT q
r :
Weak convergence of pxEˆpT qh , ψll1y : l, l1 P Nq in the sequence space `2C will imply
weak convergence of the process pEˆpT qr pτ1, τ2q : T P Nq. Identifying the functional
Eˆ
pT q
h with its the dual pEˆpT qh q P L2pr0, 1s2,Cq, leads to the pairing
Eˆ
pT q
h pφq  xEˆpT qh , φy
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for all φ P L2pr0, 1s2,Cq. The second condition of Lemma B.4.1 will hence be
satisfied if
E
EˆpT qh 22  8¸
l,l11
E
EˆpT qh pψll1q2Ñ 8¸
l,l11
E
Ehpψll1q2  EEh22 pT Ñ 8q,
(4.50)
with Eh denoting the limiting process. The following theorem shows that the finite–
dimensional distributions converge weakly to a Gaussian process and is a restatement
of the results of Section B.3.
Theorem B.4.2. Under Assumption 4.4.1, for all li, l
1
i P N, hi  1, . . . , T  1,
i  1, . . . , k and k ¥ 3,
cum

EˆpT qr1 pψl1l11q, . . . , Eˆ
pT q
hk
pψlkl1kq
	
 op1q pT Ñ 8q. (4.51)
The higher order cumulant result of Theorem B.4.2 establishes, for all q P N, the
joint convergence of Eˆ
pT q
h pψl1l11q, . . . , Eˆ
pT q
h pψlql1qq and condition (i) of Lemma B.4.1 is
therefore satisfied. Weak convergence of the functional process can now be deter-
mined, distinguishing between the real and imaginary parts.
Theorem B.4.3 (Weak convergence under the null). Let pXt : t P Zq be a
stochastic process taking values in HR satisfying Assumption 4.4.1 with k  8 and
`  2. Then, <EˆpT qh ,=EˆpT qh : h  1, . . . , T  1 dÑ pRh, Ih : h  1, . . . , T  1q, (4.52)
where Rh, Ih, h  1, . . . , T  1, are jointly Gaussian elements in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq with
means ErRhpψll1qs  ErIhpψll1qs  0 and covariances
cov
 Rh1pψl1l11q,Rh2pψl2l12q (4.53)
cov Ih1pψl1l11q, Ih2pψl2l12q
 1
4pi
» 2pi
0
@Fωpψl2q, ψl1D @Fωωhpψl12q, ψl1D dω (4.54)
  1
4pi
» 2pi
0
@Fωpψl12q, ψl1D @Fωωhpψl2q, ψl11D dω
  1
4pi
» 2pi
0
» 2pi
0
@Fω,ωωh,ω1pψl2l12q, ψl1l11D dωdω1
for all h1  h2 and l1, l11, l2, l12, and 0 otherwise. In addition,
covpRh1pψl1l11q, Ih2pψl2l12qq  0
uniformly in h1, h2 and l1, l
1
1, l2, l
1
2.
Proof. The covariance structure follows from Theorem 4.4.4 and the convergence of
the finite–dimensional distributions from Theorem B.4.2. It then remains to verify
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that the condition (ii) of Lemma B.4.1 is satisfied. This follows from Theorem 4.4.4,
since
E
EˆpT qh 22  »r0,1s2 var EˆpT qh pτ, τ 1qdτdτ 1  T }varpwpT qh q}22  2}varpRhq}22.
This completes the proof.
Under the alternative, we obtain a similar result:
Theorem B.4.4 (Weak convergence under the alternative). Let pXt : t P Zq
be a stochastic process taking values in HR satisfying Assumption 4.4.6 with k  8
and `  2. Then, <EˆpT qh ,=EˆpT qh : h  1, . . . , T  1 dÑ pRh, Ih : h  1, . . . , T  1q, (4.55)
where Rh, Ih, h  1, . . . , T  1, are jointly Gaussian elements in L2pr0, 1s2,Cq with
means ErRhpψll1qs  ErIhpψll1qs  0 and covariance structure
1. covpRh1pψl1l11q,Rh2pψl2l12qq 
1
4

Υh1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q   Υ´h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q   Υ`h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q   Υ¯h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q

2. covpRh1pψl1l11q, Ih2pψl2l12qq 
1
4i

Υh1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  Υ´h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q   Υ`h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  Υ¯h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q

3. covpIh1pψl1l11q, Ih2pψl2l12qq 
1
4

Υh1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  Υ´h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  Υ`h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q   Υ¯h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q

for all h1, h2 and l1, l
1
1, l2, l
1
2, and where Υh1,h2 , Υ´h1,h2 , Υ`h1,h2 and Υ¯h1,h2 are given in
(4.71)-(4.73).
Proof. The covariance structure follows along the lines of Theorem 4.4.10 and the
convergence of the finite–dimensional distributions from Theorem B.4.2. Condition
(ii) of Lemma B.4.1 is satisfied by Theorem 4.4.10 since
E
EˆpT qh 22  »r0,1s2 var EˆpT qh pτ, τ 1qdτdτ 1  T }varpwpT qh q}22  }varpRhq}22   }varpIhq}22,
which completes the proof.
B.5 Proofs under the null hypothesis of station-
arity
Let pψl : l P Nq be an orthonormal basis of HC. Then pψl1b  bψlk : l1, . . . , lk P Nq
is an orthonormal basis of Hk
C
. To ease notation, denote the elementary tensor
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ψll1  ψl b ψl1 . Write Dplqω  xDpT qω , ψly, F pl,l
1q
ω  xFωpψl1q, ψly and F plm,l
1m1q
ωj1 ,ωj2 ,ωj3

xFωj1 ,ωj2 ,ωj3 pψl1m1q, ψlmy. Recall that the sequence pD
pT q
ωj q has mean zero. Ignoring
the denominator for the moment, Theorem B.1.1 leads to the following covariance
structure of the fDfT’s:
cov
 
Dpl1qωj1D
pl2q
ωj2
, Dpl3qωj3D
pl4q
ωj4
  EDpl1qωj1Dpl2qωj2Dpl3qωj3Dpl4qωj4 EDpl1qωj1Dpl2qωj2 sErDpl3qωj3Dpl4qωj4 
 cum Dpl1qωj1 , Dpl2qωj2 , Dpl3qωj3 , Dpl4qωj4 
  cum Dpl1qωj1 , Dpl3qωj3 cum Dpl2qωj2 , Dpl4qωj4 
  cum Dpl1qωj1 , Dpl4qωj4 cum Dpl2qωj2 , Dpl3qωj3  (4.56)
for l1, l2, l3, l4 P N. In particular,
cov
 
Dpl1qωj1D
pl2q
ωj1 h1 , D
pl3q
ωj2
D
pl4q
ωj2 h2
  cum Dpl1qωj1 , Dpl2qωj1 h1 , Dpl3qωj2 , Dpl4qωj2 h2
  cumpDpl1qωj1 , D
pl3q
ωj2

cum
 
D
pl2q
ωj1 h1 , D
pl4q
ωj2 h2

  cumpDpl1qωj1 , D
pl4q
ωj2 h2

cum
 
D
pl2q
ωj1 h1 , D
pl3q
ωj2

.
Given the underlying assumptions are satisfied for k  4, Lemma B.1.2 implies this
can be written as
p2piq
T 2
T¸
t1
F pl1 l2,l3 l4qt{T ;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2e
itpωh2ωh1 q  O

1
T 2


 

1
T
T¸
t1
F pl1,l3qt{T,ωj1e
itpωj1ωj2 q  O

1
T


1
T
T¸
s1
F pl2,l4qs{T,ωj1 h1e
ispωj1 h1 ωj2 h2 q  O

1
T


 

1
T
T¸
t1
F pl1,l4qt{T,ωj1e
itpωj1 ωj2 h2 q  O

1
T


1
T
T¸
s1
F pl2,l3qs{T,ωj1 h1e
ispωj1 h1ωj2 q  O

1
T


.
(4.57)
Proof of Theorem 4.4.4. By Lemma B.1.2, for h  1, . . . , T  1,
E
?
Tγ
pT q
h pl, l1q
  1?
T
T¸
j1
 F pl,l1qωj
pF pl,lqωj F pl
1,l1q
ωj h q1{2
1
T
∆pT qphq  O

1
T


 O

1?
T


.
(4.58)
For the covariance structure under the null hypothesis, use that (4.57) becomes
1
T
T¸
j1,j21
p2piq
T 2
F pl1 l2,l3 l4qωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2∆
pωh2ωh1 q
T  O

1
T 2


 

F pl1,l3qωj1
1
T
∆
pωj1ωj2 q
T  O

1
T


F pl2,l4qωj1 h1
1
T
∆
pωj1 h1ωj2 h2 q
T  O

1
T


 

F pl1,l4qωj1
1
T
∆
pωj1 ωj2 h2 q
T  O

1
T


F pl2,l3qωj1 h1
1
T
∆
pωj1 h1ωj2 q
T  O

1
T



.
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In case h1  h2, the first line is of order OpT1q. In the second and third line, it can
be seen that the cross terms and final terms are of order OpT1q uniformly in ωj.
The first product term in the second line will only be of order Op1q if j1  j2 and
j1 h1  j2 h2, while in the third line this requires j1  j2h2 and j2  j1h1.
Therefore,
cov

1?
T
T¸
j11
Dpl1qω1 D
pl2q
ωj1 h1 ,
1?
T
T¸
j21
Dpl3qωj2D
pl4q
ωj2 h2



$'''''''''&'''''''''%
1
T
T¸
j11

F pl1,l3qωj1 F
pl2,l4q
ωj1 h   F
pl1,l4q
ωj1
F pl2,l3qωj1 h
	
 2pi
T 2
T¸
j1,j21
F pl1 l2,l3 l4qωj1 ,ωj1 h,ωj2 , if h1  h2  h,
O

1
T


, if h1  h2,
(4.59)
while the covariance of the complex conjugate is given by
cov

1?
T
T¸
j11
D
pl1q
ω1D
pl2q
ωj1 h1
,
1?
T
T¸
j21
D
pl3q
ωj2D
pl4q
ωj2 h2



$'''''''''&'''''''''%
1
T
T¸
j11

F pl1,l3qωj1 F
pl2,l4q
ωj1 h
  F pl1,l4qωj1 F
pl2,l3q
ωj1 h
	
 2pi
T 2
T¸
j1,j21
F pl1 l2,l3 l4qωj1 ,ωj1 h,ωj2 , if h1  h2  h.
O

1
T


, if h1  h2.
Similarly, T covpγpT qh1 pl1, l2q, γ
pT q
h1
pl3, l4qq  OpT1q for h2  T  h1. Since
<γpT qh1 pl1, l2q 
1
2

γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q   γpT qh1 pl1, l2q
	
and
=γpT qr1 pl1, l2q 
1
2i

γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q  γpT qh1 pl1, l2q
	
,
it follows that
T cov
 <γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γpT qh2 pl3, l4qq  OpT1q
uniformly in h1, h2. All together, the above derivation yields
T cov
 <γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,<γpT qh2 pl3, l4q  T cov =γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γpT qh2 pl3, l4q
 T
2
cov
 
γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q, γpT qh2 pl3, l4q

,
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which, for, h1  h2  h, is equal to
T cov
 
γ
pT q
h pl1, l2q, γpT qh pl3, l4q

 p2piq
T 2
T¸
j1,j21
F pl1 l2,l3 l4qωj1 ,ωj1 h,ωj2
pF pl1,l1qωj1 F pl2,l2qωj1 hF
pl3,l3q
ωj2 F
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h
q1{2
 O

1
T 2


  1
T
T¸
j1
 F pl1,l3qωj
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl3,l3qωj q1{2
 O

1
T

 F pl2,l4qωj h
pF pl2,l2qωj hf pl4,l4qωj h q1{2
 O

1
T


  1
T
T¸
j1
 FX,pl1,l4qωj
pF pl1,l1qωj F pl4,l4qωj q1{2
 O

1
T

 F pl2,l3qωj h
pF pl2,l2qωj hf pl3,l3qωj h q1{2
 O

1
T


.
If the spectra are Lipschitz, the covariance structure of
?
TγpT q is thus given by
T cov
 <γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,<γpT qh2 pl3, l4q
 T cov =γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γpT qh2 pl3, l4q

$''''''''''&''''''''''%
1
4pi
» F pl1,l3qω F pl2,l4qωωhb
F pl1,l1qω F pl3,l3qω F pl2,l2qωωhF pl4,l4qω ωh
dω  
» F pl1,l4qω F pl2,l3qωωhb
F pl1,l1qω F pl4,l4qω F pl2,l2qωωhF pl3,l3qω ωh
dω
 
» » F pl1 l2,l3 l4qω,ωωh,λb
F pl1,l1qω F pl2,l2qωωhF pl3,l3qω1 F pl4,l4qω1 ωh
dωdω1


if h1  h2  h,
O

1
T


if h1  h2.
Furthermore, T covp<γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γ
pT q
h2
pl3, l4qq  OpT1q uniformly in h1, h2 P Z.
The above result implies in particular for the variance that
T cov
 <γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,<γpT qh2 pl1, l2q
 T cov =γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γpT qh2 pl1, l2qq

$'''''''''&'''''''''%
1
4pi

2pi  
» F pl1,l2qω F pl2,l1qωωhb
F pl1,l1qω F pl2,l2qω F pl2,l2qωωhF pl1,l1qω ωh
dω
 
» » F pl1 l2,l1 l2qω,ωωh,ω1b
F pl1,l1qω F pl2,l2qωωhF pl1,l1qω1 F pl2,l2qω1 ωh
dωdω1


if h1  h2  h,
O

1
T


if h1  h2,
and T covp<γpT qh1 pl1, l2q,=γ
pT q
h2
pl1, l2qq  OpT1q uniformly in h1, h2 P Z.
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B.6 Proofs under the alternative hypothesis of lo-
cal stationarity
Proof of Theorem 4.4.7. (i) In order to prove the first assertion of the theorem,
introduce the bias–variance decomposition
E
Fˆ pT qω EFˆ pT qω  EFˆ pT qω Gω22
 E
Fˆ pT qω EGˆω22 EEFˆ pT qω Gω22. (4.60)
The cross terms cancel because ErxFˆ pT qω ErFˆ pT qω s,ErFˆ pT qω sGωyHbHs and ErFˆ pT qω 
ErFˆ pT qω ss  OH . Now, by Lemma B.1.2,
cum
 
DpT qω , D
pT q
ω
  1
T
T1¸
t0
Ft{T,ω  RT,2  GpT qω  RT,2,
where }RT,2}2  OpT1q. Convolution of the cumulant tensor with the smoothing
kernel and subsequently a Taylor expansion gives
E
Fˆ pT qω   2pibT
T¸
1
Kbpω  ωjqcum
 
DpT qω , D
pT q
ω
  Gω   b,T ,
where }b,T }2  Opb2   pbT qq1 and the interchange of summations is justified by
Fubini’s Theorem since supω,u }fu,ω}2   8 and supω,u } B
2
Bω2fu,ω}2   8,. Here, the er-
ror term pbT q1 follows from discretization of the window function (see e.g., Lemma
P5.1 of Brillinger, 1981). Note that the integral approximation in time direction
does not change the error term because of Lipschitz continuity in u. Thus, the
second term in (4.60) satisfies
E
~EFˆ pT qω Gω~22  Ob2   1bT

2
.
To bound the first term of the right–hand side in (4.60), observe that, for ω  ω1,
cumpDpT qω , DpT qω1 q 
1
2piT
T¸
t,t11
cumpXpT qt , XpT qt1 qeiptω t
1ω1q
 1
2piT
T¸
t,t11
Ct{T ;t1tpτ, τ 1qeipt1tqω1itpω ω1q   tt1,T
 1
2piT
T¸
t1
¸
|h|¤Tt
cumpXpT qt , XpT qt hqeiphω
1qitpω ω1q  RT,2
 1
2piT
T¸
t1
¸
|h|¤Tt
Ft{T,heiphω1qitpω ω1q  RT,2, (4.61)
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where Lemma B.1.3 was applied to obtain the second equality sign and since further
also
}T }2  1
2piT
T¸
t11
1  |t1  t2|
T
}κ2;t1t2}2  O

1
T


by (4.18). Decompose the corresponding local autocovariance operator of (4.61) as
1
2piT
 T1¸
h0
Th¸
t1
Ct{T ;heiphω1qitpω ω1q  
1¸
hT 1
T|h|¸
t1
Ct{T ;heiphω1qitpω ω1q


 RT,2.
(4.62)
Under Assumption 4.4.6, 12piT
T1¸
h0
Th¸
t1
Ct{T,heiphω1qitpω ω1q

2
¤ 1
2piT
T1¸
h0
 Th¸
t1
eitpω ω
1q
Ct{T,h2
¤ 1
2piT
T1¸
h0
∆pω ω1qTh Ct{T,h2 ¤ CT ¸
hPZ
|h|}κ2;h}2  O

1
T


for some constant C. A similar derivation shows the same bound holds for the second
term of (4.62). It can therefore be concluded that
cumpDpT qω , DpT qλ q2  OpT1q
uniformly in ω  ω1, 0 ¤ ω, ω1   pi. Furthermore, Lemma B.1.2 and Minkowski’s
Inequality yieldcumpDpT qω , DpT qω , DpT qω1 , DpT qω1q
2
¤ 1
T
 1T
T1¸
t0
F t
T
,ω,ω,ω1

2
 O

1
T 2


 1
T
GpT qω,ω,ω1
2
 O

1
T 2


 O

1
T


.
The last equality follows since supu,ω ~Ft{T,ω,ω,ω1~2 ¤
°
h1,h2,h3PZ }κ3;h1,h2,h3}2 
Op1q by Assumption 4.4.6. Therefore the product theorem for cumulant tensors
(Theorem B.1.1) implies that
cov
 
IpT qω , I
pT q
ω1
  cum DpT qω , DpT qω , DpT qω1 , DpT qω1 
  S1324

cum
 
DpT qω , D
pT q
ω1
b cum DpT qω , DpT qω1 	
  S1423

cum
 
DpT qω , D
pT q
ω1
b cum DpT qω , DpT qω1	, (4.63)
where Sijkl denotes the permutation operator on b4i1L2Cpr0, 1sq that permutes the
components of a tensor according to the permutation p1, 2, 3, 4q ÞÑ pi, j, k, lq, that is,
Sijklpx1 b    b x4q  xi b    b xl. It is clear from (4.63) that ~covpIpT qω , IpT qω1 q~2 
OpT1q for ω1  ω, 0 ¤ ω, ω1   pi, while for ω1  ω it follows thatcov IpT qω , IpT qω 2 ¤S1324cum DpT qω , DpT qω b cum DpT qω , DpT qω 	2
 
S1423cum DpT qω , DpT qω b cum DpT qω , DpT qω 	
2
 RT,2  Op1q.
(4.64)
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Furthermore,
cov
 Fˆ pT qω , Fˆ pT qω   2piT

2 T¸
j,j11
Kbpω  ωjqKbpω  ωj1q
 1
T 2
 T1¸
t,t10
Ft{T,ωj b Ft{T,ωjeiptt
1qpωjωj1 q
 
T1¸
t,t10
Ft{T,ωj b Ft{T,ωjeiptt
1qpωj ωj1 q


 RT,2. (4.65)
Hence,covpFˆ pT qω , Fˆ pT qω q
2
¤
sup
u,ω
Fu,ω222piT

2 T¸
j,j11
Kbpω  ωjqKbpω  ωj1q |∆
pωjωj1 q
T |2
T 2
  sup
u,ω
Fu,ω222piT

2 T¸
j,j11
Kbpω  ωjqKbpω  ωj1q |∆
pωj ωj1 q
T |2
T 2
 O

1
T


 O

1
bT


. (4.66)
Together with the equivalence of the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the operator and the
L2–norm of its kernel, the above implies then that the second term of (4.60) satisfies
E
~Fˆ pT qω EFˆ pT qω ~22  »
r0,1s2
varpfˆ pT qω pτ, τ 1qqdτdτ 1  O

1
bT


uniformly in ω P rpi, pis. This establishes (i).
(ii) The second part of the proof proceeds along similar lines as Paparoditis
(2009). An application of Minkowski’s inequality yieldsFˆ pT qω Gω2 ¤ 2piT
T¸
j1
Kbpωj1  ωjq

cumpDpTωj , DpT qωjq 
1
T
¸
t1
Ft{T,ωj

2
 
2piT
T¸
j1
Kbpωj1  ωjq 1
T
¸
t1

ft{T,ωj  Ft{T,ω

2
 
2piT
T¸
j1
Kbpωj1  ωjq  1


1
T
¸
t1
Ft{T,ω

2
.
Markov’s inequality together with (i), which is not affected by the discretization
of the integral, imply the first term tends to zero. Since the spectral operator is
Lipschitz continuous in ω, the second term is bounded by1 » pipiKbpωk  ω1qdω1
|b|  O1  1bT


Opbq  Opbq.
Finally, the third term is seen to be of order OppbT q1q.
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Proof of Theorem 4.4.10. By Lemma B.1.2, the expectation of γ
pT q
h pl, l1q satisfies
E

γ
pT q
h pl, l1q
  1
T
T¸
j1

1
T
T1¸
t0
F pl,l1qt{T,ωj
pGpl,lqωj Gpl
1,l1q
ωj hq1{2
eitωh  O

1
T


 O

1
h2
  1
T


,
for all h  1, . . . , T  1. Using the Lipschitz continuity of the spectra, expression
(4.22) follows. For the covariance structure, note once more that
<γpT qh pl, l1q 
1
2

γ
pT q
h pl, l1q   γpT qh pl, l1q
	
and =γpT qh pl, l1q 
1
2i

γ
pT q
h pl, l1q  γpT qh pl, l1q
	
.
Under the alternative, these are in fact correlated and four separate cases will have
to be considered:
(i) cov
 <γpl1,l2qh1 ,<γpl3,l4qh2   14cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2   cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 
  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2   cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 ;
(ii) cov
 <γpl1,l2qh1 ,=γpl3,l4qh2   14i

cov
 
γ
pl1,l2q
h1
, γ
pl3,l4q
h2
q  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 q
  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 ;
(iii) cov
 =γpl1,l2qh1 ,<γpl3,l4qh2   14i

cov
 
γ
pl1,l2q
h1
, γ
pl3,l4q
h2
  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 
 cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 ;
(iv) cov
 =γpl1,l2qh1 ,=γpl3,l4qh2   14cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2  cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 
 cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2   cov γpl1,l2qh1 , γpl3,l4qh2 .
To find the expressions for the covariance structure of
?
Tγ
pT q
h and its complex
conjugate, use (4.57) and Lemma B.1.2 to write
cov
 
Dpl1qωj1D
pl2q
ωj1 h1 , D
pl3q
ωj2
D
pl4q
ωj2 h2

 2pi
T
F˜ pl1 l2,l3 l4qph1 h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 q  O

1
T 2


 

F˜ pl1,l3qpj1j2;ωj1 q  O

1
T


F˜ pl2,l4qpj1h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 q  O

1
T


 

F˜ pl1,l4qpj1 j2 h2;ωj1 q  O

1
T


F˜ pl2,l3qpj1h1j2,ωj1 h1 q  O

1
T


.
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Thus,
cov
 ?
Tγ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q,
?
Tγ
pT q
h2
pl3, l4q

 1
T
T¸
j1,j21
"
2pi
T
F˜ pl1 l2,l3 l4qph1 h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 q
pGpl1,l1qωj1 G
pl2,l2q
ωj1 h1G
pl3,l3q
ωj2 G
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h2
q1{2
 
F˜ pl1,l3qpj1j2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l4q
pj1h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 q
pGpl1,l1qωj1 G
pl3,l3q
ωj2 G
pl2,l2q
ωj1 h1G
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h2
q1{2
 
F˜ pl1,l4qpj1 j2 h2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l3q
pj1h1j2,ωj1 h1 q
pGpl1,l1qωj1 G
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h2
G
pl2,l2q
ωj1 h1G
pl3,l3q
ωj2 q1{2
 O

1
T
 F˜ pl1,l3qpj1j2;ωj1 q
pGpl1,l1qωj1 G
pl3,l3q
ωj2 q1{2
 
F˜ pl2,l4qpj1h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 q
pGpl2,l2qωj1 h1G
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h2
q1{2
 
F˜ pl1,l4qpj1 j2 h2;ωj1 q
pGpl1,l1qωj1 G
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h2
q1{2
 
F˜ pl2,l3qpj1h1j2,ωj1 h1 q
pGpl2,l2qωj1 h1G
pl3,l3q
ωj2 q1{2

  1
T 2

*
.
By Corollary B.1.2 (ii), this equals
Σ
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  T cov
 
γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q, γpT qh2 pl3, l4q

(4.67)
 1
T
T¸
j1,j21
Gpl1,l2,l3,l4qj1,j2

F˜ pl1,l3qpj1j2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l4q
pj1h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 q
  F˜ pl1,l4qpj1 j2 h2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l3q
pj1h1j2,ωj1 h1 q
  2pi
T
F˜ pl1 l2,l3 l4qph1 h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 q
	
 O

1
T


,
where Gpl1,l2,l3,l4qj1,j2  pGpl1,l1qωj1 Gpl2,l2qωj1 h1G
pl3,l3q
ωj2
G
pl4,l4q
ωj2 h2
q1{2. Similarly,
Σ´
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  T cov
 
γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q, γpT qh2 pl3, l4q

(4.68)
 1
T
T¸
j1,j21
Gpl1,l2,l3,l4qj1,j2

F˜ pl1,l3qpj1 j2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l4q
pj1h1j2h2;ωj1 h1 q
  F˜ pl1,l4qpj1j2h2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l3q
pj1h1 j2;ωj1 h1 q
  2pi
T
F˜ pl1 l2,l3 l4qph1h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 q
	
 O

1
T


,
Σ¯
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  T cov
 
γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q, γpT qh2 pl3, l4q

(4.69)
 1
T
T¸
j1,j21
Gpl1,l2,l3,l4qj1,j2

F˜ pl1,l3qpj1 j2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l4q
pj1 h1j2h2;ωj1 h1 q
  F˜ pl1,l4qpj1j2h2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l3q
pj1 h1 j2;ωj1 h1 q
  2pi
T
F˜ pl1 l2,l3 l4qph1h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 q
	
 O

1
T


,
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and
Σ`
pT q
h1,h2
pl4q  T cov
 
γ
pT q
h1
pl1, l2q, γpT qh2 pl3, l4q

(4.70)
 1
T
T¸
j1,j21

Gpl1,l2,l3,l4qj1,j2 F˜ pl1,l3qpj1j2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l4q
pj1 h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 q
  F˜ pl1,l4qpj1 j2 h2;ωj1 qF˜
pl2,l3q
pj1 h1j2;ωj1 h1 q
  2pi
T
F˜ pl1 l2,l3 l4qph1 h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 q
	
 O

1
T


.
This completes the proof.
Similarly, we find for the covariance structure of Theorem B.4.4:
Υh1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  limTÑ8
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

xF˜j1j2;ωj1 pψl2q, ψl1yxF˜j1h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 pψl12q, ψl11y
  xF˜j1 j2 h2;ωj1 pψl12q, ψl1yxF˜j1h1j2,ωj1 h1 pψl2q, ψl11y
  2pi
T
xF˜ph1 h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 qpψl2 l12q, ψl1,l11y
	
, (4.71)
Υ´h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  limTÑ8
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

xF˜j1 j2;ωj1 pψl2q, ψl1yxF˜j1h1j2h2;ωj1 h1 pψl12q, ψl11y
  xF˜j1j2h2;ωj1 pψl12q, ψl1yxF˜j1h1 j2;ωj1 h1 pψl2q, ψl11y
  2pi
T
xF˜ph1h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 qpψl2 l12q, ψl1 l11y
	
, (4.72)
Υ¯h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  limTÑ8
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

xF˜j1 j2;ωj1 pψl2q, ψl1yxF˜j1 h1j2h2;ωj1 h1 pψl12q, ψl11y
  xF˜j1j2h2;ωj1 pψl12q, ψl1yxF˜j1 h1 j2;ωj1 h1 pψl2q, ψl11y
  2pi
T
xF˜ph1h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 qpψl2 l12q, ψl1 l11y
	
(4.73)
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and
Υ`h1,h2pψl1l11 l2l12q  limTÑ8
1
T
T¸
j1,j21

xF˜j1j2;ωj1 pψl2q, ψl1yxF˜j1 h1 j2 h2;ωj1 h1 pψl12q, ψl11y
  xF˜j1 j2 h2;ωj1 pψl12q, ψl1yxF˜j1 h1j2;ωj1 h1 pψl2q, ψl11y
  2pi
T
xF˜ph1 h2;ωj1 ,ωj1 h1 ,ωj2 qpψl2 l12q, ψl1 l11y
	
(4.74)
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This chapter concludes this thesis. Because each chapter contains its own conclu-
sion, I will refrain from going into details. Rather, this chapter focuses on shortly
providing an overview of each, where limitations and possible extensions for future
research are highlighted. This is then followed by an overall conclusion.
This thesis dealt with the analysis of stochastic processes with time–varying
spectral characteristics. Each chapter contributed to this topic in a different way.
Chapter 2 focused on the development of an algorithm for the nonparametric estima-
tion of time–varying spectra that allows to data–adaptively determine the optimal
shape of the smoothing kernel. Chapter 3 was concerned with the introduction of
a theoretical framework enabling statistical inference for nonstationary functional
time series, i.e., time series that take values in an infinite–dimensional separable
Hilbert space. Chapter 4 covered the problem of identification of nonstationary
functional time series by means of a frequency domain–based test statistic. This
thesis therefore tackled both a long–time open practical problem in the analysis of
time–varying spectra, as well as the gap in theory for the analysis of time series
on infinite–dimensional separable Hilbert spaces that are characterized by changing
second–order characteristics.
A data–adaptive approach for the estimation of time–varying spectra was intro-
duced in Chapter 2. The aim of this chapter has been to develop a method that
circumvents the explicit specification of the smoothing bandwidths in time and fre-
quency direction, parameters for which no guidelines are available in practice and for
which the optimal theoretical values are often not optimal in finite samples. To over-
come this sensitivity, the idea behind the approach has been to adjust the degree of
frequency and time resolution to the data at hand. This is achieved by constructing
the smoothing kernel – viewed as a bivariate function in the time–frequency plane
– iteratively. In each step, the adaptive smoothing kernel is applied to a very raw
estimator, the pre–periodogram, from which estimates of the local spectral variates
are subsequently obtained. The algorithm starts with a small initial search neigh-
borhood around the point of interest. The new adaptive smoothing kernel is then
constructed based on those points within this neighborhood for which the condition
of ‘homogeneity’ is not violated. This is done for all points in the time–frequency
plane and new estimates of the local spectral variates are obtained by applying the
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updated resulting smoothing kernels to the corresponding pre–periodogram vari-
ates. The search neighborhoods are then extended and the same is repeated until
the maximum bandwidths are reached.
The method has a couple of interesting features. Firstly, the smoothing kernels
are not constructed as the product of a kernel in time and frequency direction but
really as a bivariate function in the plane. The advantage is that the smoothing
kernel can be of any shape and therefore permits full flexibility. This property
enables not only for easy adjustment to smooth changes in the spectrum but at
the same time makes it possible to automatically adjust for structural breaks in
the spectrum. Moreover, the method is tailored to control for the volatile behavior
of the pre–periodogram over iterations. This volatile behavior and the resulting
artifacts are usually a reason why the pre–periodogram, and other spectrogram–like
estimators, are not often used in practice. It is however the ‘rawness’ of these type
of estimators that enables the flexibility in adjusting the degree of frequency and
time resolution. Many applications could benefit from such flexibility and I therefore
believe a more thorough understanding of the pre–periodogram can be of general
importance.
Of course, the procedure has its limitations. There are a few initial parameters
that need to be specified. However, simulation studies show the performance is not
sensitive to these parameters. Theoretical guidelines would however be useful in
understanding how to fine–tune the method. The main drawback would be that
the full adaptability of the algorithm comes at the cost of a long running time.
It is however expected that future technology and an implementation by means of
the graphical processing unit can make this issue negligible. This is left for future
research.
In contrast to Chapter 2, in which a practical problem was addressed, Chapter
3 and Chapter 4 focused on the development of theory and methodology for the
analysis of nonstationary stochastic processes taking values in the function space.
Technological advances in data storage techniques have led to a surge in demand for
methodology that allows to extract information and to draw inferences from data
that can be viewed as being sampled recordings from complex mathematical struc-
tures. Many of the existing techniques are based on the assumption of independent
and identically distributed functional observations. For time series of functional
data, it is not only important to take into account the temporal dependence struc-
ture but also that this dependence structure is likely to change over time. The
development of statistical methods that take into account the dependence structure
has been a focal point in the literature on functional time series. To my knowl-
edge, this thesis is however the first to address the necessity to develop theory and
methodology for functional time series for which the assumption of weak stationarity
is violated.
In Chapter 3, the concept of local stationarity was introduced for stochastic pro-
cesses taking values in infinite–dimensional separable Hilbert spaces. The asymp-
totic framework that was developed in this chapter enables meaningful statistical
inference and allows the derivation of large sample approximations of estimators and
test statistics for functional processes of which the dynamics change over time. It
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moreover provides the building blocks for a well–defined spectral theory. A well–
defined spectral theory is of foremost importance in many applications as it is often
the frequency content of the process that is of interest. It moreover provides a com-
plete characterization of the second–order dependence structure of the process. In
the functional setting, this can especially be valuable because it is frequently un-
clear what specific model could describe the process. Chapter 3 therefore focused
on the investigation of a class of processes for which a time–varying functional
Crame´r representation exists. The notion of a time–varying spectral density op-
erator, which inherently corresponds to this representation, was investigated and
a uniqueness property derived. It was furthermore shown that time–varying func-
tional ARMA processes admit such a representation and that their second–order
characteristics are completely characterized by the time–varying spectral density
operator. Time–varying autoregressive processes were examined in detail and some
time domain aspects, such as conditions for which a causal solution exists, were pro-
vided. Weakly stationary functional processes are comprised as a special case of the
introduced framework and, as a consequence, the framework provides a meaningful
generalization of spectral theory to nonstationary functional time series. The last
part of the chapter focused on the estimation of the time–varying spectral density
operator. It was shown that a consistent and asymptotically Gaussian estimator can
be constructed by means of a smoothed version of the segmented periodogram oper-
ator. Crucial in this construction is the application of a data taper to the functional
observations.
Chapter 3 can be seen to provide a theoretical skeleton for the development
of statistical methods that take into account that the dependence structure of a
functional time series possibly changes over time. Because the data is intrinsically
infinite–dimensional, an important aspect in future work would be to investigate
appropriate dimension reduction techniques. The proposed framework allows in
particular to investigate how existing techniques such as functional dynamic prin-
cipal component analysis should be adjusted when the process has time–varying
spectral characteristics. Another important aspect would be to investigate what the
violation of weak stationarity would mean for a finite–dimensional representation of
the series. A localized Crame´r Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion might be considered.
In order to prevent model misspecification and drawing incorrect inferences it
is important to test whether the assumption of temporal constancy of the second–
order structure, which lies at the basis of most statistical inference procedures, is
in fact justified. This observation provided the motivation of Chapter 4 in which
a method was proposed to test for stationarity of a functional time series. The
test that was introduced exploits that the functional Discrete Fourier Transform
evaluated at distinct Fourier frequencies are asymptotically uncorrelated if and only
if the process is functional weakly stationary.
The method has some useful properties. No structural modeling assumptions
are made other than weak structural modeling conditions in terms of functional
cumulant tensors. This makes the method applicable to a wide range of functional
time series, including those that are nonlinear and for which it is unclear what type
of parametric model could represent the series. The method is also straightforward
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to apply in the finite–dimensional setting for which the specification of a linear model
is not justifiable. The locally stationary framework that was introduced in Chapter
3 has moreover been used to investigate the sampling properties of the test under
smoothly changing alternatives. The latter is a novelty as the existing literature on
stationarity tests for functional time series are specifically designed to detect abrupt
changes. Simulation results demonstrate the method is however also robust against
this source of nonstationarity.
The final test statistic has a quadratic form and was derived to be chi–square
distributed under both the null as well as under the alternative. Under the alterna-
tive, this distribution is a generalized chi–square with a non–centrality parameter.
The expression for this mean function provides useful intuition behind the departure
from stationarity. Knowledge on the sampling properties under the alternative of
local stationarity seems especially beneficial in understanding how different degrees
of nonstationarity affect the distribution. It will be interesting to compare how the
method performs compared to existing time domain–based tests when the generat-
ing process is affected by a structural break. Additionally, application to real data
still needs to be considered. Both will be pursued in the near future.
To summarize, the focal point in this thesis has been stochastic processes that
are characterized by time–varying spectral characteristics. As highlighted in the
introduction of this manuscript, the underlying motivation for all chapters is that it
has become apparent that processes which exhibit nonstationary behavior are the
rule rather than the exception in real life applications. This holds both for processes
that are taking values in a Euclidean space as well as for processes that take values
in a function space. The use of methods based on the assumption of temporal
constancy can therefore risk forfeiting important information.
To analyze processes for which this assumption needs to be relaxed, this thesis
focused on nonparametric methods in the frequency domain. The frequency domain
allows for the complete characterization of the second–order dependence structure of
a (functional) time series via the spectral density (operator). This characterization
can be very valuable to capture the dependence structure when parametric models
are inappropriate. Especially in the functional setting it is often unclear what type
of model the process follows. Moreover, it has become apparent that a variety of
parametric models show estimation problems when the dimension is too large. For
example, determining the lag order p of higher order functional autoregressive pro-
cesses and estimation of the corresponding filter operators cannot seem to be done
adequately. Not even under the assumption of stationarity. The temporal depen-
dence can however be captured at once in the frequency domain without underlying
structural modeling assumptions, making it a useful alternative to the time domain
in this relatively new field of research.
The chapters that form the main body of this thesis considered both practical
and theoretical aspects for the analysis of time–varying spectra of stochastic pro-
cesses. The first part was concerned with the long–time open problem of bandwidth
selection for the estimation of time–varying spectra. A problem often encountered
by practitioners. The second part addressed the need for the development of the-
ory and methodology for nonstationary stochastic processes on infinite–dimensional
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separable Hilbert spaces. Of course, the analysis in this thesis is far from complete
but hopefully provides a meaningful contribution to the existing literature and will
help the development of theory and empirical methods for nonstationary processes
taking values both in finite– and infinite–dimensional separable Hilbert spaces.
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Valorization
Since 2014, a valorization addendum is a mandatory part of all doctoral theses at
Dutch Universities. Roughly speaking, the addendum should provide social jus-
tification of the research undertaken. More precisely, according to the National
Valorization Committee the term valorization stands for “ The process of creating
value from knowledge by making knowledge suitable and/or accessible for economic
and/or social exploitation and translating it into competitive products, services, pro-
cesses and new activities”. In this addendum, the knowledge valorization of the
topic of this thesis – i.e., practical and theoretical aspects of time–varying spec-
tral analysis on Hilbert spaces – is outlined. I shall do this by discussing how the
topic and the respective findings of my doctoral thesis are of social and economic
relevance.
This thesis has been centered around the concept of serially correlated stochastic
processes – i.e., time series – in particular those with a changing correlation struc-
ture over time. With nonzero serial correlation we mean that a stochastic process
– a process that is subject to random variation and evolves over time – is possi-
bly influenced by its own past. Equivalently, a nonzero serial correlation structure
implies that, if we decompose the process in terms of its cyclical behavior by rep-
resenting it in the spectral domain, the energy that is dissipated by the process is
not equally spread over frequencies. A socially and economically relevant example
where the frequency content of a stochastic process is of importance can come from
engineering. Decomposition of earthquake vibrations into its components allows to
determine which vibrations, of different speeds and amplitudes, account for most
variation in the signal. Buildings can then be designed to avoid interaction with the
strongest components.
As stated in the introduction of this thesis, many physical phenomena, including
the above example, exhibit nonstationary behavior as a result of smooth changes in
their second–order structure. For example, in meteorology the atmospheric turbu-
lence shows clear changes when measured over time. Atmospheric turbulence are
the small, irregular air motions characterized by winds that vary in speed and direc-
tion. These turbulences affect how water vapor, energy and other substances such as
smoke are distributed and therefore cause for instability in the atmosphere. More-
over, daily records of temperature, precipitation and cloud cover over a region as
three related surfaces may change over time due to global climate changes. Antici-
pation to weather conditions is vital in different areas of society and can help reduce
economic as well as social damages to a minimum. In order to optimally antici-
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pate to these conditions, weather prediction models need to take this nonstationary
behavior into account.
In economics, empirical studies have shown that macroeconomic data, such as
interest rates or variables related to the gross domestic product, exhibit smooth
changes when measured over longer periods of time or on a fine enough time res-
olution. Central banks and other research institutions will have to integrate this
behavior in their development of prediction models. This is of foremost importance
since these models form the basis of an economic outlook and are consequently used
by policy makers to adjust government spending and fiscal policy. Another impor-
tant related example comes from finance, where implied volatility of an option as a
function of moneyness changes over time. This information is relevant among others
to investors, banks and insurance companies.
In medicine, different recording techniques of brain activity such as electroen-
cepahlograms (EEG’s), functional magnetic resonance images (fMRI) and local field
potentials (LFP’s) show that the underlying dynamics of the brain process have
spectral properties that evolve over time. These changing dynamics are important
to take into consideration in order to correctly model how, for example, different
regions of the brain such as the nucleas accumbens or the hippocampus, are involved
in certain cognitive processes. In chapter 2, the introduced data–adaptive method
was applied to local field potentials recordings.
These are only a few applications where the process is characterized by time–
varying spectral characteristics. The list of disciplines in which such processes occur
is however much longer and includes geophysics, astronomy, sound analysis and elec-
trical engineering. Just as for the examples provided above, these disciplines are all
involved in answering socially and economically relevant questions. To answer these
questions, they rely on statistical tools and techniques that are made available by the
statistical or econometric community or yet related fields. Failing to properly take
into account the time–varying second–order characteristics will make the underlying
model inappropriate and accordingly any inferences drawn from it invalid.
Despite of its importance, the majority of methods applied is still based on the
assumption that the underlying data generating process is either time–invariant or
that the nonstationarity is caused by abrupt changes. Another type of nonstationary
processes that has received a considerable amount of attention in the (econometric)
time series literature, are so–called integrated processes. These can be classified
by the property that the differenced series are stationarity. These types of nonsta-
tionary processes have in common that their analysis generally does not require a
completely different framework to derive statistical properties. This in contrast to
the case where the second–order structure is varying over time.
As made clear by the wide range of disciplines listed above, changes in the
second–order structure are however the rule rather than the exception. It was
already mentioned in the introduction of this thesis that the extension of many
estimation methods to processes of which the data generating mechanism is in a
constant state of change, is not a natural one. Not only will the classical theoretical
framework – on which many statistical inference procedures are based – became
meaningless, the decomposition in terms of frequency components might no longer
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have the same physical interpretation. In many applications, the research question
however requires knowledge on how the process dissipates energy over different fre-
quency components. A clear example of this was provided at the beginning of this
addendum, where we motivated the relevance to correctly decompose earthquake
vibrations. Even when the research question is not directly formulated in terms
of its frequency content, it can often still be advantageous to proceed the analysis
of the series in the spectral domain. The second–order dependence structure of a
time series can be completely characterized in the spectral domain via the spectral
density (operator). Especially when one is facing high–dimensional data, when para-
metric modeling cannot be justified or when the process exhibits cyclical behavior,
the spectral domain can provide a useful alternative to the time domain.
Relatively recent (Dahlhaus, 1996a) a framework for finite–dimensional time se-
ries with time–varying characteristics was introduced that allows for both meaningful
statistical inference as well as for a spectral theory in which concepts such as ‘fre-
quency’ and ‘energy’ keep the same physical interpretation. Although this has led
to a surge in the literature on processes with time–varying spectral characteristics,
there are still many open problems. An important one is the problem to estimate
the time–varying spectrum in practice. Because this object is a function of both
time and frequency and because theoretical results are not directly applicable, the
practitioner is forced to face the uncertainty principle. That is, the practitioner
needs to find the right balance between the required estimation precision in time
and frequency direction, given that more precision in one direction directly means
a loss of precision in the other direction.
Another more recent problem is that the surge in data storage techniques has
led to the need for models that can deal with data that are intrinsically infinite–
dimensional. In effect, many modern datasets can be viewed as sampled recordings
from complex mathematical structures such as curves or surfaces. The extension of
methods that are suitable in finite–dimensional spaces to methods that are suitable
in infinite–dimensional spaces is far from straightforward and requires careful con-
sideration of various convergence concepts as well as the consideration of appropriate
dimension reduction techniques. The field of research involved with this during the
past few decades is known as functional data analysis. A particular subfield, known
as functional time series, is concerned with ordered collections of functional data
and focuses on the development of methods that take into account the second–order
dependence structure. These methods rely however on the assumption that this de-
pendence structure remains constant over time and thus that the series is functional
weakly stationary. Not unlike the finite–dimensional setting, this assumption turns
out to be too restrictive in many applications. The aforementioned meteorological
elements as related surfaces as well as the implied volatility surface are examples of
functional time series with changing second–order characteristics. The development
of statistical techniques to model this type of functional data correctly has however
remained an open problem.
This thesis has addressed these two open problems. That is, this thesis has been
concerned with both the practical problem of the estimation of time–varying spec-
tral densities as well as the need for the development of theory and methodology for
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infinite–dimensional stochastic processes that are characterized by changing second–
order characteristics. In Chapter 2, a data–adaptive approach was introduced for the
estimation of time–varying spectra. Without going into details again, the method
allows the data to tell the practitioner what would be the ‘correct’ balance between
time– and frequency resolution for each time–varying spectral variate in the time–
frequency plane. The algorithm as developed will be provided as a software package
and will therefore be easily accessible to any practitioner that is facing this prob-
lem. Chapter 3 was devoted to develop spectral theory and methodology to model
functional time series that have time–varying spectral characteristics. Although the
results of Chapter 3 are theoretical and not of a nature that the practitioner can
apply directly, they are a necessary step in understanding the behavior of these type
of processes. This in turn is a necessary step in the development of methods that
will become available to the practitioner. An important aspect of research is that
it paves the way for future research. This chapter does exactly that by providing
the foundation for a framework that enables statistical inference of nonstationary
functional time series and that allows the derivation of large sample approxima-
tions of estimators and test statistics. Chapter 4 builds in fact on the framework
of Chapter 3 by providing a test statistic that allows to test for the presence of
time–varying spectral characteristics. This test allows the practitioner to determine
whether standard inference methods can be used or that these become invalid and
that alternative methods based on the framework as proposed in Chapter 3 need to
be considered in order to draw correct inferences.
I hope the knowledge valorization provided in this addendum will make clear the
importance of the research undertaken in this dissertation. An outlook into possible
future research has been provided in both the conclusion of the relevant chapters
as well as in the overall conclusion (Chapter 5). These projects, as well as the
implementation of the proposed methods into easily accessible software packages,
are something I look forward to work on in the near future.
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Veel fysische verschijnselen vertonen niet–stationair gedrag ten gevolge van geleide-
lijke veranderingen over tijd in de tweede–orde afhankelijkheidsstructuur. Voorbeel-
den zijn te vinden in een groot aantal verschillende wetenschappelijke disciplines zo-
als in de geofysica, geneeskunde, economie en ingenieurswetenschappen. Bovendien
kunnen veel moderne datasets, die mogelijk onderhevig zijn aan dit type gedrag, ge-
zien worden als processen die varie¨ren over een continuu¨m. In dit proefschrift staan
stochastische processen centraal die gekarakteriseerd kunnen worden door beide as-
pecten. Met andere woorden, dit proefschrift is gewijd aan het ontwikkelen van
theorie en methodologie voor de analyse van stochastische processen waarvan de
afhankelijkheidsstructuur van de tweede–orde, en dus de spectrale karakteristieken,
veranderen over tijd. De elementen van het stochastische proces worden veronder-
steld waarden aan te nemen op een separabele Hilbert–ruimte en zijn dus van een
intrinsiek oneindige dimensie.
Een stochastisch proces – een evolutie proces dat bestaat uit een reeks geordende
toevalsvariabelen – wordt zwak stationair genoemd of stationair van de tweede–orde
wanneer de eerste twee momenten van de afhankelijkheidsstructuur, d.w.z. de ver-
wachting en covariantie, niet tijdsafhankelijk zijn. Een zwak stationair stochastisch
proces kan alternatief worden weergegeven als een stochastisch signaal met wille-
keurige amplitudes and fases die zelf tijdsonafhankelijk zijn. Deze decompositie in
termen van harmonische trillingen met tijd constante coe¨fficie¨nten wordt ook wel
de spectrale representatie van het proces genoemd. Het bijbehorende spectrum of
spectrale dichtheidsfunctie van het proces – de Fourier transformatie van de covari-
antie structuur – geeft informatie over hoe de energie in het proces verdeeld is, of
wordt afgegeven, over verschillende frequenties.
Ondanks het feit dat het duidelijk is dat de tweede–orde afhankelijkheidsstruc-
tuur in vele gevallen wel degelijk verandert over tijd, is het merendeel van de statis-
tische methoden die alledaags worden toegepast gebaseerd op de aanname van een
onderliggend tijdsinvariant generatiemechanisme. Wanneer de tweede–orde afhanke-
lijkheidsstructuur tijdsafhankelijk is, houdt het postulaat van zwakke stationariteit
niet. Dit heeft twee belangrijke gevolgen. Ten eerste is een spectrale representatie
van het proces waarbij de fysische interpretatie van ‘frequentie’ en ‘energie’ behou-
den blijft, niet per se definieerbaar. Ten tweede is een alternatieve asymptotische
theorie noodzakelijk voor betekenisvolle statistische inferentie.
Voor niet–stationaire processen waarvan de elementen waarden aannemen in Eu-
clidische ruimtes, is er een raamwerk (Dahlhaus, 1996a) ge¨ıntroduceerd die zowel een
betekenisvolle statististische inferentie mogelijk maakt alsmede een spectraal theo-
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rie waarin concepten als ‘frequentie’ and ‘energie’ behouden blijven. Dit raamwerk
heeft de weg vrij gemaakt voor toenemend onderzoek naar processen waarvan de
afhankelijkheidsstructuur onderhevig is aan veranderingen over tijd. Veel proble-
men zijn echter tot op heden onopgelost gebleven. Een belangrijk probleem in de
praktijk is het schatten van het tijdsafhankelijk spectrum. Omdat deze functie niet
alleen afhangt van frequentie maar ook van tijd en theoretische resultaten niet direct
toepasbaar zijn, is men in de praktijk geconfronteerd met het onzekerheidsprincipe.
Een balans moet daarbij gevonden worden tussen de benodigde precisie in beide
richtingen, waarbij meer schattingsprecisie in de ene richting ten koste gaat van de
schattingsprecisie in de andere richting.
Een ander zeer urgent probleem doet zich voor als gevolg van recente technologi-
sche ontwikkelingen. Ook al varie¨ren veel fysische verschijnselen over een continuu¨m
zoals over een kromme of een oppervlakte, pas zeer recente ontwikkelingen hebben
het mogelijk gemaakt om deze processen waar te nemen op willekeurig hoge frequen-
ties. De hierdoor toenemende vraag naar methodologie die de onderzoeker in staat
stelt om informatie te extraheren en conclusies te trekken uit data die gezien kunnen
worden als steekproefsgewijze metingen van complex wiskundige structuren, is het
brandpunt van functionale data analyse. Het merendeel van de bestaande functio-
nale data literatuur neemt aan dat de functionale observaties onafhankelijk en iden-
tiek verdeeld zijn. Net als voor stochastische processen waarvan de toevalsvariabelen
waarden aannemen in eindig dimensionale vectorruimten, is het voor tijdreeksen van
functionale data van groot belang om statistische methodes te ontwikkelen die niet
alleen rekening houden met de inherente afhankelijkheidsstructuur, maar ook met
het feit dat deze structuur zeer waarschijnlijk verandert over tijd. Tot nu toe zijn er
echter enkel statistische methoden en instrumenten ontwikkeld onder het postulaat
van zwakke stationariteit.
Bovengenoemde problemen vormen de kern van het gedane onderzoek in dit
proefschrift. In het eerste gedeelte (Hoofdstuk 2) van dit proefschrift wordt een data–
adaptieve methode ontwikkeld voor de schatting van spectra van niet–stationaire
processen. Verondersteld wordt dat het niet–stationaire gedrag niet alleen veroor-
zaakt kan worden door geleidelijke veranderingen maar tevens door structurele ver-
anderingen. De ge¨ıntroduceerde schattingstechniek is gemotiveerd vanuit het feit dat
optimale bandbreedtes van de vensterfuncties in tijd– en frequentie richting, respec-
tievelijk, afhangen van de gladheidseigenschappen van het ware onbekende spectrum
in deze richtingen. In de praktijk zijn de optimale waarden van deze bandbreedtes
niet direct toepasbaar. Tegelijkertijd is de schattingsprecisie sterk afhankelijk van
de lokalisatie in tijd– en frequentie richting. Een data–adaptieve techniek om deze
brandbeedtes optimaal te selecteren is tot nu toe een onopgelost probleem gebleven.
Het streven is om hier een oplossing voor te vinden door een methode te introduce-
ren die het mogelijk maakt om de optimale vorm van de vensterfunctie – beschouwd
als een tweedimensionale functie in het tijd–frequentie vlak – op een data–adaptieve
manier vast te stellen. Het onderliggende principe van het algoritme is om ite-
ratief de bandbreedtes van de vensterfunctie uit te breiden totdat ‘homogeniteit’
wordt geschonden. Dit vindt plaats in de separatie fase die bewerkstelligd wordt
door middel van een extra vensterfunctie, een sanctievenster. Dit sanctievenster
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geeft minder of geen gewicht aan de coo¨rdinaten binnen de bandbreedtes die niet
tot dezelfde homogene regio behoren als het coo¨rdinaat waarvoor de vensterfunc-
tie wordt vastgesteld. Om volledige flexibiliteit te kunnen realiseren voor de graad
waarmee de fluctuaties worden afgezwakt in de respectievelijke richtingen, worden
de schattingen van de locale spectrale coo¨rdinaten verwezenlijkt door de adaptieve
venster functies toe te passen op de pre–periodogram functie. Dit maakt het moge-
lijk om tegelijkertijd relatief hoge resolutie in tijd– en frequentie richting te kunnen
verkrijgen. Dit is moeilijker te bewerkstelligen voor schatters die gebaseerd zijn op
gesegmenteerde periodogram functies. De flexibiliteit die het pre–periodogram biedt
gaat daarentegen gepaard met nadelige artefacten zoals het mogelijk aannemen van
de pre–periodogram functie van negatieve waarden. Een specifieke functionaliteit
van het algoritme, ge¨ıntegreerd in een stabiliteitsfase, is dat het dit nadelige effect
kan beperken. Een simulatie studie is uitgevoerd om de prestatie van het algoritme
te onderzoeken. De methode is vervolgens getoetst op neurowetenschappelijke data.
De noodzaak om voor functionale tijdreeksen de veronderstelling van zwakke sta-
tionariteit te kunnen afzwakken ligt ten grondslag aan het onderzoek in Hoofdstuk 3.
Een theoretisch raamwerk wordt ge¨ıntroduceerd dat het mogelijk maakt om statis-
tische inferenties te trekken van tijdreeksen van functionale data waarvan de onder-
liggende dynamieken veranderen over tijd. Het concept lokale stationariteit wordt
gedefinieerd voor functionale tijdreeksen en een spectraal theorie wordt ontwikkeld.
Meer specifiek, een tijdsafhankelijke functionale spectrale representatie wordt afge-
leid en een klas van functionale processen wordt vastgesteld die gedefinieerd kunnen
worden door middel van deze representatie. Vervolgens wordt bewezen dat deze
klas voldoet aan de ge¨ıntroduceerde definitie van funtionale lokale stationariteit. De
notie van een tijdsafhankelijke spectrale dichtheidsoperator is ge¨ıntroduceerd en de
eigenschappen onderzocht. Naar analogie met de multivariate tijdsreeksen kan dit
object uniek gedefinieerd worden. Tijdsafhankelijke functionale ARMA processen
worden bestudeerd in detail. Aangetoond wordt dat deze type processen behoren tot
de ge¨ıntroduceerde klas en dus kunnen worden weergegeven via een tijdsafhankelijke
functionale spectrale representatie. In deze analyse wordt onderscheid gemaakt tus-
sen transfer operatoren – generalisaties van de Fourier transformaties van de reeks
moving average matrices – die begrensd zijn in standaard operator norm en die be-
grensd zijn in Hilbert–Schmidt norm. Het raamwerk wordt in het laatste gedeelte
van dit hoofdstuk toegepast om een schatter van de tijdsafhankelijke spectrale dicht-
heidsoperator te construeren. Deze schatter is gebaseerd om een functionale versie
van een gesegmenteerde periodogram matrix. Eigenschappen als consistentheid en
de asymptotische verdeling van deze schatter worden ten slotte in detail bestudeerd.
Wanneer de aanname van zwakke stationariteit niet geldig is, is de toepassing van
de meeste statistische inferentie methodes die bestaan voor functionale tijdreeksen
niet langer gepast. Dit kan namelijk resulteren in zware misspecificatie van modellen
en daardoor tot incorrecte inferentie. Het is daarom uitermate belangrijk om een
gepaste toets te ontwikkelen die het mogelijk maakt om na te gaan of de hypothese
van temporele constantheid voor functionale tijdreeksen legitiem is. Hoofdstuk 4
is gewijd aan dit onderwerp en introduceert een spectraal domein–gebaseerde toets
waarmee deze hypothese onderzocht kan worden. De toets gebruikt dat de functio-
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nale Discrete Fouriertransformatie, wanneer gee¨valueerd in afzonderlijke frequenties,
een asymptotisch ongecorreleerde reeks vormt als en alleen als het proces functionaal
zwak stationair is. De toetsingsgrootheid is gebaseerd op een empirische covariantie
operator van deze functionale Discrete Fouriertransformaties, die vervolgens gepro-
jecteerd wordt. De methodologie is theoretisch gerechtvaardigd door middel van
asymptotische resultaten. De asymptotische eigenschappen van de toetsingsgroot-
heid worden afgeleid onder de nul– en de alternatieve hypothese van lokaal stationair
functionale tijdreeksen. Hoofdstuk 4 bouwt daarmee voort op het theoretisch raam-
werk dat ge¨ıntroduceerd werd in Hoofdstuk 3. Er worden geen structurele model
aannames gemaakt behalve dan zwakke mixing voorwaarden in de vorm van functi-
onale versies van de klassieke cumulant mixing voorwaarden. Een simulatie studie is
uitgevoerd om de prestatie van de toetsingsgrootheid te onderzoeken in steekproeven
van eindige populaties.
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